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At the request of Internal Security Section, the Research- 
Satellite Section has prepared 8 comprehensive study concerning 
foreign funds: channeled by communist countries into the Communist 
Party, USA. The study was desired for use within the Domestic 
Intelligence Division, 

a, Because of the extremely sensitive sources for the informa- 
tion setiforth, only a yellow file copy and seven Xerox copies of the 
study are being prepared on paper with the caution 
“Not For’ Dissemination Outside the Bureau." 
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“= To determine the over~all picture of the Party? 5 use of 
foreignvfunds during the period of. the Solo operation, the total 
‘digburséments from Solo funds were categorized into six main 
divisions with breakdowns and explanations of these divisions. 

. Another division of the total receipts of Solo funds sets forth the 
unexpended balance of Solo funds being held in secret depositories 
by the two Bureau. informants, 

forth ἃ brief history of the ‘Party's reserve program, explains th 
Bureau! S method of considering the Party's reserve program as’ two 
separate programs (Solo and Reserve), reveals the changing use being: 
made of Solo funds by the Party, and discusses Gus Hall's aloofness 
rom the Party's financial transactions, Finally, examples show 

that the Party receives other funds from abroad, not considered a 
art of the Solo program, which indirectly assist the Party and 

supplement its receipts through the Solo operation, 
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PREFACE 

EXTREME CAUTION HUST BE EXERCISED IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE UTILIZATION OF INFORMATION SET FORTH HEREIN TO PROTECT THE 
IDENTITIES OF THE TWO HIGHLY PLACED SOURCES, SINCE THE INFOR= 
MATION WAS CONFIDENTIALLY RECEIVED AND TENDS TO IDENTIFY THE 
SOURCES, IT SHOULD NOT BE INCORPORATED IN ANY COMMUNICATION 
THAT MAY BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE THE BUREAU. 

This study concerns foreign funds channeled into the 
Communist Party, USA, through the Bureau's Solo operation and 
covers the period from September, 1958, through June 30, 1965. 

Although the study includes only monies received from 
the Soviets through the first half of 1965, the Soviets have 
promised to provide the Party with one million dollars during 
the entire yoar.: 

Not included in this study is the receipt, late in 
August, of an additional $300,000 which brings the total Soviet 
funds delivered during 1965 to $818,440, and the grand total 
since the beginning of the Solo operation to $3,257,463. 

NOT FOR DISSEMINATION OUTSIDE THE BUREAU 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

SUHMARY 

Since. the 1930's, the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
has maintained a special, secret reserve fund which for many 
years was derived primarily from donations of well-to-do individuals, 
However, contacts with many contributors were lost while the 
Party was underground during 1951 to 1955, Other former con= 
tributors became disenctianted with the CPUSA during the rise. of 
antieStalinism and withheld their contributions. But most 
disastrousto the Party was the loss of an undetermined amount 
of the secret reserves following the death of William Weiner, 
who had long controlled the reserve fund. Only Weiner knew the 
identities of persons holding these funds. Upon his death, many 
individuals: appropriated the money. for their own use. 

During this period of financial crisis for the .CPUSA, 
the Bureau's Solo program came into: operation, Bureau. informant 
CG 5824—S* ~~ a longetime Party member “ὦ through contacts ‘with 
leaders of the Communist, Party of Canadd,established communication 
with. Soviet Party leaders. He was designated by the late Eugene 
Dennis,. then general secretary of the CPUSA, to travel to the 
Soviet Union in, April, 1958, and was. successful in arranging for 
the CPUSA to receive Zinancial. assistance from the Soviets. 

Funds were relayed to the -CPUSA through Canada but delays 
made this method of transfer unsatisfactory and the informant 
made another trip to the Soviet Union ‘in early 1959. While there, 
he suggested his brother “ὦ Bureau informant NY 694=S%* we AS. 
the recipient of direct payments from the Soviets in New. York City. 
The first direct transfer of funds occurred in. ‘April, 1959, and 
by early 1961, Soviet funds were no longer relayed through Canada. 

Succeeding Solo iissions by the Bureau informants led 
to increasing amounts. of Soviet funds being furnished to the. 
CPUSA. For a time, the CPUSA used nearly all. the funds for the 
Party's day«toeday operating expenses. But, as Soviet funds 
continued: to be furnished in increasing amounts, considerable " 
money was used for investments and broader organizational prograns.- 

Current general secretary Gus Hall, has retained CG 5824~8+ 
in charge of the funds from abroad and has intentionally removed 

‘himself from the financial details, It is doubtful that he is 
fully aware of the large amount: of unused Party funds now being 
held. in secret depositories by the two Bureau informants, As of 
June; 1965, this amounted to more than $800,000, nearly 30 per cent 
of the total amount supplied by the Soviets over the past seven 
years, 
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_ Hall has’ meticulously endeavored to conceal from 
Party leaders and members all information concerning the - 
source ‘of funds which accrue to the CPUSA from the Soviets, 
He frequently manufactures financial\crises within the Party 
because he fears members might become: complacent if they learned - 
of the huge subsidies from the Soviets, Although Hall feels 
he has been successful in concealing thé source of funds, he 
constantly must create false sources for the Soviet~supplied 
money which is used for Party. activities. 

ΝΕ Hall's duplicity is divected also toward Soviet Party 
leaders, For instance, just prior to the 1964 elections in the. 
United States, Hall made an emergency appeal to the Soviets for 
an additional $100,000 «- which was honored -~ by falsely 
claiming that the CPUSA's need for funds was so. great that he 
had been forced to borrow money. to carry on the Party's election 
activities. | | 

CONCLUSIONS ΝΕ 

~-The CPUSA's dependence on Soviet funds assures that the. 
American Party -will_ continue to champion the Soviet Union as the 
undisputed leader of the international communist movement, By. 
the same token, since the CPUSA is the main Soviet ally operating 
within the “enemy camp of imperialism," the Soviets will not 7 
permit the American Party to lack for funds, 

«~The funds from abroad have been alleimportant to the 
continued operation of the CPUSA and, in fact, have ‘béen so 
substantial that certain Party leaders recently have been search=. 
ing for business opportunities in which excess Party funds: could 

_ be invested to earn additional income. - 

. «~The principal financial problem of General Secretary 
Gus Hall at the present time seems to bé. the concealment from 
Party. officials and members of the true source and enormous 
the eens, ones which ‘the Soviet Union is making available ‘to 

e CPUSA, ᾿ 

| ~-Despite never-ending. announcements of financial diffi~ 
“culties: and monetary crises by Party officials, despite complaints 
that many Party publications are on their "last legs" and that 
Payty districts are not collecting sufficient money to keep the 
national organization functioning, and despite constant appeals 
for funds, the CPUSA today is obviously much better off financially 
than it has been for years, 
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SOLO FUNDS 

Introduction 

‘Solo! is the code name used within the Bureau to 
cover the broad spectrum of international liaison between the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and other communist parties through- 
out the world, This covert liaison is maintained by two Bureau 
informants who are highly placed in the CPUSA, An important phase 
of the Solo operation is the transfer of funds from the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU)* to the CPUSA, Since 1958, Solo 
funds have come into the United States in increasing amounts, 
As of June 30, 1965, a total of $2,957,463 had been received, 

This study has been prepared to determine how the CPUSA 
has utilized these funds from abroad and to note the effect of 
the steadily increasing receipts of foreign funds on the Party's 
activities, ' 

A brief description of the Party's previous handling of 
its funds points out the Party's financial crisis immediately 
prior to the development of procedures for transferring Soviet . 
funds to the CPUSA through’ the Solo operation, 

CPUSA Reserve Fund ᾿ P 

Since the 1930's, the Party has maintained special 
Party funds as a reserve fund to meet extraordinary expenses, 
For many years, these reserve funds had been primarily derived 
from donations of well-to-do individuals and profits of Party= 
controlled businesses, 

, Originally known as the "Benson-Blake Fund,"' the reserve 
fund was operated by the late William Weiner, CPUSA financial 
officer, from a desk at the Party's national headquarters, How~ 
ever, in 1940 Weiner was convicted for ‘making false statements in 
& passport matter and was forced to give up his office at Party 
headquarters, Weiner continued to secretly control the fund, 

" which from this time on has been known simply as the reserve fund. ; 
The existence of the fund is a well-kept secret in the Party, Rank- 
and-fiie Party members know nothing of it and even most Party 
leaders have very little knowledge of its activities. 
t 

*On one occasion, in 1960, the Communist Party of China furnished 
$50,000 to the CPUSA, ; | . 
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During the early 1940's, Weiner was assisted in the 
operation of the reserve fund by several. "leg men," including 
Lement Harris and Jack Childs, In 1948, Stanley Levison becane 
Woeiher's assistant, and in 1954, on the death of Weiner, Levison: 
apparently took 2011 charge of the fund. During the 1940's, the 
reserve fund: generally ran between $250,000 and "5500, 000; but,. 
during the 1950's, many of the. prévious sources of income were lost.. 
During the. Party's. underground period == 1951 to 1955 «= contact 
was lost with many individuals who had previously given ‘large sums 
of money to the Party, In addition, changing world conditions 
following World War II cast a new light on communism generally. 
The rise of anti-Stalinism, as well as Party differences among 
various factions within. the ‘CPUSA, caused many individuals to 
end or to considerably reduce their contributions to the Party. 

‘Reserves Vanish 

Weiner's death in 1954 résulted ἫΝ thé loss of many of 
the secret reserve funds, ‘Both Phil Bart and Isadore Wofsy, who 
later took charge of the reserve fund, have felt the Party lost 
much money because for many years Weiner had complete control 
over the reserve fund, Only he knew where much of the money 
-had been hidden, Many people who had custody of reserve funds ‘for 
safekeeping: apparently failed to admit it and appropriated the 

_money for their own use. Not evén ‘leaders of the Party could 
determine. how. much was actually lost. As. Bill Lawrence, a Party 
functionary, once said, "No one person can keep up with the 
operations of the reserve funds of the Party, Each person connected 

' With the fund guards his secrets jéalously. either because :of 
security precautions or for. his own personal advantage." 

When the Party emerged from the underground in 1955, the 
secret reserve fund balance was about $285, 000, By January, 1957, 
this reserve had dropped to. about. $185,000 and, ‘by. January,. 1958, 
to. ‘slightly over $62, 000, 

Keeping :these. diminishing funds in-mind, one understands 
the urgent need for new sources of. income to build up the Party's 
xeserve. As in the past, the Party again found a source of funds. 
Going back a few years, We see the ‘developments which led to the 
establishment of direct contacts:with the Soviets and made possible. 
the transfer of funds from the CPSU to the CPUSA via the Solo 
operation, 

Contacts Established with CPSU 

In contacts during 1954 and 1955 with the Labor Progressive 
Party (the CP of Canada), which had been able to send delegations. - τα 
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_ International Department, Central Committee, CPSU, CG.5824~-S* 

to the Soviet Union, the CPUSA learned that ‘Party. leader John 
Williamson, following his. Smith Act conviction and voluntary 
deportation from the United States, had travelled ‘to the - 
Soviet Union. The Soviets instructed him to return to. England, 
where he was to. serve as linison between the- Soviets and the 
CPUSA, During the. Summer of 1956, the CPUSA learned that the 
Soviets desired 2 better system of communication, The Soviets 
requested. that a CPUSA representative come to the Soviet Union. 
Negotiations were eld during the next year and a half to make- 
this, possible, Bureau informant CG 5824~S« was designated by 
the late. Eugene Dennis,. then the. Party ‘General’ Secretary, as the 
Party leader to make this visit and to. take control of. any 
financial arrangements between the CPSU and CPUSA in the future, 

Plans were completed and CG 5824«S* and his wife 
‘departed from New York. City on April 24, 1958, on the first Solo, 
mission, During formal discussions with the CPSU. ‘Jeaders and 
later discussions. with the heads of the American Section of the 

received assurances from the Soviets that financial assistance 
would be provided for the CPUSA. During these talks, the Soviets 

“told CG 5824~5% that Alexander Trachtenberg was. the only American 
CP leader. to whom they had previously, furnished funds for. the 
CPUSA.. Even while. CG 5824-S* was still in. the. Soviet Union;. 
the Soviets sent $10,000. to Trachtenberg for the. emergency use: 
of the CPUSA and ‘promised ‘another .$10,000, to be sent through Tim 
Buck, head of the CP of Canada, for use of the CPUSA, ‘The 
Soviets advised that they would. furnish $200; G00 to the: CPUSA 
during 1958. They advised this money would be sent to the CP. of 
Canada, where it would then ‘be forwarded to the CPUSA, ‘This 
procedure was only. to be used until thé CPUSA could nake arrange= 
ments for direct contasts in the United States for the transfer 

᾿ ‘of funds, . 

Soviet: Funds Begin te Arrive 

During 1958; “the Soviets, furnished money to the. Soviet 
Aubagsador in Ottawa where, on several occasions; Tim Buck 
travelled to. pick up ‘the money. and carry it,-to Toronto, During 
the period from September. through December, 1958, either Elizabeth / 
Mascolo, Buck's common-law wife, travelled to New York City carrying 
a. ΒΟΥ ΟΣ of the cash to NY 694«S* or else CG 5824~5* travelled to 
Toronto to pick up portions of the money. During this period, 
$75,000 was ‘thus’ transferred from Canada te the CPUSA, but Dennis 
was dissatisfied because of the delnys in receiving. tho expected 
Soviet funds, 
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_ On instructions from Dennis, CG 5824-8* attended 
the 2lst CPSU Congress in Moscow during February, 1959, and 
aggin requested funds for the CPUSA. He was told that the 
Soviets would furnish $100,000 as the baiance of funds 
promised for 1958, In addition, the Soviets said they would 
furnish another $150,000 before September, 1959, These funds 
were to be sent through Canada as had been the previous amounts, 
but the CPUSA was told. to make plans to receive direct payments 
from the Soviets. While in Moscow, CG 5824-S* furnished to the 
Soviets data concerning his brother, NY 694-8*, relative to his 
use as a recipient of. funds in the United States. 

᾿ The first direct transmittal of Soviet funds in the 
United States occurred on April 23, 1959, Vladimir Barkovsky, 
counselor of the Soviet United Nations Delegation, appeared in 
the office of NY 694~S* in New York and gave him a package con= 
taining $50,000 in $20 bills, Funds also came through Canada, 

‘ During the next five months, through September, 1959, Mascolo 
made four trips to New York to deliver $91,000 to NY 694-S*, 
During the same period, NY 694~S* made two trips and CG 5824=S* 
made one trip to Toronto to pick up $27,500. The Soviets had 
transmitted both of these sums through the Soviet Ambassador 
in Ottawa. Mascolo made three more trips to New York in the 
last three months of 1959 to deliver $32,000 in additional funds 
from the Soviets. By the end of 1959, the CPUSA had received 
totals ‘of $225,500 °via*Canada and $50,000 delivered by Barkovsky 
n New York, ; 

Use of Initial Soviet Funds 

᾿ς How did the CPUSA utilize this money from abroad? Of 
the total $275,500 provided by ‘the Soviets during 1958 and 1959, 
the Bureau's two informants “ὦ CG 582408* and NY 69405% we at the 
end of 1959 still retained $108,620 in secret safeedeposit boxes, 
An exact accountingo? the Party's use of the $171,880 which 
they spent during this period is difficult because of a lack of 
certain information, 

About $40,000 of the funds from abroad was given to 
Eugene Dennis and $3,000 to Robert Thompson, head of the New York 
State CP, ‘While not known for certain, it is believed almost 
all of these amounts: were used ‘for the day-to-day expenses of 
running the CP National Office and “The Worker.’ Theréfore, 
when this sum is added to the known expenses of the National 
office and the Party paper, it makes a total of Solo funds 
for this purpose of over $150,000, In addition, $10,300 was 
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‘given to Claude Lightfoot for use of the CP of Illinois; a little 
over $2,000 was returned to the CP of Canada to reimburse them 
for their expenses in transporting the funds to the United States; 
and approximately $8,000 was utilized on travel expenses of Party 
members outside the country, 

These figures'show that-62-per cent of the total amount 
. of funds received from abroad‘during 1958<59 was disbursed, 
Nearly all of these funds were ‘used for the day~toeday operations 
of the Par ty. 

Arrival of Increasing Amounts of (Funds 

. To analyze further the CP's use of funds from abroad, we 
examine 1964's receipts and disbursements from Solo funds to 
determine if the same pattern applies. As of the beginning of 
1964, the CPUSA had received a total of nearly $1,700,000 from the. 
Soviets and the Chinese, and‘ the prospects were excellent. for 
increasing amounts to be received in the future, 

At the beginning of 1964, the two Bureau informants were 
holding in their secret safe-deposit:‘boxes a balance of slightly 
over $320,000, which had been furnished by- the ‘Soviets and not yet 
expended by’ the Party. During 1964, the Soviets, through their 
official representatives at the United Nations in New York, on five 
occasions delivered packages of cash totaling $730,000 to the 
CPUSA. This made a total of more ‘than $1,050,000 available to 
the Party. At the close of 1964, our two informants were ‘holding 
a balance of approximately $613,000; therefore, during. 1964, the 
CPUSA had disbursed a little over $437,000. 

Growing CPUSA Expenditures 

Even though the Bureau, in 1964, was more cognizant than 
it had been in 1958+59 of the financial affairs ‘of the CPUSA because 
of the very prominent part played by the Bureau's two highly placed 
informants, the Party's lack of consistent financial policies and 
its complete aversion.to thé:.use of accounting records still make:: 
it difficult to account fully. for the Party's disbursements. 

Funds totaling $17,066 were provided for specific projects 
or organizational activities of the Party such:as Camp Unity; the 
Institute of Marxist Studies, ‘and other miscellaneous expenses, 
These amounts, though not the usual day=to-day running expenses of 
the Party, have been included in the CP: National Office éxpenses in 
the following condensed summary of the Known expenditures fron. 
Solo funds during 1964: 
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CP National Office $242,966 
"The Worker" 32,000 
"Political Affairs" and other publications: 12,000 
Travel of Party members in U.8, and abroad 14, 525 
Gus: Hallts personal expenses and investments 33, "254 
Political contacts and election work 18, 000 
Investments in stock and veal estate | 23,328 
Transferred to CP reserve fund. 81,000 

Total disbursenents in 1964. $437, 068 

New ‘Uses for Soviet Funds 

Thess figures reveal that of the approximately $1,050,000 ̓  
in funds available to the Party during 1964, only 41,6 per cent 
was disbursed compared with 62: per cent of the available funds 
during the 1958-59: period, In addition, while the 1958-59 disburse~ 

‘ ments were used alnost entirely: for the day-to-day running» expenses 
of the CP National. Office .and "Tho: Worker 5" in 1964 the Party 
utilized nearly 25 per: cent of: the year’s disbursements in a very 
different way. The Party, in 1964, using the names of trusted ‘but 

‘not well«known Party riember's or: Party sympathizers, invested Solo- 
funds in businesses, in bank stocks, and in several purchases of 

--real - ‘estate. In addition, considerable Solo funds transferred 
to the CP reserve: were utilized. later: for investment purposes. 

Normally; the Bureau. has fotloved the practice of removing 
from the. balance of Solo ‘finds ‘any anounts given to Party personnel 
who act as depositories for portions of the Solo funds which are to 
be held for safekeeping ‘until needed by the Party. This procedure 
was adopted for the reason that when the Bureau informants. trans~ 
ferred this: cash they lost control of the money provided by the 
Soviets, ‘iie., the actual bills could be "laundered" by the person ~ - 
acting as the depository, ‘Therefore, the Bureau: considers the CP 

reserve: fund as two separate funds, Solo and: Reserve... 

Since, during 1964, only JackKling' was furnishéd Solo. 
funds to“hold as a depository of -CP reserve funds and CG 5824-54 
‘was τ δ position to observe and audit the. sketchy records 
maintained by Kling, it was. possible to trace the utilization of 
these reserve funds beyond the original Solo disbursement. From 
the following brief analysis, the importance: of Solo funds 
during 1964 to the operation of Kling's'-CpP reserve is very apparent. 



Kling's reserve fund. balance in January, 1964,. ‘was 
about $5,645.. On four occasions during 1964, Solo funds totaling 
$61,000 were furnished him. Also, ‘Kling was given other funds ὁ 
totaling $17, 190 during the year, making: ‘available funds of 
$83,835, Kline ended the year with a resérve balance of. $31,526; 
theréfore,. $52,309 was disbursed during 1964, Because of ‘Kling’ μ 
sketchy ‘yecords,. about $12,000 expenditures were unaccounted: for 
and these have been arbitrarily divided equally between investe 
ments and ordinary Party expenses. With this” assumption, Kling sri * 
would tmsihave. disbursed $38,120 for investments and subsidies and 

- $14,189 for other Party: expenses. This, 73 per cent of the total 
disbursements from: the Réserve was utilized for investments. and 
subsidies, Kiing'’s reserve had been utilized: ‘mainly for. that specific 
purpose ‘by the Party, 

To show -how anportaat Solo funds: were to eran s-CP 

aad 

“Solo F Funds Secretly. Held by Burcau Inforsiants 

ΝΕ While mentioning this increase in ‘Party reserves held - 
‘by - Kling due to Solo funds” receipts, it is to be noted that. the - 
reserve balances. of Solo funds secretly maintained by the Bureau’ ΕΞ 
two informants also have grown over the years; Following are the 
balances of Solo funds held in Sécret depositories: by the two 
informants at the end of each year: a : , 

1959:....108.,620 
‘L960, 162, 966 
LOG] wees 258, 881. - ᾿ 
1962... 134,771 ΟΠ _ 
1963... 3205431 ς 
1964... 613,36. - : : 

Suid, 1965:-- 876, 494 ee: 
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Hall is not cognizant of the exact amounts available, he must 

᾿ς reserve funds also were utilized for investment purposes... A 

-pointed out was‘ the_growing. balance of available ‘funds and the 
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Hall's. Limited Knowled e of Funds . Ἂ ; 

While Gus Hall, current general. Secretary: of the CPUSA, ἃ 
has absolute authority over all Party activity, including finances, * ἐν 
‘hézhas: placed CG 5824~8* in full charge of the maintenance of 
‘SaLo@ funds, Hall does not desire to have complete knowledge of 
alt phases of the financial transactions. While he is advised 
regarding ‘the amount of each receipt of funds from abroad, it is 
not believed he is fully aware of the exact amount of funds being 
held in secret depositories by the two informants, Even though 

realize there are considerable funds available,. 

The increasing amounts of Party funds currently being 
expended on investments and subsidies is entirely due to Hail's 
constant urging that. CG 58240S* and NY 694~S* “locate. suitable 
places where. the Party ‘funds may be invested so: that’ the Party may 
earn profits, fromits excess ‘reserve funds, Hall, sincé the- το 
Spring of 1963, has considered the investment of these funds as 
his “major unsolved problem" and the development. of business - 
ventures in which to. ‘place Party funds an absolute necessity. 
For these reasons, Hall has ordered CG 5824=S* to provide Solo 
funds to, such trusted, old-time Party members ‘as ‘Sam Milgrom, 
Lem Harris, and Max Weinstein to invest in businesses or real ῃ 
estate, These direct expenditures of Solo funds ‘are listed under ‘ 
investments ‘in’ Chart’ D3 however, as we noted in the. 1964 \ 
disbursements, considerable. Solo expenditures designated ‘to the 

The comparison of the Party's. uses of: funds from abroad 
in: the 1958=59 period and during the year 1964 revealed the 
changing use made ‘by the CPUSA of its receipts. from abroad, Also 

difficulty. of tracing all expenditures when they were given to 
individuals acting as secret depositories, 

Over~all. Picture 

Looking at the over-all picture; that’ 15, the total oy 
amounts made available to the CPUSA from abroad and the uses made ἡ 
of these funds over the entire seven-year period, we first examine ἡ 
the receipts, of funds since the inception of the Solo program, τ ἃ 
which are set forth in two charts. : : 



art -A shows the yearly receipts of NY 694-8% and | 
CG 5824-5* and the total receipts by years from the Soviets, and 
thé one receipt from the CP of Ching, Also by year, each informants 
receipts ere divided between those received directly from the 
Soviets and those received’ via the CP of Canada. In the case of 
CG 5824-S*, the receipts Zrom the Soviets which were received in 
the Soviet’ ‘Union are marked (8), 
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Chart B shows the: method of delivery of the total dmounts 
received from the CPSU and the CP of China.as well as the amounts 
réceived by each informant. Since. early in 1961, no funds have 
been transmitted through the Canadian CP, 
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. Before setting forth the disbursements’ or uses made of | 
the, funds from abroad during the entire seven-year period, a note 
of explanation is necessary, As previously mentioned, the CPUSA 
reserve fund has béen considered by the Bureau as two separate: 
fundse-Solo and Reserve, ‘Thus, when specific funds have been 
disbursed from Solo funds for a. certain. purpose, one must remember 
that this amount may not be the total amount expended by the Party 
for that purpose but is only that portion ‘expended directly from 
Solo funds, As an example, on one: occasion the Party's reserve- 
funds were utilized to buy stock certificates as a Party itveste 
ment. According to the Bureau!s record-keeping procedure, one 
portion of the purchase price was disbursed from Solo funds and 
another portion from the Reserve. Therefore, the allocation of 
funds on -the following chart will reflect only those uses for which ae 

there was a direct axpenditure of Solo funds. 

᾿ in order to make the allocation ΟΣ oxpenditures from Solo 
funds for the entire seven-year period more meaningful and accurate, 
adjustments have been made when it could be determined, that certain 
disbursements would be more in line. with. present-day reporting 
practices in the Solo program, Even with. these adjustments, it 
should be noted that occasionally funds ‘furnished Hall or other 
Party officials for a particular purpose were undoubtedly not 
always actually used for that purpose. At other times, when . . 
specific Solo funds were disburséd for ἃ particular purpose but not) 
fully utilized for that purpose, these excess funds were retained \ 
in the Party reserve, but. on the Buxeau's records they are not a 
added back to Solo funds. - 

Chart Ο is a pie chart showing the CPUSA's utilization 
of the total amount of Solo funds received through June 30, 1965. _ 
‘There are seven divisions: showing the use of ‘the funds, the dollar 
anount, and. the percentage of the total received, Six of the ~ 
divisions represent the Solo fund expenditures (explained more fully 
in Chart Ὁ) and one represents, the whexpéndeddbalance which is the 
amount of funds held by the Bureau's two informants in their 7 
secret depositories, As of June 30, 1965,. ΝΥ 694-S* held $840,533 
and CG 5824-S* held $35,961, It is significant that through the 
two informants the Bureau maintains some control over nearly 
30 per cent of the total funds received. from abroad through the 
Solo progran., 

. Chart. D sets forth the disbursements from Solo funds for 
each year and the totals for the entire seven-year period, divided 
according to six main types of disbursements, Comments concerning 
certain of the disbursements follow the chart, 
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Comments follow concerning certain of the disbursements 
set forth in the preceding chart,, 

- CP National Office Expenses- Accounting for half of the total 
disbursements, these. aieburcenents are the normal operating 
expenses of the National Office of the Party. They include 
salaries, office supplies, rent, National Board and National 
Committee meetings ‘costs, subsidies to individuals and. certain 
ΟΡ Districts, and other normal necessary expenses of running the: 
Party's National Office on a day-to-day basis. 

Publications= One fifth -of the total expenditures from Solo. funds 
-<Wase-utiaazed for the newspapers, periodicals, and publishers of 

the Party, and over one half of this amount was supplied to "The 
Worker." Interestingly, since mid-1961, the paper has been issued 
twice weekly, but each year when the CPSU is asked for additional 
funds, the CPUSA attempts to justify its request for these added 
funds: by claiming the need for re-establishing the paper as. δ. 
daily, Portions of Solo funds furnished to various publications 
and publishers were used to reimburse Party members holding cover 
‘jobs given to provide them Yegular income while working full time 
for the Party. 

Travel- Though only a small portion of the total expenditures, 
considerable Solo funds were utilized for the purpose of sending 
American CP delegations to CPSU Congresses .and May Day and..November 7 
celebrations. in the Soviet Union. Also, many CP members travelled. 
to the Soviet. Union on vacations or for "medical treatment. The 
Solo funds, expenditures are ‘actually only, ἃ portion of the travel 
costs because the CPSU has paid all expensés of official delegations 
beyond certain European cities, For example, the CPUSA pays for 
the delegates’ travel to and. from Prague, but: the CPSU takes care 
of all other costs beyond this point, A similar arrangenent, on: 
a quota system set. by the CPSU, is made for vacation travel of 
selected CPUSA members and their families through. the Soviet Union, 
Travel expendittires to other countries include CP delegations to 
Youth ‘Festivals in Vienna, Austria, ‘and in Helsinki, Finland, ἡ 
and CP délégations to Party Congresses in.Cuba: and Puerto Rico, - 
A portion of the travel expenses consistéd of the CPUSA'S reimburse= 
ments to Bureau informants for the many. Solo Missions they made 
for the Party. 

Miscellaneous= About one tenth of the total expenditures : wasc 
utilized on miscellaneous expenses, most of which are self- 
explanatory. The organizational work concerning youth reveals 
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᾿ the | CPUSA's increasing emphasis on its youth program in recent 
. +, years... “The” other organizational programs include subsidies to 

ithe: Committee for’ Repeal of the McCarran Act, American Institute; ὁ 
~~. ἐς of Marxist. Studies, and Institute for Study of Negro History. ~~ 
~ ° ‘Also included under this heading are amounts furnished to 7 

+ | ‘Bapene Dennis and Gus Hall, the former and the present General j 
Secretary of the -CPUSA, When occupying the position of General 

᾿ Secretary; : neither had to account for any money received, It -can 
+) be assumed’ that each undoubtedly secretly furnished a portion of 

these funds to his own private depositories, 

Investments~" Though investments at present comprise only a small 
percentage of the total Solo expenditures, Hall's strong feelings 
concerning the urgent need for investments in Party-controlled 
businesses will greatly increase this type of Solo expenditure. 
At the present time, negotiations are under way to invest Party 
funds in a china. and glassware business, an export company, a 
sausage buSiness, and other business ventures, 

Reserves= While "reserve". implies the ‘holding of funds for safekeep= 
ang for a considerable period, only a small part. of the nearly one 
tenth of the total expenditures under. this category is actually 
being held as such, As previously shown in the explanation of 
Kling's reserve, ‘the reserves held by Isadore Needleman and. Max 
Weinstein also have been utilized mainly for the. interim retention 
of cash before an. actual outlay for an investment, The reserve 
fund of Helen Winter, another Party official, is ἃ recent 
innovation of. Hailts; ΤῸ relieve him of the ‘responsibility of 
designating funds from time τὸ time for the use of the National 
Office, he ‘ordered: ‘that Winter act as depository for $200, 000, 
which'she will then ‘dispense to cover needed National Office , 
expenses, The $25,000 amount already disbursed from Solo funds 
is believed to be the first portion. of this fund, 

ai 

Halls Conspiratorial Manner 

Hall is. méticulous in his efforts: to conceal from other 
Party leaders all information concerning the sources of funds which 
“accrue to the CPUSA through the Solo operation, When Hall is 
notified of the receipt of Solo funds by one. of the Bureau infor= 
mants, no words are spoken between them, The informant merely. 
writes a figure on a serap of, paper, Hall glancés at it and 
immediately destroys the slip. This conspiratorial manner is 
characteristic of Hallts dealings with even. members of the Party's 
Finance. Committees, both the open..and the covert reserve committee. 
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At various times, Hall has discussed with each of the 
informants his efforts to conceal entirely all phases of the Solo 
operation from other Party leaders, He considers it is necessary 
for him, from time to time, to create a money crisis within the 
Party to conceal the fact that the Party receives subsidies from 
the Soviets. If thé subsidies became known, he feared the 
leadership would become complacent concerning finances, feeling 
that unlimited funds. vere availabie to the Party. While Hall seens 
convinced he has been successful in concealing the fact of the 
availability. of funds, his action. has created: many. problems. 
Constantly, he must create false sources for the money which is 
provided for the various activities of the Party. 

Becauge. many Party. menbers realize that in the past 
considerable money had been donated to assist the Party, Hall, 
while travelling to various ‘CP Districts throughout the country, 
is able to turn over Solo funds to District functionaries, telling . 
them, that he obtained the money as.a."gift" from a friend, or that 
it was money "loaned" to him on a. personal basis from influential 
friends. On one occasion, Hall withdrew $3,000 from Solo funds, 
travelled to Minnesota on: personal business and, upon his. return 

. to New York, turned in the same. $3,000, stating he had received 
, it as a contribution from A. Minnesota "friend" of the Party. 

Frequently, Hall has: applied Solo funds toward the quotas 
of cértain CP Districts during fund drives for ‘the Worker." -The’ 
arbitrary credits: to the Districts are not questioned by ‘the CP 
functionaries of these Districts because they assume-.a National Office 

- representative personally obtained the contribution from donors in 
these Districts known only to the National representative, 

᾿ ᾿ς ΠΆΛΕ duplicity is directed not only toward other 
CPUSA leaders. but also toward Soviet: Party leaders. During the. 
Tatter part of 1964, Hall plended: for additional funds for the 
CPUSA, His emergency appeal ‘for: $100,000, carried to the - 
Soviets by a Bureau informant. claimed the CPUSA's need was so 
desperate that the Party had found it necessary to borrow. money 
to finance its election activities, The Soviets honored the appeal 
‘and forwarded thé money, yet at that tine over $500,000 in previ- 
ously furnished funds from abroad was being held in- -the secret 
depositories of the two Bureau informants, 
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Other Foreign Funds Aid CpuSA 

The preceding discussion of funds furnished to the 
CPUSA from abroad has included only those funds considered by 
the Bureau to be part of the Solo operation; however, considerable 
other funds also are transmitted to the United States which 
indirectly aid the CPUSA and its activities, These funds, though 
sometimes’ carried into the country: by one. of the informants 
returning: from ἃ Solo Mission, have not been considered Solo. 
funds. 

The. Soviet Union ig. the source of most..of the non=Solo 
funds, but other. communist ‘countries also frequently furnish 
money. Subscriptions to CPUSA publications and royalties, paid 
for books and articles written by Party. members make up the major. 
portion of these other funds from abroad. 

To illustrate how the. CPUSA relies.on these funds to 
- carry on its propaganda activities, werote that during 1963 the 

' . Soviet Union subscribed to 5,000 copies. of each issue of ‘The 
Worker" and other communist countries. to a. total of 1550 copies. 
These subscriptions. account fox 41 per cent of the total printing 
of ‘approximately 16,000 coples of each. issue of the. paper, During 
1963, in funds not a part of Solo, Moscow paid $40,000 and other 
communist ‘countries ‘about $6,000 for these "Worker" subscriptions, 
plus-a: total of $47;000 Lov. freight Charges ἃ 

ταν Khe. dnportance of. these funds in the. operation of the 
Party paper can be seen when noting. that during. 1963, the entire 
circulation income shown on the paper's annual. audit yeport was 
$89,575, ‘Thus, the $46, 000 from sales to.communist countries. 
made up 52 per cent of the. entive income for the your. During 
the year, the éntive cost of. distributing the paper anounted. to 
$72,000; therefore, the $47,000 paid by. communist countries for 
freight, charges made up 65 per cent of the total distribution 
expense for the year. -‘These.funds, when added. to the $81,000 
provided. ‘during 1963 from Solo funds, were 2, very. inportant. 
factor in the. ¢ohtinued existence of the- Party ‘papers Sinilas | 
paynents: from communist. countries: also proyide. necessary funds 
which assist in publishing other Party: publicationss, μα ΕΝ 

The. ΟΡΌΒΔ, likewise: has. profited: trom. voyaity payments 
made, by: publishers ‘inthe~Soviet. Union and, other communist countries 
to: Party-nember ‘authors for articles or books. ‘published abroad, 
Frequently in the past; these royalty: payments have been given 
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to one of our informants while he visited the various communist 
countries, On some occasions, he has turned over part of these _ 
monies to other Party members then travelling in communist 
countries for additional expenses, thus relieving the CPUSA ᾿ 
of the need for furnishing funds to these members. On other 
occasions, the royalty payments have been returned to the 
United States by the informant but, on the orders of the CPUSA 
general secretary, were not turned over to the authors but were 
added to the Party's reserve fund, 

in recent years, when more and more Party members have 
been permitted to travel to communist countries, these members ~« 
including ‘the two Bureau informants on Solo’ tiissions σα have had 
occasion to collect additional non-Solo funds in the various 
countries they have visited. These funds are said to be dues 
or contributions from former CPUSA members now residing abroad. 
The monies collected, which vary in amounts from several hundreds 
to several thousands of dollars, are added to the Party's reserve. 
Several large contributions were obtained by CG 5824«$* while 
on Solo 'ifissions during’ 1960 to 1963 when on three occasions he - 
met Alfred and Martha Stern <= former American citizens who fled 
the United States because of their espionage activities <= in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, and obtained from them contributions for 
the eOPUSA totaling $16,000. 

The foregoing are 2a. few examples of non-Solo funds 
furnished by the Soviets and other communist countries which 
indirectly assist the CPUSA and. considerably augment the direct. 
aid received through the Solo operation. 
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On 9/22/65, there were receiyed from the 
Soviets via radio two ciphered-coded messages, the 
plain text of which are as follows: 

1. "fo Jack Brooks 
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NY 100-134637 

"According to your schedule for 1965, we listen 
to your walky talky signals in September on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays at 8:18 a.m. This is why your signal 
was not received on a Monday. Your drops, in Manhattan, 
were approved and may be used, but only once each. 
Next drop is Ann. We asked you to find a drop in 
suburbs for future in order to avoid any established 
pattern that way increase risk." 

- The above message concerns an attempt by 
NY δ9ηθξκ to contact the Soviets on Monday, September 
20th which, as the Soviets note, was not a scheduled 
day for a transmission. 

2, "Results of test are following: 

7:50 4 signals, with an interval 2 signals, 
then one Signal, 

Audibility very good. 

7:53 - one signal, audibility good. 5 signals 
very weak. 

7:56 - 4 signals, 7:57 - 1 signal, 8:00- 2 signals, 
ali weak. 

* *. a 

“Bach timerwe replied in accordance with signals 
received, Second walky talky test will be on September 
e7th. Disregarding the results of the first time, in 
ease of necessity you may call us according to your 
schedule, " 

The above message refers to the fact that 
NY “694-s# on Tuesday, September. 2ist, again sent 
walky talky signals to the Soviets £0 determine whether 
or not tis signals were being heard, 
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As the Bureau is aware, the CP of Chile is scheduled 
to hold its 13th Congress 10/11-17/65 in Santiago, Chile, to 
be followed sometime in mid-11/65 by a Latin American Solidarity 
Conference, After initially indicating that thé CP, USA would 
not desire a representation at this Congress, GUS HALL subse- 
quently concluded that it would be desirable to send representa- 
tives from the CP, USA to attend and has designated HENRY 
WINSTON, MATTHEW HALLINAN, and CG 5824-S* as the probable repre- 
sentatives of the CP, USA. When first the matter of CG 5824-8*'s 
vattendance was broached by HALL to CG 5824-S*, this source 
attempted to dissuade HALL by pointing out that such a trip 
on his part should be superseded by a more important mission ;. ἢ | 
namely, his annual trip to the USSR for the purpose of obtaining -᾿ 
the annual CP of the Soviet Union subsidy of the CP, USA. 
Nevertheless, on. the occasion of later contacts, both persong 
and telephonic; HALL has continued to press the. matter and ” 
indicated that CG 5824-S* should either make both trips or 
combine them into one. HALL stated that CG 5824-S* is the only: 
individual with the international contacts who could adequately 
represent the CP, USA and, furthermore, this could be an 
excellent opportunity fo convene and expand the international 
contacts of the CP, USA in Latin 1.1: ΟΕ “25. ξόφΖ -~5} 3 

CG 5824-S* has indicat e is far from eager 
to undertake this additional niseebe ee owing to his great 
physical problems, he is extremely, loathe to assume the burden 
of such an arduous trip entailing over 10,000 additional miles 

Of travel. We, ourselves, at the present time are somewhat ᾿ 
‘A 
& ys, 
3 

τὴ 
a] 

VHS 

apprehensive of the informant's physical ability to withstand 
the rigors of the combined missions, especially in view of the 
fact that CG 5824-S* has now been confined to bed for the past 
gevera ᾿ξ with a recurrence of former ile; imered The” a 
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resumption of internal and external bleeding in his. lower 
‘back which is causing him extreme pain and debilitation. 
Additionally, CG 5824-S* recently strained his back in some 
manner and for some days now has been unable to twist or 

_ bend and, as a matter of faét, has been confined to bed 
in great pain. Notwithstanding his weakened condition, 
CG 5824-S¥ believes that if HALL insists, then travel he 
must, and he is now giving active consideration to how 
this travel should ‘be accomphished should it become 
necessary, ᾿ 

In view of the possibility of the trip to Chile, 
we recognize that its ramifications cannot be divorced 
from the overall Sold opefation nor can we ignore the 
possible effects of this Latin American travel upon the 
_informant's other travels to the USSR: and the socialist 
countries, Certainly, once CG 5824~-S* has arrived in Chile, 
he cannot be afforded the security which he receives in 
the socialist countries. His attendance at the Chilean 
‘Congress will probably be noted by the Chilean Intelligence 
Services. Thereforé, the logical question arises whether 
he should travel under his true identity or by tise of a 
cover legend, and if the latter, can the current legend 
be utilized. 

In our opinion, it would’ appear to be most unwise © 
‘for the informant. to travel ‘under -his true name where he 

would run the risk of being identified as a communist by - 
reason of his attendance at the Congress. Such open 
attendance would constitute a flagrant violation of the 
security requirements imposed upon the informant by the 
CP of the Soviet Union which insists CG 5824-S* refrain 
from open contacts with the CB, USA and confine his contacts 
with the leadership to a very few discreet meetings; We 
have, therefore, concluded that if this Latin American trip. 
materializes, CG 5824-S* must travel under a cover legend. 

lame ἀρ 

We next, considered whether CG 5824-8* would be 
able to utilize the current legend (HAROLD M, JULES) by 
which he has aecomplished the more recent Solo trips and 
which, it is contemplated, he will continue to use in the 
immediate future. Up to this time, although ἃ number of 
trips of seemingly short duration into Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
appear on the JULES passport, we have apparently been able 
to protect this legend from the contamination of idéntifica- 
tion as a communist. The appearance is of a businessman 
traveling for business and pleasure in Western Eutopé with 
occasional short trips into-Prague. To now utilize the 
JULES: passport fox travel to the Chiléan Party Congress 
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WOuld then jeopardize the security of that legend, The 
Russians would hardly accept this action a8 being prudent 
Judgment on the part of the informant. 

As a result of the above, we have arrived at the 
conclusion that a totally. new legend should be assumed by 
the informant untainted by previous travel and whose con- 
nection with an international communist conference will not 
jeopardize other areas of the Solo operation. - Upon, com- 
pletion of the Latin American travel and prior to commencing | 
his European travels, we believe CG 5824-S* should return to” 
the U.S. for debriefing, discard the new legend, assume the 
JULES legend, and then depart for the Soyiet Union, 

‘As the Bureau will recall, Chicago has already 
obtained Bureau approval for the basis of such ἃ legend 
against the day when such would be necessary. The Chicago 
Office is in possession of a valid birth certificate in the 
name of SYDNEY SMITH LESSER, born 2/11/02 at ‘Chicago, the 
Cover name approved in previous corréspondence with the 
Bureau, With, this basic ddcument in hand, the remaining 
Portions of the legend can readily be constructed. These 
Consist of the following: 

Driver ' Ξ license ΝΣ “ 
Social Security card . ὩΣ , 
Bank account 
Credit card ᾿ 
Business cards . 
Medical prescription labels 
Magazine subscription (to familiarize the postman - 

with the new name at the 
cover addtess). 

Passport photos tae 
Passport 
International certificate of vaccination 

In connection with the cover legend, a secure address” 
must be acquired for use on a number of these documents as has 
been done in each legend_in the past. For this new legend, we 
have chosen the address ino 

is the residene 
at Chicago; a 

SA ROBERT J. DOLAN of the Chicago Office, who vouches 
soupTetely for his integrity, loyalty, 

email and fare tegative. are-hega tive. a {ττ| been told nothing ~ 
concerning the Solo operation but has willingly offered his 
cooperation to consist merely of receiving mail at that address 
in thé name of LESSER. He will be instructed if the manner of 

-3- 
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handling any inquiries relating to the Supposed residence of 
LESSER at that address. 

Relative to ἃ driver's License in the name of LESSER, 
2 Separate communication requeSting the necessary. fabrication 
is being directed to. the FBI Laboratory. 

᾿ A crédit :card will be ὁ ; in the past, 
through the services of former sal | Special ! 
Services, Marshall Field and Company, one of the largest 
and best knowh department stores in Chicago. 

The international certificate of vaccinati wi 
be ined through the services. of SAC contact, 
Ce rithout apprising him of the reason for the request. 

! A bank account in the namé of the new legend will Ὅς 
ὍΘ. opened: at the LaSalle Ee a oer hae perfor 
the services of SAC contact ‘who has performed | 
this servicé in the past, The amount of $100 is an appropriate 
amount with which to open this account and upon ingniry will 
elicit the response in accordance. with bank policy that there 
is a checking account at the bank in thal!name “in three 
figures." 

Business cards will bé obtained from a commercial | 
Printer and will bear the description "Business Consultant." 

5 A Social Security card will be obtained by appli- 
Cation to the Social Security Administration. The Bureau 
may wish to bring to the attention of ‘the ‘supervisor handling 
-€he SOCAP Program the above. Blank medical prescription. 
labels are available in the Chicago Office and will be properly { 
Completed with the appropriate information for use by’ the 
informant during this trip. 

With. the basic documentS of a cover identity, the 
informant Will make application in person for a passport, 
In view of the fact that it is contemplated that CG 5824-S* 
Will discard this cover after this one ‘trip and it will 
never be used for a trip to the socialist countries (although 
it is possible it could ‘bé“used again for some future trip. ) 
within this hemisphere), this passport will not come under 
the serutiny of the Soviet Intelligence Services as does the 
passport he carries gn Such trips. to the Soviet Union. 
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Therefore, we believe that a passport can be obtained by 
CG 5824-s* at the Passport, Office in Chicago without jeopardy 
to the Solo operation. Upon completion of construction of - 
the basic components of the new. legend, CG 5824-S* will then 
obtain the passport in Chicago and it will bear: the stamp 
of Chicago, Illinois, as issuing office. 

Insofar as the informaht’s wife is concerned, 
we believe it most desirable and perhaps absolutely essential 
that, She accompany, the informant on this’ trip. This is true 
both from the standpoint of adding to his cover which would 
be that of a tourist but primarily in order to provide 
assistance for him necessitated by his poor physical condition. 
Relative to her cover, there are only three documents necessary. 
They are a birth certificate, a passport, and the international 
certificate of vaccination. . Of these, the birth certificate 
is the basic document, the other two being obtained in the 
same manner as those for CG 5824-S*, 

As in the case of CG 5824-S*'s birth certificate, 
we have reviewed the records of the Cook County Bureau of Vital 
Statistics and have obtained the names of several individuals 
born in Chicago of approximately the age of CG 6653-S. A credit 
and criminal check, as well as a check of Chicago indices, was. 
made to eliminate those names to which there. were references. 
either to them or their parénts, Then, a check was. made of 
81} available directories of the Chicage area to eliminate 
any namés which were contained therein as residing in this 
avea, Of those names, the following remained: 

EVELLINE. HARUPEL 
DOB 1/9/05 
Chicago, Illinois . 

EVALIN JESKI- 
DOB 3/18/05 
Chicago, Illinois 

EVELYN. NEUMAN _ 
pop 7/21/05 
Chicago, Illinois 

A request is being made of the Bureau to check these 
names in the files of the Passport Division, Department of 
State, Washington, D.C., to determine whether any of these 
individuals have obtained passports in the past and whether 
there is any stop outstanding against these names. Should 
there be neither stop nor previous passport, one of these 
names will be selected as the maiden name for the cover legend 
of CG -6653-S who will then apply. for a passport as the wife 

Tuber 5 
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of CG 5824.S* using the last name of LESSER. 

We turn now to consideration of the fact that 
CG 5824-S* (and perhaps CG 6653-S) upon completion of this 
possible tfip to Chile, will soon thereafter be réquired to 
depart for the Soviet Union to negotiate for the CP, USA's 
annual subsidy. This trip will be necessary, of course, 
whether or not the trip to Chile materializes, We contem- 
plate that this trip should be made utilizing thé JULES 
legend. From an inspection of the JULES passport, it has 
.been determined that. the visa pages thereof are now filled 
with the various visas, entry and exit stamps, etc., and a 
hew pasSport will be required in order to travel agdin under 
this legend. Contrary ‘to the situation in regard to the 
LESSER legend, the factors requiring that the JULES passport 
be obtained outside the Chicago area are Still valid. Just 
aS in past correspondence with the Bureau regarding the JULES. 
legend, Los Angeles appears the most desirable location to 
obtain such a passport in view of the large volume of pass- 
ports issued there, the fact. that CG 5824-S* 15 not known 
widely there, and thé absence of other factors which would 
make that city inadvisable for this purpose. Since the trip 
to the Soviet Union will follow immediately on the héels. of 
the Latin American trip (if such materializes), there will 
be insufficient time ‘to! travel: to Los Angeles to obtain the 
hew passports, Therefore, we would reconimend that as.soon 
5 the informant is. physically able and his commitments permit, 
he and his wife should go to Los Angeles to obtain the pass- 
ports, as:was done previously. This task should not require 
a stay of morte than three days which is sufficient time for 
the passport agency to issue the new passports. 

In light of thé above discussion, the following 
requests are being made of the Bureau: 

REQUESTS OF THE BUREAU: 

1) The Bureau is requested to authorize the expenditure 
of $100 to open a checking account in the name of SYDNEY S, 
LESSER at the LaSalle National Bank, Chicago, Illinois. 

2) The Bureau is requested to check the fojlowing 
names in Bureau indices aiid the files of the Passport Office, 
U.S. Department of State, WDC, for derogatory references, 
previous passports or stops, to determine whether any of 
these names may be used 85 the maiden narie of CG 6653-S in 
obtaining: a birth cértificate in the construction of her. 
legend; 

yt 

προ. 
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EVELLINE HARUPEL 
DOB 1/9/05 | 
Chicago, Til. 

EVALIN JESKI 
DOB 3/18/05 
Chicago, 111, 

EVELYN NEUMAN 
DOB 7/21/05 
Chicago, 111, 

3). The Bureau is requested to authorize the travel 
-of ec. 5824-S* and CG 6653- 5. to Los Angeles as soon as cir- 
cumstances permit to obtain new JULES passports and to expend 
the following amounts for this purpose: 

Plane fare for two to Los Angeles ὁ 
; and YEtUrN, «ον νιν κα ee ἀπ" π᾽ν « ὁ ἀ νυν "" ἃ 5ῆε $489. | 52 

Three days at hotel, food, and 
miscellaneous expenses for two 
at $40 per day..ccerwecees ΠΝ 120,00 

Passport fees for two at. $10 ΟΝ 20:00: - 

Expedite passport service -charge at . 
$2400 ὅδ. κνανεν ετν κε κμεκκ κεν κε κε εν έν, ἅν00 

Total $633 . 52 

In view of the fact that the trip to Chile (to be 
closely followed by a trip to the Soviet Union) may materialize 
very rapidly since the CP of Chile Congress is scheduled to 

᾿ gonvene in Santiago on 10/11/65, the Bureau is réquéested to 
give these requests most expeditious attention and advise 

_ Chicago by teletype. 
Pal 
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ΝΕ 
“Date: 9/20/65 - 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code? . 

AIRTEL . { 
; (Priority? — 

[ τὸ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100--428091) 

FROM: _SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: \CSOL 
is-c 

On 9/18/65, CG 5824-S* received in Chicago through ἢ ζω. 
a2 mail drop jnaintained by him a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, 
General Secretary, CP of Canada. On 9/20/65, the source 
made the above noted communication: available to SAS RICHARD. 
W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE, Set forth below is the 
text of this communication received from "WILLIAM KASHTAN 
together with certain parenthetical remarks which the 
source has added for possibly giving the communication clarity: 

"Sept .16.1965. 

Dear Michael: (CG. 5824-S*), 

heard: nothing Other than that the family would get together 
(13th Congress of CP of Chile, 10/11-17/65) on the. 11th το 
17th. I should qualify that. Just received a note from a few 
friends of ours (CP of Canada representatives) from the little 
island (Cuba) and they advise that the other event (Latin 
American Solidarity Conference) has been put off with. no other 
date announced ‘insofar as they have. seen’, So one appears 
definite, the other up in the air for the time being. If 1 
hear furthér will of course advise. you, 

| \AQ)=‘sivenu (RM) REC. 67° f00- fav ot/- 5] θη 
New York (100-134637) (ΒΜ) 

1 - Chicago ......ὄ -..- -“Ώ 
RWH :mkp . 
(5) og 6 SEP 29. 1985 . 

Thanks, very much, for your note of the 13th: Havé 7 

ApproveiO ΚΝ Sent Μ γ 

δῷ SEP 3 agin Kyent in Charge 
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1 should apologize about the wire (alleged telegram 
William Kashtan was to have.sent re Chicago trip of Norman Freed). 
Had intended to send it but in the hurry and scurry, was unable 
to do. so and by morning of that day I figured you would have 
seen your friend in any case. AS it happened it turned out 
alright. The oversight was mine. : 

AS to the project (joint CP of Canada CB, USA Marxist- 
Leninist training school). My friend (Norman Freed) may have 
reached you last night on thé subject.In any case while we would 
prefer another date we can go ahead as agreed, if that is moze 
convenient for you. If it is immaterial for you a later date 
(after January 1, 1966} would be better for us. .I hope it can 
be séttled quickly, one way or the So that looge ends can be 
Pinned down. 

Elections (Canadian national) here are just getting started 
and at the end we may still have a minority government. Too early 
to say of course. In the meantime we are striving to advance our 
own viewpoint within our genéral orieiitation and may have about 12 
(candidates) in the field (¢lection) altho I had hoped for 15, Will 

be. kept hopping. Planning to go ont West October 13th for two weeks 
and return around the-25th and in the meantime will ‘be in and out of 
town, at thé: same time as concéntrating in my own bailiwick, ‘So 
we have our hands full. 

All the best to both of you and regards to all the lads; 

as. ever, 

B (William Kashtan)'* 

New York Office was telephonically informed of the 
contents of the above message on 9/20/65 for transmittal to 

- NY 694-8, - 
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Transmit the following fn 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Vid’ : _ AIRTEL ᾿ | 
+ (Priority) 

PO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) 

-PROM + - gac NEW YORK (100. 151037) a 

D HA 

“ Ἢ ΝΕ ) γ if 
" | “4 SUBJECT: | (Soro . - ἃς εἰ 

( Ca IS<C A ar ί ᾿ 

᾿ ᾿ 
. rh ‘ WP On 9/22/65, there was received at the Michael AAI 

Pelham drop in New York City a letter dated 9/20/65, Wye" 
from WILLIAM. KASHTAN, Chairman of the Canadian CP 
to GUS HALL under the latter's pseudonym "HERBERT". 
The contents of said letter is as fdllows: 

"Sept.20th, 1965. 

"Dear Herbert: 

“Phanks for your note of the 9th. ‘The people . 
had moved which explains the delay. Please make note : 
that quebec should not be used anymore, and as soon 
as we Can arrange it directly, will try to have it 
straightened out. 

"Have advised our lad here regarding the extra 
2,000 and the appropriate ad and it will be attended to. 

i 

Ho 1-New York (100-134637) (41) Wryy. v2 i: Pf. 5 

ACB reac REC 20 
(6) 8. SEP 80 1965 

Se] . 15> epee, 

“y et 

Approved: οὶ... MOPer 
65 OCT 7 Speedy Agent in Charge 
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“Had a pleasant chat with two Italian lads over 
the weék-end and I imagine they will probably pop. in to 
see you, 

“Pe elections are on in full swing but what its 
outcome will be 18 anyone's guess at this stage. We will 
be in the run with about 12 but in the main will strive for 
the election of a large ndp group. Prospects seem tobpet 
good to enlarge that group altho it is too early to say 
what the final outcome Will be, Τὴ any case it will 
keep us hopping up to Nov. Sth and afterwards. We are 
getting some ‘breaks in tv, press. arid radio which of course 
is helpful in view of our own limited means, 

"teidently there is definite agreement where 
Bea Jxis that, they will receive a delegation from us. 
We have not yet settled on dates but it will likely be 
after the elections are over. If there are any questions 
you wish presented; advise me in good time. 

“all the best, 

las ever, 

Wye. ἃ 

on 9/23/65, NY 694+s* was contacted to interpret 
the above letter, and furnished the following. information: 

_ With respect to paragraph 1; the ΟΡ, ΘΑ had requested 
by letter dated September 9th that 2,000 additional copies. 
of thé world Marxist Review be furnished:to the CP,USA. 
Said paragraph further reflects. that the Marion Davis 
mail drop in @anada, referred to as "quebec", is ‘being 
abandoned. 

Paragraph 2 is a further reference to the 2;000 
copies of the World Marxist Review mentioned above, 

- Dom 
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Paragraph 3 refers td the fact that two Italian 
legislators, members of the CP of Italy, visited KASHTAN 
in Canada. With regard to this matter, NY 694-S* advised 
that the aforesaid Italians are currently in New York 
City, where they are engaged in "trading punches" with 
GUS HALL and other cp,USA functionaries concerning the 
Ttalian GP advocacy of polycentrism, which the CP,USA — 
opposes. 

Paragraph 4 reflects that the Canadians are 
presently in the midst of an election campaign. and that, 
the GP of Canada has about 12 candidates seeking election, 
The letters "ndp"' in line 4 of said paragraph signify 

. "National Democratic Party", 

‘Paragraph 5, is a reference to the Cariadian 
CP's intention to send a delegation to the Latin American 
Solidarity conference, which was to be held in Cuba. 
AS reflected in Chicago airtel dated 9/20/65, the said 
Latin American Solidarity Conference has been postponed 
indefinitely. 

¥ 
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Transmit the following in ! 

(Type in plain text or code} 
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[&~----------------------- =n LA fey 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) \ ἐδ 

j it. 
, yi FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) γ Ca. νὴ 

ee Qyo) 2: εὐ. SUBJECT: CSO | ra | 
15-Ὁ K | A 

On 9/20/65, N¥ 694-S* transmitted to the soviets | WP 
via the secondary channel ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, a number of 
messages some of which were ciphered - coded, some of which 
were partially coded, some of which were in plain text. 

1, The following message was in ciphered-code: pe 
- ΠῚ 
wf 

"Most. confidential. In reply to your radio of 
July 27 regarding persons recommended by us to you, we 
agree with your opinion that, when we make such recommendations, 
we should no longer make contac rsons, As in 
recent cases of Edward Lamb and we no longer 
will make contact with them. | 

Ἵ “Signed - Gus Hall" 

Re above, see NY airtel, 7/28/65, page 2. 

2, The following message was in ciphered-codé: 

"TZ thought we had agreed on drops in Manhattan 
using only one each in order to avoid subways and travel. Will 
Look for drops and places for personal rendezvous in area 
of 25 mile vicinity of New York ag " 

ie)! since A oo- 428091) (RM EX i Ζ2 s) O| Ἢ 
f CHICAGO (134-46-Suib Β) tan. rue [00-42 ξόφΖ.- 

1. - NY 134-91 - (INV) (41 
1 - ΝΥ 105-14931-Sub Ο, (NIKOLAT M. TALANOV) (341) 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) — oe / 

ACB: rvs ΝΣ ᾿ 6 stp 30 1965 

(8) _ 

a Aa 
65 eel Rianne Agent in Charge Pent - mer 
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3. The following messagé was in clphered-code: 

"The radio: message, on Alex Trachtenberg received. 
I think it pest that hé. come hone now rather than anything. 
happen in, Moscow, - 

"Re Henry Winston! s son. Winston and T agree 
he yveturn honie; however, we Yespectively request that he 
stay in. Moscow through November 7 Anniversary, and 1 then 
‘come home, 

"Sioned. = Gus HALL" 

‘Re above ,. see NY airtel, 9/15/65. 

4, The. following message was in: partial code: 

“OPSU. There is no: way in which we can transmit 
or send. in. any way thé following letter. froti Gus Hall 
to the Chilean CP. Please transit this with 81} possible 
speed SO as ‘to reach them on time prior bo. their. conference. 

"Sienéd - Morris Chilas" 
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23 WEST 26th STREET_© NEW YORK 10, N.Y. α MU 5.5755 

August 31, 1965 

Comradé Louis Corvalan, 
secretary General, ᾿ 
Communist Party of Chile, 

Dear Gomrade Corvalan: 

Greetings! We want to thank you for inviting a fraternal delegation of our Party to attend the sessions of the 3th Congress of your Party. 

f 

As you know, U.S, imperialism continues to place all kinds ‘ of obstacles in their attempts to isolate our Party and progressive U.S.A, from any and all contacts with Communist or progressive forces Of the world, Amongst other things, this continues to create problems © ΟΣ travel for us. Because of continued indictments pending, it com~ pletely bars myself, for example, from getting a passport, 

We are very honored to be invited to your Congress and if itis at all possible, we are definitely going to have a delegation there. Because of a number of legal problems, I cannot at this time ἴῃ [ΟΥΡῚ you ag to the names of the members of the delegation. I wilj it S4 8S s00n as itis possible, 
“ ' 

. One of the assignments of our delegation, will be to make arrengenonts for closer and more. regular contacts between our Parties, : Gur Purty feels very sharply the lack of such contacts between our ΝΣ μὰ» Quand the other Parties of the Hemisphere, 

Please accept our warmest and comradely good Wishes. We ot 

᾿ 
de I yours, i 

yes mo pfs ff ᾿ ᾿ 
: ει τὶ i ΓΝ hf ͵ Le ὩΣ Gus Hall 

UNITED Ε 
: ve vtaATES 2 

. ΚΝ ΑΝ 

Fy 
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, 

> ak | | | ἀρεῖ . ᾿ 7 
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NY 100-134637 

5: The following méssage was in plain text: 

"Dear Comrades, 

* "We wish to. extend our thanks and appreciation 
* for the: invitation of an additional 20 comrades to visit the 
. USSR. for rest, excursions, etc. We agree with your _ 
, Suggestion that these comradés be organized’ as delegation 

! » §roups rather than as individuals. At this moment.we are 
not yet prepared to givé you the composition of ‘such 
%, delegations, but we do have in mind a delegation for 

November 7. ‘This delegation would include such leading 
} » people as Archie Brown, a leading Party trade unionist 

| Tommy Dennis a Negro comrade who heads the Michigan Party 
: τς and is.a member of the National Leadership, .among others. 
\ We are. also in the process of preparing a women's delegation. 

| "Signed ~ Gus Haji" | 

Re above, see NY airtel, 9/3/65. 

6. The following méssage was in partial coda: 

_ _ Again an attempt was made for a drop contact 
With walkbe-talkie am (Monday, 7:50-8:00. a.m.), bub. did 
not hear your acknowledgement signal---therefore, Isidore 
Needlemar; will attempt again to make. contact with you with 
Walkde-talkde tomorrow.- same timé; this time it will be a 
test. If you hear niy signals, then repeat exactly which 
ever Signal I will transmit - i.e:, if I have the doll, ἅδ᾽. 
two whistles, you do the same,, Let -me know by radio if 
you may have heard me: I did not hear you. ὁ 

. "Special note: as a test only I will be at 
Goldie (Goldsmith store on Nassau Strect). at the agreed time 
with my transceiver. This will be on Wednesday, October 6. 
Let. me Imow of results by radio. If walkge-talkte is 
not successful, then we will have to resort to tape "markers! 

- 

at various places. in arid around town." 



NY 100+134637 

i. ‘The following message was, in partial code: 

"8/26/65 

_ "Received: 

"$270, 000 

ΝΙΝ ΝΣ "Signed - J, Brooks" 

᾿ ‘soviet. SeeNY atrtel, 8/27/65, re receipt of money from 

| | | ‘8. ‘The, following ieasage was in partial code: 

. "8/26/65 

"Received: . 

$30,000 for Jéssica Smith." 

Re above; see NY airtel, 8/27/65. | ᾿ 
NY 694-S* also transmitted to the Soviets ἃ number 

of messages which have already been transmitted to the Buréaw 
‘by: Chicago airtels, ddd 9/15/65, These messages referred to. 
a letter to the Ueritral Committée, CPSU, signed. Hub"; a 
four-page document entitled "Notes and - ‘Comments: -On, Conmade 
Gus. Hall at CP National Youth Encampment, 9/10/65"3 and 8 
document entitled "Note and: Remarks on Comrade Gus Hall -on: 
Building a Mass Youth Organization and ‘on the Relationship. 
of the CPUSA and the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs." 

AM, / 
a wy 

ae 

τὰ os 



NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* also transmitted to the Soviets a 
message already transmitted to the Bureau, and referred to 
in Chicago airtel, 9/15/65.,. with respect to an articlé 

captioned "Computer Reachesin Writing” which appeared in the 
Seterice. Newsletter, 2/9/63. 

9; The following message, in partial code, 
réferred to in Chicago airtel, 9/15/65, is as follows: 

"Central Committee, GPSU 

. Dear Conrades, 

"Comrade Hall asked that I convey. the following 
to you. This. thought. is ἃ result of a disciission ‘among 
‘our’ leading comrades, 

udting 
“Phe recent ‘NY Times! story/t Pravda’ editorial 

concerning "the struggle against nationalist survivals. and 
anti-semitism! has-re¢eived wide circulation hére. “We 
believe this would hélp to weaken the anti-Soviet canipaign 
on the question of anti-semitism planned dn the US. during 
the nionth of October, We also saw a Novésti abridged 
translation and vérsion seemingly of this editorial, and. we. 
regtet to say the Novésti translation seems ‘to us 
considerably weaker and useless in the US as it. left out the 
essence of the 'Pravda! editorial. We wonder if it. refers 
0; the same editdrial, Mould you piease clarify this 
matter for us?" 

ἠδ. The following message. was in plain text: 

“Central Committee, CPSU 

"Tt has been vequestéed that. we ask you if you might 
ask Mézhdunarodnaja Kniga if they could negotiate with 
Freedomways Assodéiates; Inc. for Mezh Kniga to publish in 
Russian, in. book forin 3 Spécial issues of Freedomuays. These 
special issues. were the Du Bois Metiorial issue, Mississippi 

- issue, and Harlem issue, 



NY 100=134637 

_ "The leadership, particularly the Negro Comrades, 
believe that these 3 special; issués of Freedomways 
constituté a study in-depth of the Negro problem. ~ If 
desired, James Jackson would be willing to write an up-to- 
‘date. introduction for this book.. ᾿ 

᾿ _ "In vegard to thése 3 special issues of Freedomways, 
Seven Seas Books, Berlin, GDR, has done ‘exactly the above =~ - 
inthe German language. . : 

_ -  ἸΜΘΖΉ Kritga could writé directly to regotiate on this matter with Esther Jackson, Managing Editoyr,. Freedomways — 
Associates, Iné., 799 Broadway, New-York, New York. 10003. . 

; "Signed = Morris Childs" 



ΠΡ ΔΤ ΕΣ ee 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

9/27/65 

1 = Belziont Airtel 1 ~. Sullivan. 
1 -~. Baumgardner 
1. ~ bani Row 

To: SAC, Chicago (134=46 Sub B) T= ἐς c. ΤῈΣ an 

G From: Director, FBI (100=-428091) 

“Sono. 

Reuvairtel 9/22/65 requestiag authority to expend mohey Π 
to establish a new legend for CG 5824~S*, to re-establish the oid ~> 
legend through new passports for CG 5854- 5: ond CG 6653-8 
which requested a. check of Bufiles and records of the Passport? 
Office, Washington, D. C.; regarding three possible cover names 
to, be utilized by CG 6653-8. 4 

Authority is ranted to expend $100 to establish a bank 
account under the Sidney Smith Lesser legend. It is understoog 
that this money will revert to the Bureau when no Longer utilized 
in this operation. Authority is also granted to expend up to 
$633.52 for expenses incurred in having both sources go to 
Los Angeles, California, to obtain new passports under the a | 

—.._ Haroid ue duties legend, * 

ἢ ith regard to possible οὔνον names to be utilized by 4 
CG 6653-8 under the Lesser legend, Bufiles contain no identifi | 

s/references to Evelline Harupel and Evalin Jeski. Bufiles show-one | 
{Evelyn Neuman was identified as a Communist eee oe in ID 
| Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1940 by formor who was dis~ 
‘continued ag. untrustworthy and woreliable on 5/28/42, 

) Records of the Passport Office, Yashington, Dp. C., 
contain no record of ony of the shove NAMES ». LO O- ~f 2 δῷ δ᾽ ΖΖ 5 5} ὃ. 

@ SEP 80 1885 bé 
i? ny a4 Io] 

tllivan, dated 9 9724/85, 

cy 

—#-NOTE: - See. ;mémorandum to Hr, 
“er same Caption, prepared by BOs 

. hecked personally: by; SA 
plete security of the: in 

FOS 01 ΒΌΒΝΌΌΝΙ 
Sullivan 

Pave) ee, 
Trotter ὺ (am 
Tele. Root ἐμμένων 

Holmes = Chat 
Gandy aL is ἢ MAIL οὐ TELETYPE UNIT L_l 



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22.64) 

Transmit the following in 

Via 

0 OF 
᾿ ROUTE IN Es TELOPE 

1 
i 

Pate: 9/27/65 | 
| 

ἢ (Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL, REGISTERED Ι 
= ΗΝ ἍΝ (Priority) ~ ~ 

TO: | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

(FY, FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100134637) 
susseor: Chow > 

-ὦ 

(00: Chicago) 

ReNYairtel 9/24/65, particularly paragraph 
one on page one, and paragraph six on pagé two, re- 

© flecting that a OP delegation would visit, the Soviet 
Union on. November 11, 1965. 

It is requested that the Bureau and Chicago - 
copies of referenced airtel be corrected with respect 
to the date, November 11; 1965, which should have been 
November 7, 1965. 

ἢ αλνῖς, pee IRB ᾿ τ 2 
@)- Bureau (RM) ; 

ὺ 2 Chicago. (134-sub- B)(RM) REC: 15,, - 
. i ~ New York (134-92) (INV) (42) /0-6- HAE 7/-§1 “δ΄ 

em enya © oT a ἬΝ corn 

@'20CT7 1965 
Approved: Sent ὀΟΜΛΙΚ Ροῖ 

Special Agent in Charge — 



FD-36 bo | 7 - ? | 
0. | 

i" ROUTE IN ENv.WOPE Date: 9/ 2765. 

Transmit the following in 
(Type. in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL 

{Priori a ΄ ᾿ς Ἴ 

τος DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
οἷ 
βῆ { To A700 SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: ζω.) 

1} (00:¢G) 

\ 
On 9/24/65, NY 694-S* advised that according ἢ 

to ARNOLD JOHNSON, CP, USA, Director of Public Relations, 
GUS HALL and the GP, USA Secretariat have arrived at a 
tentative decision with respect to the composition of 
CP, USA delegatims to the:Chilean Party Congress and to the 
30th Anniversary of the 7th Comintern Congress that will 
be held in Prague on October 21st. JOHNSON also stated 
that HALL and the CP, USA Secretariat have agreed on a 
tentative list of individuals who will visit the Soviet 
Union on November"J}%, 1965, and also on several 
individuals who will go to the German Democratic 
Republic between November 1st and 8th to give lectures. 

Those who may go to the Chilean Party Congress ἔτ 
are the following: x 

]- #14 RB | ᾿ way 

Ν κα πεν viet 46 sub B)(RM)S7 oe Δ Ἢ . Δ cago - su ᾿ LITA j \ leew York (igiesa} Can) } L119 ΄ ys athe, 

ACB: bea — “ln ' 
(7) ἢ ᾿ © OCT 1 1965, 
a ᾿ " ᾿ πο mon, OY 

Ἴ0Τ ἢ "498 ᾿ 

Approved: . --- ᾿ς " "Sent eee: Ρβεδὲε 

Special Agent in Charge 

¥ 



NY 100-134637 

sam representing the CP, USA, ”. 

MA ‘HALLINAN, representing the CP, USA youth, —< 

FERN WINSTON, who wlll go unofficially to ὦ 
accompany her husband, HENRY“WINSTON, ee ἐλτο το, νὸν 

᾿ The delegate from Pue +0 Rico is to. be ΝΣ 
SANTOS" (believed to. be JUAN-SANTOSARTVERA, of the 5 - {’ 

Puerto Rican, Party). | 

| AL RICHMOND of California has been suggested 
as the CP, USA delegate to the 30th Anniversary of the 
ΤΌΝ Comintern Congress to be held in Prague on 
October 21, 1965. 

he following individuals aré scheduled“to go. 
to the USSR on November δ 7 1965, pursuant to a CPSU 
invitation to the CP, USA that a number of GP, ὍΒΑ 
functionaries visit. the Soviet Union: ‘ 

~ νς. 

OND. S27 --- 7 
LOM iS and his wife, ELIA ’- 
JOEXBRANDE ¢ -΄ ἝΝ 
NATAL (not further identified) 
ARCHIE “BROWN “". 

FRED and MAI AIR = 
EARE“DURHAM , 

_. BEN BEVINE (of the Worker staff) , 
ΒΟΡΈΚΙΝΒ 

Three individuals aheduled to go to the GDR 
to deliver lectures are: RALPH NELSON, BEN DOBBS and 
BEN LEVINE. Accompanying this group will be ADFLANNON 7° αὶ 

and his wife, who will go to the GDR for medical sé - 

treatment. ᾿ς 

-ο- 



individuals, if he can. 

᾿ ΝᾺ 100134637 

-- 

NY 694-si advised that he is. not awave of the 
identities of "NATALTE", “ROSE and: _PHIL BRUNS', and ‘BOB 
EKINS; “He requests that CG 5824. ΒΚ ἡ ddentity’ thesé 

= 7 - 

The information above ‘will ‘be firntshed. to - 
| | pertinent offices. 
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en gh terete τὴ ee παν 

| epi. Same _ ον 1 ~ Liaigon Date: September 30, 1966 re γ' 1-R. αι, Potnam 

ΟΣ Director lo, A οἷ. Central Intelligence Agency | /. 

J Attention: Deputy Director, Plans _ 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director “~ ς 
Ἱ - ? 

ΜΡ ROP :pah | μ" | 

ῃ 

4 

+ Contad man _ a . . 4 - : fel ———walue ‘and_such ‘revelation: - VESSE ‘ courd result in exceptionally 
Rosen V wiamage to the. Natioz. 7 | 
Su DAV eee ee i En a i 

Tavel TT fe : on GRO ᾿ ἣν rn ’ . 7 " 

1} ΟΝ aan Excluded tr automation CONTINUED PAGE TWO) 

CATION AUTHORITY DERIVED ΒΈΘΗ: 

"Ξ 

ΠΈΠΙΑ ΤῈ 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION cy 
CATE 3: 

QE 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE/ τς 
(185) 100428002 BY Lit 

Subjects Nex-comn FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

Your letter of September 27, 1965, requested any δε 
‘additional information available regarding the circimstances § 
of 2 letter, ostensibly prepared by’ the: All-China Federationyy. of Trade Unions, being brought: to the attention of the Com τ munis Party, USA). by the Communist Party of thé Soviét unidhs 2 | Ἶ : μ ot, ἢ "-" “ - : " wae 

= —- Δὲ indicated in.my letter dated August 27, 1965, Ms 
jgend referred to in your letter, .soiirces which have furnished © 
2 peligpic information in the past have advised that leaders Ἐ 

af H 

Je Hest 1 yg ἧς 

3 : Ws ~ ™? ye 

βίοι ΣΕ ΤΟΤΕ: Classified ρρβμαέσεεοον since Af xefers τὸ a communication 
Deleon Oktthe Central Intelligence Agency which is sé classified and con~ 
Cosser——-—-tains information developed. by, CG 9824-5", the unauthorized disclosure. 

ontad - £ which conldi reveal the ddentity κοῦ Ahis Source who is of continuing 

Tele. Oot unseen. | Xe Excluded 
wie OE ΟἿ ” marge {-- TELETYPE unit Lt aeclass y τον 



Director ᾿ 
Central Intelligence Agency 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

CG 5824-S* received the letter ostensibly prepared by 
the All-~China Federation of Trade Unions. from William Kashtan, _ 
General Secretary, Communist Party of Canada, The source brought | 
the letter to the attention of Gus Hall, General Secretuny, CPUSA,. . 
The information concerning the Party's receipt of this letter wag.” 
furnished Central Intelligence Agency arid‘ the Department -of-State 
by letter dated 8/27/65, By letter dated 9/27/65 CIA advised»that 
the letter on the lefferhead of the All-China Federation of Trade 
Unions is a product of “black” propaganda by CIA and requested 
additional information available concerning how the letter was 
‘brought to the attention of: the CPUSA with particular emphasis 
on the part played by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
in order to adgquately protect our entire Solo operation, it is. 
believed’ we cannot advise CIA that this letter was received by 
our source through liaison with the Communist Party’ of Canada, 
It is believed that the above letter answers the questions of 
CIA to the best of our ability, 



ο.2 7.88 

on. - ss 2S ὅς ἢ, Donohue 
AIHTEL 

To: BAG, New York 
1 . wtp te Ibs ᾿ 

Pron: Dircotor, ERE 70 
- Ip7D HICH<LEVET, x TRON ANT DSVEt revealed ὶ [eo Se o4\~- 

COMUNIST PARTY, USA 0 

poking paynonts to HY 694s¢ 

Gane cen oe 
ἃ «Κις, ἕν Bow. 6221 mB) Bas a 
ἜΤ: (8) | "(nusentt δ Ae 

_., .. , Reéeurlet: reports. that on 9-20-65 ἢ conférence was heid 
‘betwaen New York Offfee personnel and HY 6944S rege sts 

operation be commence. τ g00n as possible, 



ee 
“ 

as if it 

“pirecrox, rod 9/21/63 
ATM; ASSISTANT DIRECTOR WILLINI ὁ. SULLIVAN 

"ae, mew yor τ “Ἴ τ: 
HIGH LEVEL INEORMANT DEVELCEMENT 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA oO " 

Ib6 

᾿ : - biD 

Cn 9/20/65, a conference was had between Supervisor 
WARREN MARCHESSAUL?, CAS JAMES P. HALLENCH, WILLA δ, MARTIN, 
ALEXANLER ROMATIL ON i¥ 694-S* rerardins the present 
status of and the futurié development 
of hin irito the Solo apparatus, a 

2 | MY 694-0" was advised o¢[__]eovatterpent to ὁ 
date and willingness to Fully -cooperate with the FBI in the 
field of internal security. HY 694-S* was nogt onthusiastic Ibe 
an lis Yemarkes concerning PSI and stated that he, PSI, was bic 
the person who could with careful puidance and development ΤΌ 
fit into his operation and eventually, if and when the πιοσᾷ 
avose, continue the operaticn which he, NY 694-58, and 
C3 8324-S% now maintain, An example of the centhusiacm oxprossed, 
by LY 694-07 mipht ba eviddnosd by ena of his romarks, "I Fael 

am Son." NY 694-S% stated that thd cevelop- 
mént of would. ccnplete _ i a 
formant stated that the qualifications of 
lie. relaticns with ΤΙΣ LUCK, Chairman, Emeritus 6 e Catadian . 
CP, could greatly accelerate the position of PST into a nest 
valuable informant, poe 

᾿ Proposals were nade and discussed at Iength as to the 
inaediate acticn which could be taken to guide P$T directly : 
into the Solo apparatus. τὰ was decided that the soot ef. - 
Ficient and opportune aetion to. be taken at this tins wauld 
be for PST to contact GIDRY NEEDLEMAN and request off hin 
WY GON-S*! telephone nucber and addracs, the rurpose beiria 

(3. ay 
(CL = 10. 2 δὺο τ 6 
i- 100- ; Ὅ70 

1-iew York > ————es—‘“<C;*~sSCSC*@SC ὃ 

ἌΝ ΒΝ, TOOMSBOT/ & 

oe Ror RECORDED 
(7) . - 178 sep 29 1065 



the sum of $200.00 which will be paid by hin to HY τε 108 

to thank ΠΥ 694-S* for courtesies aéxtended to POT in the past, 

MY 694—S8 upon being contacted by PSI would invite 
PSI and his oldest child to visit with hin, at which time .a 
discussi¢n cauld be had covering the period PSI spent in 
China. It wag also suggested that PSI make a contribution. 
and payment of dues to the CPUSA in the sun of $200,900, in 
the nane of PSI and his wife. This ‘sum would be for the 
period PSI was absent fro the United States, NY δύ! δὴ in 
turn would turn this reney over to GUS HALL and explain to 
hin that PSI, because of his present position in the engineerizg, 
fidld, nust romain aloof from open activity within the CP. 
HY θυ δὰ will suggest to GUS HALL that he, NY 694~0%, wowld 
utilize, the seryices of PSI, 

. It Was further sugested that HY 604-S* in utilizing | 
thé sarvices of PSI, do so on dry rung witil such time as 
PSI has guffieiently established hingelf and thera: is no " 
possibility of PSI being ἃ plant or double agent. NY 694-5% 

stated that if PST is a plaht, he Will dlert TIM PUCK to FBT 
interest in WY 694-S%, whé in turn.tould advice NY 694~5%, 

ΤῈ is anticipated that within ‘the nday future, the 
YO will pay PSL ,. under SAC authority, fon tine spent with 
SAS in the develosmant poriod as well as for his contacts 
with GIBBY NEEDLEMAN and NY 694~5%, HYO is. dasivyous of 
making a paymont te PST which would be for some pervice 
and obtain a signed receipt to bind PST “into service, τ 

Bureau authority is requested to furnish PSI with 

as i the CPUSA in the names of 
and 

- Pits will be the first step in the activation of 
PSI and have hin appear favorable to GUS HALL, : 

+ 

Evaluation ὁ ΝΕ - ae 

The ἸχῸ and NY -694=5% ara host optinistic raparding 
POILG future as a most yalvabla high level informant, ond 
believe he ig the only legical person to succeded NY §04-5% 



Ld | | 

, - 

in his operation. Every effont will be dxerted in tha next - 
7 few months to insure that PSI is not a plant or double agent. ἡ 

mace Office will bu advised of the developkent of 
| hy separate letter as his, PSIts, activitics 
- “within the Solo opération will directly affeet not only . 
HY DaH-~SF put also CS 5924-s*, 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16 5010=108 . 
MAY 1967 EDUION 

~ GSA Gin, REG, NO. 27 Taolson = 

7 om 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . Belatnt vr 
LOO ae nee 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE g-—— 
TO : Mr, Conran tangs pate: September 29, 1965 a! 

Sulllvan slower 

Tavel CO σπδμδυκαμαπιλκαπαισαι 

WA ‘ - Trotter = 

- κ, - - ἢ " T 1 Rk + nena 

rag @ ́  F. Downing | , Holes ———— 

SUBJECT: ( oe 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involvés the Bureau's sihighly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been'receiving communications transmitted 

to him by radio. - - Ν ~ 

* τ . ~, 
+ 

a nn) 

station at Midland at which: time two messages, NR 368 GR 35 ond 
NR 863 GR 38, were intercepted: | 

The plain text and cipher text are’attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

oo For information. 

sm REG. 13 [00 - 2677; ; 

Ex. 109 
6 oct 4 1965 

Eevee mE 

enclosure 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- ας, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. Ὁ, Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing 

__. —1.- Mr..Newpher . —-. ole. —_ 
1-Mr. Paddock 

by ne 

fol τὴ 
ie 

TT ΟΟΤ 1905 



9/29/65 

NR 368 GR 35 9/29/65 

- 

60946 47450 29312 75495 58276 64437 64629 67089 429774 94347 

75995 93999 341471 42953 20458 07622 24641 53457 99053 00277 

75227 41248 99697 98412 55444 71658 66043 04054 27995 19994 

49984 76764 40475 85150 24664 

= 0 οἱ 

O Os 

AUDIBILITYpUR INGITHE|tES TpNSEPTENBERW27¢NGsiOOD) FROM 

YOURNEX THESSAGEL 1KE{okNOWRESU/TSFRECEPT 1 ONOFPURG I 
GNALS]. 

a ee ee τὰ 

πιὰ r - 

Oo 
t Σ 

Ο “oO ΩΣ 

NR 863 GR ὅ8. 9/29/65: 

85856 57806 74778 80070 09484 64527 13539 99755 56480 95867 

87963 94224 10043 920925 214882 00167 349410 20734 ‘747014 11584 

147393 229144 93292 98443 95199: 61758 05257 92600 78246 76299 

63061 2877.2 55873 60556 36192 32478 56418 ‘79268. 

CONF IRMTHATBIACHSIINVI TEDITORECEPTIONATBOVIETHISSIO: 

Nk uWeyy oRkkWe yy oRxpupcToBeryeafrobeelrhePersonpeysh Ν. 

TERESTEDTOT ALI I THM /O0- ie BAVA 4 477, 

ΣΝ 



FPD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63) 

a 

Ι; 
: i ΕΝ Ι 

ς., τ πὰς Ι 

of 

ἢ 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
~ Date: 7429/85 7 - 

ν ~] 

Transmit the following in - : Ι . 
(Type in plain text or code) Ὶ : 

Vic. AIRTEL | ΟΝ ! 
(Priority) ΜΝ | . τ ΝΣ . 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134367) 

SUBJECT: Corp 
IS-¢ 

(00:CG) 

On 9/29/65, there were received from the me it a 
»Soviets,via radio, 2 ciphered-coded messages the plain 
texts of which are as follows: 

1. Audibility during the test on 9/27 was good. From your 
next message like to know results of reception of our signals. 
above refers to tests of walky talky set conducted on 
9/27/65 - see NY airtel 9/22/65.) 

2. Confirm that GUS HALL is invited to reception at 
Soviet Mission tin NY on October 8 to see the person he is 
interested to talk with. 
(NY 694-g* advised that he has no knowledge of the identity 
of the person who HALL is. to meet on October 8, He will be 
alert for any further developments in this matter) . 

Ly st3R& 
lovee (RM) 
“fT Chicago (134-46 SUB B) (RM) 
1-New York cree ΟἹ (INV 
1-New York (105-14931 SUB 6) (NIKOLAI M. TALINOV) (341) 

\" 1+New York 

ony: far ROE 19 9 -Y 2604/5117 
(8) : EX gg (7 

* te 6 _OGT 45,38 
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ce (Fe- pectglhdéat in Charge : 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

- Felt — 

TO ‘Mr; W. Cy. vnc ° paTe; September 24, 1965. pate ” 

1 ofr 1 = Belmont γ Teel mene σ᾽ 
FROM My, F. J. Baumgardner /% 1 ~ Sullivan ret. Roos 

. 1 - Baumgardner ἢ " Gandy 
| L=-M; Ἐς Row 
SUBJE (6221 IB) 

et INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 1-8. Ὁ, Putnam | 

Ν ? 
PURPOSE: «ἢ Ww 

To recommend that our Chicago Office be authorized to J 
, expend the sum of $100 to. create a new legend under secure con-~ 

ΕΥ̓ ditions for CG 5824-S* in connection with a forthcoming trip “to? 
“ ‘Chilé and an additional $633.52 to re-establish informant's* old: 

“cover identity. in connection with a subsequent trip to thet 
‘Soviet Union, 

ie 

BACKGROUND: ᾿ ᾿ 

CG §824-S*, to be accompanied by his sputise (CG 6653=S), \ 
has been instructed, by Gus Hall, leader of the Communist Party, USA NG! 
to undertake. two missions during the latter part of this year. The. ὦ; 

st ‘involves attendance at the-Communist Party of Chile Congress ΓΔ 
starting 10/11/65 in Santiago, -Chile, .The second mission involves 4 
a ctrip ‘tothe Soviet Union ‘to negotiate the annual subsidy for the ἣ ' 
Communist Party, USA; Tel 

wer τ ay 

“2 ‘Ii order to keep the informants? _true identity unavailable 
to foreign intelligetice services in Latin and South America, it is 
not ‘deemed: advisable to have him - utilize - -his true name nor’ his curren 

ct —_ 

legend utilized in trips to’ the Soviet. Union since this is contrary ἘΞ 
to instructions from ‘the ‘Soviets. ‘Therefore ,, “another legend must [- 
be created for the trip to Chile. Chicago has: previously received §& 
Bureau authority to utilize. the name*Sidney Smith Lesser in this Sa 
regard, The Laboratory is ‘currently preparing an Illinois driver's 7 
license under this legend... Other ‘documents will be provided by Bs 
Chicago through appropriate, high=lével ‘contacts; An essential part ὦ 

- —- ‘bof this-new legend-is- the establishment. ΟἹ a- Pank. account."in three _ 2. 
figures" through an approved contact under adequate safeguards. To mt 

j do this Chicago requests authority to, expend $100 which will revert Οἱ 
to the Bureau when no.longer needed to maintain the~ legend, Pass-7 & 

! ports for both sources-under "Si Naas πα [be © obtained as 

A :9: +100~428091 
Enclosure— pit -- ὦ 7. δ’ sony 8 35 £ 47) -- 5. 5, 
RCP:pah ἢ 4X iy . ce) Oo, Ν 8. OCT 5 1985 

| ty yO, on ΞΟῸ} ἰωωκδι  ΟΟΤῚ 1965 ᾧ 



Memorandum to Mr. W. C, Sullivan - 
Re: SOLO 
LO0-428091 

Chicago. Chicago requested that Bureau files and Passport Office 
files be checked to determine if any record existing on possible 
cover name to be utilized as the maiden name for CG 6653-5, Cover 
names suggested by Chicago were Evelline Harupel, Evalin Jeski and 
Evelyn Neuman, Bureau files-contain no record for Evelline Harupel 
or Evalin Jeski., One Evelyn Neuman was identified as a Communist 
Party member in 1940 in Philadelphia by a source who was discon- 
tinued in 1942 as unreliable and untrustworthy. No record could 
be located for these names in the files of the Passport Office. 
Chicago is being advised of this information, 

The legend used by the informants for trips to Moscow 
utilizes the name Harold M. Jules. Informants' passports under 
these names had all visa pages covered with stamps and it is 
necessary to obtain new passports, This could not be done securely 
in Chicago. Los Angeles appears to be the most desirable spot 
because of the large volume of passports handled in the passport 
agency there, the fact that the informant is unknown in that area and - 
the absence of any factors which would preclude utilizing Los Angeles 
for this transaction, Since both informants will need new passports 
under this legend, Chicago requests authority to expend up to - 
$633.52, which includes plane fares, meals, lodgings and passport 
fees in’ order to obtain these passports which will be used for the 
trip to the Soviet Union, 

OBSERVATION : 

Τὴ order to provide adequate: security for the continued 
success of the Solo operation, it is believed these expenditures 
are necessary, Since the trip to Chile may be undertaken in the 
immediate future, it is necessary that Chicago receive Bureau 
authority promptly, Attached is an airtel authorizing Chicago to 
expend the sum of $100 to open a bank account under the mw legend 
and to expend up to $633.52 for necessary expenses to re~establish 
the old legend, 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That attached airtel to 

7, ἄρ 
icago be approved and sent, 
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Route Ἵν Enver0Pe 

SAC, New York (100-134637) | 10/5/65 
Attention: SAC Donald E. Roney 

Director, 7 (100-428091) Sy 

ht SOLO τὰ 105 
IS-C 

Reference 18 made to your letter of 9/10/65, captioned as above, 
forwarding 1,500 pages of Xerox reproductions of money in the amount of 
$300,000. Reference is also made to your letter of 7/19/65 captioned | 
TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS - "REQUEST 
FOR AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING UNIT SERVICE." 

Serial numbers of the money on the 15500 pages have been recorded 
in the Automatic Data Processing Unit. ‘These numbers will be compared ‘and 
added to the index at such time as this index has been completely converted 
to the Automatic Data Processing ‘system. 

There are being returned under separate, cover the 1,500 pages of 
Xerox reproductions. 

MER: kab" ᾿ 
(6) 

1 -Μμχ. Row 

~ MAILED 10 

OCT 51965 

COMM-FBI 

Talson ο΄ 
Belmant —_. 
Mohr, _ 
DeLocch ̓ μυδωρυμπαλιντιιτ τανε, 

Casper - 
Caltchen ww atleast 

Contd seneneminee 

Τανθ}........ ὦ... 
TrOWOT ms 
Tele, Room 
Ποϊμοδϑ neem Eon TELETYPE unrtl__} 
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ie wa, SBE BEN ene © 73 QO 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT οὐ tS ™» 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENYULOPE. 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (10028091) DATE: 9/10/65 
ἠδ a (ATT: VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) 

ἴω : SAG, NEW YORK (100.-.13}.637) 

™. «OD. OES Roney e is 

ReBulet 7/1/65 entitled TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY SOVIETS 
IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS - "REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING 
UNIT SERVICE." 

Enclosed for the orn are 1,500 pages of Xerox reproductions 
of money Soviets on ΝΥ, 33008 0005 ‘hich money was received by NY 69).-S# 
from the Soviets on 

Records of these bills should contain the reference, NY 65. 7696 ΈΏ ° 
1137. It is also requested that the record contain the page number ἔ 
of the Xerox copies, which page number may be found on the lower . 
right hand corner of each sheet. ᾿ 

The enclosed material should be returned to the NYO after 
processing by communication marked for the attention of SAC 

as tte 
0 [3 

᾿ [|-ἰ Κῶ 

1 - ΝΥ 65-17696 (#343). 
1 - ΝῊ 100-13).637 (#1) 

(5- Bureau (Ene-1,500) (RM) 
(1 - Voucher étatistical Sectio id ή. } ᾿ξ 

AV 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on-the Payroll Savings Plan 
b .- δοιῥαἸ 



ἣν 

ΤΟ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) 

Av | SUBJECT: {SOLO ᾿ 
Ἱ. Is -c¢ | 

᾿ς ἔθ 88 Rey. 5-28-64): " 
ay 

Ι 
| 

og ¢ | 
“ΜΝ Ι TRY Ὑλιτύτοττ 

ROUTE b's ΗΝ a μρ νον 085 

ΝΠ { 
‘Date: 9/29/65 

᾿ | Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL | REGISTERED MAIL. οἱ 
σπσσσπνΨψἯἭἑἭὥ.Σνγγ π᾿ a (Priority) ° , 

᾿ Re New York airtel, 9/24/65. 

Referenced New York airtel sets forth the iden- erly 
tity of individuals being considered for delegations and 

» groups schéduled to visit the Soviet Union and other 
socialist countries.. Among the individuals noted as pos-= 

Siple members of these delegations or groups were ROSE 
and PHIL BRUNS, one NATALIE (ΝΠ) and a BOB EKINS. These 

- latter individuals were specifically included in the. dele- 
gation, to the Soviet Union for “November 11th" (apparently . 
November 7th). ‘NY 694-S* advised he was unaware of the 
identities of the named individuais and requested CG 5824S 
attempt to identify them, 

CG 5824-S* had been contactéd on this matter ‘and 
advised that he does not recall anyone by the name of ROSE 
and PHIL BRUNS or BOB EKINS; In regard to NATALIE, source 

advised that shé:. possibly. may be identical with NATALIE 
MYERS of Chicago (Bureau file 100+ 27705, Chicago file 100- 
3546), ‘but he could not be positive at this time.’ 
Source noted. he anticipates a contact: with Gus HALL in 
the immediate future: and may develop more information. on, the 
above noted individuals. . ; 

. Chicago-tindices were reviewed regarding PHIL: and 
ROSE BRUNS and EKINS. Indices check négative. on the BRUNS, A 
but begarding EKINS one reference indicated .one BOB EKINS,;, 
‘Old Saybrook; Connecticut was. ‘a Smith: Act Subject of New 
Haven Office in 1953. . 

we LG} — Mt 
Oi mean’, ΝΕ ΕΣ 400- )-Γ 226 77.-δ᾽ 

1 - New York " ᾽ ᾿ ΠΝ . 

i. - . βυδοῦξο - ΝΣ ν δῇ 5. 4 ; 

SO us ΠῚ OCT) 19 — .. : 
"  Appréved: Sent ___ Μ Per 

At in Charge 



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
October 1, 1965 

Coro? “INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Casper — 7 

KETO GD neers 
Conta’ nee 
ΟἿΣ παρε... 
Ge nee 
Rasen — 
Sullivan meemeee 
Tavel ee 

Trotter 
Tele, Room ..——_— 
Hole αν... 
Gandy — ere 

pr 
On 9/30/65, the New York Office furnished the text 

of. two messages the informant desired. to send and requested 
The - cipher “text was furnished to that they be enciphered. 

New York on 9/30/65. 

The plain text, and cipher text are attached: 
4 ns * og 

For information. — 
Τὰ 

 sperone 

Mr. J. A, Sizoo, Mr. R. C. wn 

otal 046 

Mr. Sullivan (Attention: 
Mr. Downing 
Mr. Newpher 

eee hoe 

cael 

6 oct 6 1965 

oo we 
77 OCT 8 1969 
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REFEREE||coacH| ἰόν ΕΑΝ ING\oUuRlTUGbFWEDNESDAYREMEET IN 
gly oURREXTINES T[sWaAN ISS 1 ON). |AL THOUGHOURARROUKENGEG IN 

SonfrHarpae||ily ILL Best apfroMakef Heit IME|rOMEET|THEREX}H 

oWANTSIrofr ALKWI THE). owe VER} |s INCE IMEI SL IM1TEDAND|M | 

PORTANT|I THOULOBEBES TITHATIPREPARENY|THOUGHTSII NADVANG 

* g|RESPECTFULL YREQUESTF ROMY OUNOHIT OKNOMWHO[THISREXW IL 

LBE|-AMostPROF IC TENT|TRANSLATOR URN] SHEDBYWY OUMOULDGR - 

EATLYHELPITHESE|ALKS|ADVISEBES TT IMEAVAILABLEMYENTER 

INGHISS1ON).WTLLCoMEW I THNIF eff I VEls0C LALAPPEARANCE[T 
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88344 07977 65662,87964 36513 43081 14688 53004 23276 03588 

45658 79184 41805 31964 21647 810541 75415 003514 07779 40808 

$3800 58547 97423 97197 69184 08213 67766 23914 57305 26472 

18084 23868 20393 50867 92860 37719 34524 44961 72186 38255 

934541 85565 24717 45476 46231 98599 02249 34450 07376 67456 

37465 23860 87955 04238 46815 24568 81885 58214 81565 45212 , 

44425 85178 63046 92430 47246 10976 97708 17476 43107 86768 

12342 98468 61843 52072 31934 78331 00783 95052 29259 66185 

46290 57115 09249 39976 92543 91939 89190 78140 50999 87751 

$4035 38791 80265 34546 64526 34252 78071 14137 50243 75328 

102624 36443 42594 83175 11370 51022 37326 80155 95320 88620 ΝΕ 

£96546 34856 12399 14536) 08528 19435 84877 70897 39542 793041 

Ε 1 ξ49541. 12725 19516 $3873 12425 49106 02933 30282 17574 64286 

06670 11157 23818 98565 09208 58666 51357 79956 19429 05142 

8 41848 68930 19427 30614 02468 62660 79978 88213 71778 

95395 19476 63252 16964 

DATAFOUO FORMS ENG 2001 το. CALUMUITE 
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96241 61459 18283 80581 58063 29546 08050 18972 81342 94927 

39028 54368 52424 93104 13190 84864 90012 40047 11357 04139 
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_ ROUTE Οἵ 2... 
| | Date:. 9/30/65 

Transmit ‘the following in 
(Type in plaintext Bt code? 

vig ARE nt 
- ᾿ ΝΞ (Priority) Ὁ Ay? γῆ 

τος, - DIRECTOR, FBI. (100-428091): 

9 1 FROM: SAC; CHICAGO (134-:46 Sub B) 

) SUBJEC Q 
is -cC 

; Attached hereto is. the text of a méssageé prepared 
by CG 5824~8* for transmittal to the Soviets in the course of 
the next. Contact by NY 694-S*, This: message Was necessitated. 
by the change in Location. of. ‘the Modern .Book. Store, Chicago, 
which CG 5824-S* has been using for a number of years. as one of 
his mail drops... 

Pe FPR Bah Neneh: or 
| 

[SOx Bureau (Rw): cine δ). . | ; 
1 = New York (100=134637) (RM) 
i - Chicago 

mer AE 
eg tO95/00 ~ 4107] «6777 

@ 6 OCT 7 1985 

ΕΣ ΕΝ 

x 
= 4 

a - " Ween, eet 
as 2 ' “ἡ . 

Sent we M -Per 
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" ᾿ “Please change immediately mailing address: for following. publications. 
' subscribed to by™ Hub under name -Shields or Shoulders from 56 East 
ς Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 60611 to 6624 North ‘Sheridan Road, 
| Chicago, Tilinois 60626: 

“Novosti Se ᾿ ΝΈΕΣ 
Pravda - ΝΕ = - τς 
Kommunist 7 ΝΣ - ΝΕ . 
New Times: ΝΞ ᾿ as 

. Noscow “News Ν ; 
Tnternational Affairs - . 

ΠΌΣΤΟ Heonomie “Situation and. Jniternational Affairs ~ 
i ‘soviet Literature = ιν 
ΠΣ ‘Soviet Union - τ ᾿ “ ΠΝ 

; Culture and Life. ; ᾿ ve 

Rub 

| τος ENCLOSUKL - τ 

ἀν οὐ δ γέ. 14 Ὁ 

ath 



FD.36 (Rev. 12-13-56) : 
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" ~— ROUSE, IN Ed Ty. “LOP 

Date: 9/30/65 

E 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED 
as (Priority or Method of Mailing} i 

~4----~- eon n neon ............-.............--...:τ--------ς-. 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) (4 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ) ΡΖ } ̓  
YW 

Ay sussier{ Osoxo) oe 7γλ. 
“<TS=¢ 

(00: CG) | Γι 

ReNYairtel, 9/20/65, which reflected that a 
radio communication had been received which contained an 
invitation for GUS HALL to attend a reception at the 
Soviet Mission to the United Nations in ΝῪ on 10/8/65. 

ReNYairtel 9/23/65, which set forth, on page 3, 
the fact that two Italians were at that time in NYC and 
were engaged in discussions with CPUSA functionaries 
concerning the Italian CP advocacy of polycentrism. 

On 9/30/65, NY 694-S* advised that he was in 
contact with GUS HALL, at latter's residence, in the 
early morning hours of this date. HALL was informed of 
the invitation to attend the reception on 10/8/65, and 
he was advised of the fact that "the person he is interested 
to talk with" would meet him at the reception. HALL 
stated that he had made no prior arrangements to meet 
with any Soviet officials. 

pal LISRAE 

Ἀ 32. BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 
, Mo CHICAGO (134~46-Sub B) (ΑΝ ΒΜ) 

1 ΝΥ 134-91 (INV) (42) | 4 
_ Δ = ΝΥ 105-14931-Sub 6 UFTHOLAT, M. TALANOV) (342) “ 

. ~ ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) : 

cre | aOR ‘100- HAO SHO 
RX rp 

ft 

. 6 OCT 7 tas 

ge ο δροῦϑ: Sent MO Per 
Ves = aes in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

GUS HALL stated that this invitation could have 
been brought about by any of the following circumstances: 

HALL made reference to the fact that two Italian. 
CP officials were in NY recehtly and were engaged in discussion 
and heated argument with CPUSA functionaries concerning the 
Italian. CP advocacy of polycentrtsm and also discussed | 
the ideological dispute existing between the Chinése and 
the Soviet Union. HALL gave no details regarding this 
discussion but remarked that the Italians became very 
alarmed and excited, JIM JACKSON was very converned. About 
what happened and stated that the CPUSA leadership should - 
discuss this. matter ‘further with the Russians. HALL was 
of the ‘opinion that JACKSON may have contacted the Russians 
regarding this matter which could possibly have caused, 
above reference invitation. Another possibility, according 
to HALL, was that the Italians. may have contacted the Soviets 
and told them of their discussions with the CPUSA leadership, 
which, in turn, could have been the reason for this 
invitation. Another possible reason for the invitation 
could be that éither ANDRE GROMYKO or NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS 
(International Department of the Central Committee of the 
CPSU) was in town and wanted to sée him. 

HALL instructed that a message be sent to the 
Soviets thanking then for their invitation and requesting 
that he be advised of the. topic of the discussion and whether 
or not a.translator would be present.. 

After a consultation with σα 5824-s*, Ny 694-S* 
will send a message to the. Soviets regarding this matter. 



FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63) 

b.5 ᾿ © 

ROUTE IN Ely vat JOPE 

Date: 10/1/65 3 

Transmit the following in : 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED ! 
ποις (Priority) I 

me a me me ae τ. ee ee me ee ee ee ee ne p+ So - 

TO: ς DIRECTOR; FBI (100-428091) η, f 

FROM, : SAC, ‘NEW YORK (100-~134637) 

Η͂ βυβύξοι Osoro) 
I5=C 

(00: 06) τ γ, 

On 10/1/65, NY 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets; 
via the secondary channel ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN, a number of - 
messages, some of which were ciphered-coded and some of 
which partially coded, These messages were on 
microfilm: 

1. The following message was partially coded: 

"Because of time element sending this. through, 
Isidore Needleman channel is being utilized," 

2. The following message was in ciphered-code: 

"Central Committee 
_BPSU 

"Concerning your radio message of Wednesday re 
meeting your Comrade at Soviet UN Mission, 

"Although our National Board meeting begins on that 
date, I will be ρᾷδα to make the time to meet the Comrade 
who wants to talk with me. However, since time is limited 
and εἰ πρου θοῦ, it would be best that I prepare my thoughts 

ΕΝ ea (100~428091) (RM) REGS. a, 2-- “2429 G | All, [9 CHICAGO (134~46-Sub B). {ana 
1 - NY 134-91 (INV) (41 
1 - NY 105-14931-Sub.C (NIKOLAI M. TALANOV) (342) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (1) roe ee meme 

Log 
amuses 6 OcT 7 1985 

_ ft 

Approved: es UT Sent MO Ῥ.. 

65 Ocl 1 1 1
9 δορ ΠΡ ΡΆσοηι in 

Charge 



NY’ 100~134637 

“in advance. Respectfully: reguest from you now, to, know, who. | 
& this. Comrade+will be; A most proficient translator 

furnished by you would greatly help these talks. Advise 
best time available iny entering Mission. Will come with 
wife to give social appearance to ptblic., Your. radio 
communLeation on above ‘questions ayaited. -on Monday. 

“Stoned .= “Gus Haiti" 

Concerning above message, refer to ‘NY airtel, 
of 9/29/65, ‘which reflected. a radio communication received 
oh that date, inviting GUS HALL to.a reception on 10/8/65." 
Above message requests: that. the answers to HALL's questions: 
be furnished by radio transinission on 10/4/65. 

3. The following message. was in cipte red-code: 

"May ‘we “inquire about Carl Winter arid’ when he will, 
vetuin homé., Please answer by radio. transmission.” 

According: to the informant; GUS HALL has inquired 
regarding return of ‘CARL ‘WINTER from his trip abroad. 

4, The following message Was in partial code? 

"Sister: Ann correct addréss 889, repeat 889 «. 
Sister Ann is next. 

According to informant, the above message was sent 
for the purpose. of correcting the address of a "drop," % ‘which, 
had pheviously been furnished tor the Soviets... 

53 ‘The following message was in, partial code: 

"Your walkie-talkie transiiission of 9/27/65; was 
also good." 

> ER Regarding above, please refer bo NY airtel of 
0/29/65, wherein it is reflected that a test. run of the . 
walkie-talkie. transmission was made on 9/27/65. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | Belmont ———— 
AE rece 

M emorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE, — 
Ga 

TO . ~ a 4, 1965 Rosen oO comad GHA, pare: October 4, ὼ Jp Si =—— 

a Trotter ΒΙΝ ᾿ 

FROM Zp, F. Downing Helge 
Gan dy ee 

τυμιεοζξοι οὐ 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C LANG 

fp Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio, 

On 10/4/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 152 GR 185, was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. | 

- 

Enclosure γ 

1 - Mr. Conrad 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J..A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) if 
1 - Mr. Downing 

1 - Mr._Newpher ΝΞ ᾿ a ͵ - 
1 - Mr. Paddock ΜΡ 

RECS 00. ψλρόφ,.. σ)- 

S$ ὍΘ 7 Ἴθες 

aay) τι ΠΝ ᾿ 

85 OCT 11 1965 : 
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ae: τ Ὁ Θ8Ὰ GEN, REG! NO. 2 ἃ τ : SS 

- UNITED STATES GO MENT 

~ Memorandum: "ROUTE IN E “SLOPE 
- a 

τς DIRECTOR, FBI (160428081) ΝΞ “pare: 9/30/65" 

ἀ. Tt ον ; 7 τ ᾿ ΒΥ ἦς ᾿ a 

» 5 . “Sac, CHICAGO (154~46-Sub ®) @). OOF ee τὶ = 

| SUBJECT: _ : ᾿ πα ΝΣ 

ae ΝΞ ΞΕ Re ‘Bureau. letter, 5/4/60 and Chicago letter; 9/2/65: 

i | “ΝᾺ Rétéxenced: Bureau. letter dnstructéd Chicago to set 
᾿ _. foxth a, monthly. accounting .of ail receipts and disbursements of 

+: SOLO and Communist Party (CP) 4 USA Reserve Funds in. possession - 
᾿ of CG. §824<S*, Set forth. below is" ‘such an accountings. 

-" Ballance of: funds. in - possession _ ao re _ ᾿ 
δὲ Ὁ 5824-5¥ as of 8/31/65 = Ss τον τὸ τὶ ες - 

ΠΣ μ᾽ =F —— a 7 oe _ ΝΕ ΝῊ 

ow SOLO, a ἅς τος oo ns OT 

ae ς ‘Maintained in cash in safe deposit po 
or "box, ‘Mid-América Natdonal Bank, Ε _ 

“ον Ε Ν" - ᾿ Chicago, Illinois, Se ee ee ee ee ee | . $29,101, 08. ΕΝ 

ae “‘Waintained . in cash in safe deposit - τ πον τὸ τ τς r 

- box, ‘Michigan Avenue: National Bank, =~. ee 
Chicago, THAROS. «13270 eee onset neers σε * 2.76289 - “ν 

- το 7 . “ . Ν - 

" Boze USA Réserve Funds 3" st : ΝΣ ~ - + 
κι + . - . x - ΠΝ -- _ ΜΝ ᾿ . - - = ᾿ 3 = 

loa Note. το τς ἢ π ΝΣ ἘΝ ᾿ . 

ee: . τς τς $31,863.97 

saaxtions 5 πὶ ot ot Oo rs : ; ᾿ 

οὖς ; ᾿ SOLO | an Ν ΕΝ «τις — ΝΞ οὖς at - 7 

On 9/11/68 transfer of soi0. ‘Funds, — , 
- _ New York to..SOLO-Funds, Chicagons 1.3. 404-8160, 000.00 

ΓΤ a: Pe τ - " ᾿ τις 

a Buréau (RM) - τς " pepe ει 

ἦς "2 = New: York. (ΜΟΙ - . RRR TAO τ ἐξ 2 φῶ, - 9 ΝΑῸ Bite me 0 42¢o9y 61 af aa ( - 100-128801) ‘f act 5) | ἧς, 
CL = 106-128861). (CP, USA = RES ¥UND - Ὁ oe, 

1 - Chicags = ΣᾺΝ oe . 
᾿ Ε ᾿ - - . inna inn κδαμυμῳ Ν ᾿ τος ᾿ : 

" ΩΝ πον τὸ 7 τς ες 
ει - CCT 8 1985 - 

esti 15 δῦ. ΝΞ ᾿ me 
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CG 134~46. pub ¥ 

CP, USA Reserve | Funds. 

SOLO 

“On ore as payment for twa ort 
; f 

Repayment of loan made 7/27/65.to _ - 
7 CLAUDE, LAGHTFOOT , CP of Idlinois,..ieeses 

Total 

‘Disbursements 

On. $/1/65 to. MAX WEINSTEIN, Chicago, 
as ΡΟΝ 

Ι Ε 

δυο μον νυ δος 

On 9/5-9/65 as cost: of food, drinks; 
entertainment ,. trahsportation and other — 
miscellaneous expenses of PHIL and CONNIE _. 
BART* in CHICALOs. ss neeeeesoegu reas eeercene - ὦ 

οὐ On 9/5/65 to PHIL BART for use in 
payment of motel DELL. owe ec ee αν σεν νον σοι, 

On 9/8-11/65. for meals, for GUS HALL in 

GUS HALL of Cortez Camper UNIts cisvocnenee - 

Chicago: and Culver, Indiana. ..issecnncsens 

On 9/8/65- for rental, per instructions of 

On 9/8/65 as deposit for mileage costs. 
on Cortez ee 

On 9/8465 for purchase of linen, blankets, 
cooking utensils and other miscellaneous 
items for usé in Cortéz Camper.s.nceseee cd 

$ 100,00 

$150, 100, 00 

$ 500,.00 

89.47 



CG 184-46. 50}. Ὲ 

(On 9/9/65 as purchase price for 500 
or HALL’s 
* μόνο eeec et, 302.70 . 

On 9/9/65 to PHIL BART to cover cost of 
auto repairs for BART's ΠΝ 

-On 9/9/65 for cost of motel root for 
GUS. HALL, ‘Culver, Indiana.. * + “ἂΞΨ.᾿-7ν ϑα φφη oe oe 

On 9/10/65 to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT for expense 
‘of CP, USA, youth MeCtINg....ossasenioerees 

On, 9/10/65 to ISHMAEL FLORY for Affican-— 
American Heritage ASSOCIATION, οὐ cavnasevie 

‘On 9/10~11/65: for miscellaneous expenses | 
of GUS HALL, including long distance 
telephone calis, tips, personal purchases, 
transportation, etc, , Saveausemeoseseens owe 

On 9/11/65 for. ‘cost. ‘of hotel room for 
“Gus- HALL, Chicago. ssssrsecvuseoerereedeee 

‘On: 9/11/65 as cost- of shoes, purchased for 
GUS HALL. co eesnaccordonsetsesvrraccsys iid 

On ‘9/11/65 as ‘purchase price of .books, 
pamphlets. and. paperbacks purchased for 
GUS. HALL, oes cneneccembedaesenerncvecgeds 

On, 9/11/65. as cost of pooks mailed abroad 
to the CP of the Soviet Union and other 

socialist COUNLYLES, cecocecdcernectosasery ; 

On 9/13/65 to MARTIN MITCHELL for expénses 
connected with GUS HALL tax Matter. eeeeens 

40,00 

8, 00. 



tag 

a 

CG 134-46-Sub Ε΄ - 

.  Mid=Anierica-National Bank; ‘Chicago;. 
ὡς TLLNO}S 6 «5 settee eaanset sta ον κε nes aie lO0, 000; 00 

fy 

‘On. 6/13/66 for JACK KLING as reimbursement: Ν τς 
for money. rovided PHIL BART. sscenceseese ed 50,00. be 

: “ Of B/14/65 as puitchase price for -500 - mo vie 
for GUS HALL’s .- a - 

ie 
tons pee ene ree 4,332.70" oe 

On 9/19/65 td JACK KLING. for transmittal ©. ~. 
"+ . to ‘CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT as subSidy for CP, -  -.. oe 
ΝΞ youth work, West Side Ῥχολδοῦς se sawenscyes - 200,00 

"> On 9/19/65'-to JACK KLING as reimbursement 
of expenses incurred during burial of PETTIS. . UF 

ΗΝ "DERRY ,. -Chiéago, 8/05 4d εὐ qegterdenecaenaia ον 00,00 - 

a > On 9/85/65 to LOU DISKIN; slodérn. Book ΝΞ ΞΟ 
ἐπ τ Store: Chicago, -Lor-books. and miscellaneows ᾿ πον τος 

4 "Pamphlets mailed directly AbrOad ee ἐκείν, - 89.00: π 

τον οὖς 08, 9/28/65. to JACK KLING to hold as CP, © 
USA βθροβζέοξψ, sevesevestertbeennnnesees 1D, 000. 00 ~ 

ΝΣ τὸς ΝΞ π᾿ ἮΝ $25; 308.97 = 
ce, USA: Reserva, Funds τος ΝΞ aor τον Κ᾿ 

On. 9/24/65 as loaned, to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT =| " 
for. legal OXPONSESs εν Sv ieserereeners cess τῷ 190. 00 

ΕΝ “otal Disbursenents. το , 955, 468. 91. 7. Ὁ 
τς : boa τ - 4 “or 

Balance’ “of funds, in possession or © ΠΝ ΟΣ ‘s 
CG 5824- _5* aS of 9/30/65 ae - a ᾿ 

τ τ ‘BOLO — “ΝΕ ee es 

~ Maintaiied in. cash in sate deposit. box, ὦ το 



CG 134-46-Sub F 

- Maintained in cash, in safe deposit box 
" Michigan Avenue. National Bank, Chicago, 
᾿ Tilinois ‘ ᾿ ΣΤ ee ee ee a ee er es ; "eee ‘a8 ‘ ΔΝ, 

- 3 - 

Total 

CP, USA Réserve Funds 

None 

5: 

᾿ ~ 5 - 

“vee $. 56,555,007 

$156,555, 00 
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FEI AUTOMATIC D nag a GUIDE 
DATE 01-18-2012 rn a 

1 - My. R.'C. Putnam, Room 813 RB 
1 «Mr, Griffith 
1 - Mr. English 

10/1/65 

cans , 

To: ‘SAC, Chicago (δα Sub B) ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

(1 trom: Director; FBI Re uosoa1) « G2 . 

"  SOLo 
is τὸ 

᾿ς Reurairtel 9/22/65 requesting that the Laboratory prepare 
a fictitious Tilinois opérator's license in the name Sydney 5, Lesser 
in connection with a new légend to be used by CG5824-5* duxing the 
course of an expected SOLO Misaion to Latin America in the very near 
uture , 

.. .,,2n accordance with this request; there is enclosed herewith 
the fictitious. licehse in the requested name; Also enclosed is the 
expired license under the current legend which Chicago furnished for 
‘the asaistance of the Laboratory, _ 

2M ET. net 

Enclosures (2) 

ἢ . MAILES 8 Classified by” Ξ ~ in a ; . 

. «Νὰ - ΜΝ - Ἐχουρὲ from CDS CategOh a ζο, κού 273 x gy ΟΟΤ 1965 Date of DecjeSsification Indéfsa, 

ἽΝ 

FOW:fa /(6). 

Trotter —__ 
Tele,, -" 
woite, Poy | 
Gait. a 
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FR-3b tetev. 5-22-64) 2 ; BET AT OUR Ta 

= ra -- 
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“a ΝΕ 

Transmit the following in. 

Vie AIRTEL __. REGISTERED MAIL 
δ {Priovity) i Ὶ 

——— ee ee ee —_— << a ee ee ee ee ee ee oe i πα πα πα τς we -..-..-.-.-..- 

7 aw - 
LL Noe Nee 

O : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

4" 

Ὁ @ 
¥ : 

Ἂς 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

(Osoro 

ΟΕ these licenses, It is noted that this expired license 

/ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORET MERIVED ἘΠῚ 
i F 

π᾿ DECLASS CATION GCUITy 

ROWER AN. B= 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

2 

“Is -C¢ ᾿ 

ReCGairtel'to Bureau dated 9/22/65, 

In connection with the preparation of a new 
degend for the use of CG 5824-S* during the course of an 
€xpected 5610 Mission to Latin America during the very 
near future, the FBI Laboratory is. requested to prepare 
a fabrication of an Illinois Operator's License in the 
name of the new cover identity. As you know,. the Laboratory 
within the past week prepared a similar fabrication in order 
to update the legend currently being utilized by this 
informant during the course of Solo Missions to. the Soviet 
Union. The xeasons for the preparation of this new légend 
are set forth in reCGairtel. 

For the assistance of the Laboratory in preparing 
this fabrication, there is enclosed herewith the expired 
license undér the current legend, which shows the peculiar 
color of ink used thereon and the spacing characteristic 

was also prepared by the Laboratory in 1962. 

Also enclosed for the Laboratory is a blank 
Operator's Licend on which the "fabrication" is requested. 
It 15 noted that “Shig<plank was obtained through a SAC 
contact of the Spr ield Office for this purpose in early 
1964 at which τῶν efonsidera tion was being -given to a change 

J- Fis k&eB 
(3) Bureau Α Som 
1-Chicago 

. ADRS 
Per 



CG. 134-46, Sub B - 

in legend which was: subgéquently postponed. This was while 
CHARLES Ἐν CARPENTIER was Secretary of State of the State of 
Tllinois, However; CARPENTIER died on 4/3/64 and thus the _ 
date_of issuance of this fabricated Ticense mist 06 prior. 
to that. time,_, Therefore, itis requested that the following 
information be inserted in the blank license form: 

SEX OM 
HEIGHT | 5.07 
WEIGHT 150 
HAIR : BRN 
EYES BLUE 
BIRTH DATE 02 11 02 
CODE 1 . ᾿ 
LICENSE NUMBER L260-7970-2042 
DATE ISSUED 02 18 64 
EXPIRATION DATE - , 02 11 68 

NAME AND ADDRESS SYDNEY S LESSER 
. 108 GENTRY CT 

ROSELLE - 

The following number should .be inserted to the 
right of the second line. of the name and address of the 
license holde?: 

6232 

Since the Solo*:Mission to Latin America may 
materialize almost immédiately, the FBI Laboratory is 
requested to give this request most expeditious attention 
and return the finished product by airtel. 
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Felt 

‘Mrs W. C. sulin DATE: October 6, 1965 Gale 
' 7 57 a 

‘Hiv, Ἐς J. Baumgardher __ * 1 = Sullivan Tele. Roo 

OMTONAL Foam NO. 16 
MAT aha 007 ᾿ 
οἷα Gt. 4t6, C4, 17 e 

οι! ὁ “106 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT C Tolson 
Belz 

MemorandumRQUTE IN ENVELOPE ΜΞ 
Callahen — 

Contad 

1. ~ Belmont Favel τ 

1 —~ Baumgardner Conte ταν 

INTERNAL SECURITY “- - COMMIS 

“-ΟΠὝ 
On 10/4/65 a message was received tron the εἰν Ge 

radio by NY 694—§* which set up a meeting between Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, and a high-ranking official 
believed by ΝΥ 694~S* to be Andrei Gromyko, Soviet Foreign Minister. 
This meeting will be held at the Soviet Mission to the United Nations 
in New York City on 10/8/65 during the time that a reception is in 
progress; 

ΜΝ 
εν é, 

Topics to be discussed at this conference teportedly. 
will include the situation in South Vietnam resulting: from the 
ageression of the United States and steps taken bythe Communist 
Party of Italy to unmask United States policy in Vietnam. 

Ye The most important topic to be discussed” Will be the 
reaction of the leadership of the Communist Party, USA, “to 
private discussions held by them recently in New York exty with 
a delegation of the Communist Party of Italy, The italian ᾿ “ 
delegation was composed of two people, Giuliano. Pajetta, member 
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party ΟΣ Italy, 
Director: of its International Department and Vice Chairman: of 
the ‘Foreign Affairs Commission of the Italian Senate, and 
Senator Luigi Conte, member of the Céntral Control Conmission 
and of the Regional Committee of the Communist Party"of dtaly. 

Although published reports of the conference between 
leaders of the Communist Party, USA, and the deledtion of the 
Communist ‘Party of Italy in the communist press insthe c’, 
United ‘States: and Italy reflect there was complete agreement 
on matters discussed, there were some heated argutlehts; —The 

advocacy of polycéntrisn, the doctrine that there may, beimany 
major. issué. of. dispute concerned: the_ Communist Party . ‘of Jtaly's V4 

” 
er 
we 
ἴα 
“- 

autonomous centers of communism, So much concern was generated 
as a result of this conference; that.. the, meeting between Hall and 
Sromyko was requested by the “Communist Party ,. USA, 

gi Recon jo? ,..[17)-- 5192 [60~428091 
Enelosures ~ Sent 0-: Ὁ 

ῬῚ CONTINUED-c-OVER — 
RCP spah | ᾿ : . 

(6) : ἃ OCT 121985 5.2 
" τ Cue + —— | -- eee 

BB OCT 15 1965 



Memorandum to Mr; W. Cc, Sullivan - 
Re: Soro 

- 100-428091 ΄ " 

τ- There is an excellent possibility that through our 
high-level informant coverage we will be able to. ascertain 
the details of the discussion between Hall and Gromyko; If 
this information is obtained it will, of course, be promptly - 

disseminated, ες 

RECOMMENDATION ¢ 

That the attached summary incorporating the data 
furnished by NY 694~S* be sent to Honorable Marvin Watson, 
Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean’‘Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Vice Admiral William F, Raborn, IDs, 
Director of Central. Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General 
and the Deputy Attorney General, by routing slips. 

a ν el Mab HP 



ATION AUTHORITY DERIVED From: 
a DECLASSIFTCRPION Corre 

4% _# "" 
0 ee, 

ROUTE IN ENVaropp 
A October 7, 1965 

C S940 "Ys Belmont 
ή 7 I = Sullivan, 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 1. ὦ Baumgardnér 
INTERNATIONAL: ‘RELATIONS 1 = Liaison, 

1~R. C. Putnani, 

A source. which has furnished reliable information:. in 
the past. has’ advised ‘as follovs:. 

Gis: Hall, Géneral Secretary. of ‘the Communist. ‘Party ,. 
USA, will attend a "reception αὖ the Mission of ‘the Soviet Union 
to the United ‘Nations in New York, New York, on October 8, 1965% 
While..at the reception, Hall will confer privately with a ‘high<2 
lével ‘official, ‘believed. to be Andrei Gronyko,. Foreign Hinisters 
of the. Soviet Dnion, 

I Tp 
= 

Topics to be discussed ‘at this congérénes reportedty & 
‘will include. the situation ‘in South Vietnam resulting from: thas 
‘ageression. of: the United. States and steps, taken ‘by ‘the: ‘Communist 
‘Party of Italy to annask ‘United: States policy in Vietnan, —. ἘΞ 

8. He: io ὁ i We 
‘The most important, topic to ‘ba discussed will be the 

reagiion of the. ‘leadership of the Communist Party; USA; to 
private. discussions held recently in New York City with a 
délegation of the Communist Party of Italy, The Italian - 
‘delegation was, composed, of two people, Giuliano. Pajetta,: 
nénber of the Central Committee of the Communist. Party of 
Italy, Director of its International Department, and Vice Chairman 
of the. Foreign Affairs Conmission of the Italian Senate, and, - 
Senator Imigi Conte, member of the: Central Control Commission Ὁ 
and of the Regional Committée of ‘the Communist Party: ‘of Italy. 

ΝΕ Although published: reports. of the conference between . 
leaders of ‘the: Communist Pasty, USA, and the deZegation of tho 
Communist. Party of Italy in ‘the. communist press in ‘the. 

\ United: States and. Italy reflect there: was. conplete. ‘agreement - 
on matters discussed : there: vere, some heated argunents, & 

ftp 25 «72ως δ᾽ ttre 

όωμ «2 
ΤῊ “Pp US Aer 
"1 oa PAGE FI) 

as 
6 OCT 12 1965 

al Belmont wmemeecnry 
fe) | μωμυκω ταν 

Casper RCP spah αν 
CaN chats semen, 4), 

Sullivan --- ᾿ 
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Tele, 9 
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

major issue of dispute concerned the Comminist Party of Italy's 
advocacy of polycentrism, the doatrine that there may be many 
autonomous centers of communism. So much concern was generated 
as a result of this conference that the meeting between Hall and 
Gronyko was reguested by the Communist Party, USA. 

Because of the Sensitive nate of the source which 
moses the above information, this. communication is classified 
td Ws) : a et! ᾿ 

NOTE: ΝΞ ᾿ mi 
ὍΝ _ Classified "Reeoret" since authorized. disclosure -of. - this information could Teveal the identity of the source (NY 694-S*) 
who is of continuing value and such revelation could result in 
exceptionally grave: damage to the Nation. See menorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, dated 10/6/65, captioned "Solo, Internal Security;— Communist," prepared by RCP:pah, Dissemination, of ‘this. memorandum is being made to Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assis 
tant to the President; Honorable Dean ‘Rusk, Sacrekary of State; Vice Admiral William F, Raborn, Jr., Director of Central Intelli- gence Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General 
by routing slips. Information extracted from N¥Yairtels 10/4/65 
and 9/30/65, both captioned "Solo, IS ~ Cc," 
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Transmit the following in. 

. Vie AIRTEL | REGISTERED 

ROUTE ΠῚ TN mrs ἢ E 7 

Bete 10/4/65 

(Type in plaintext or code? 

ὯΝ [Priotity) 
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FROM 

: ” DIRECTOR, FBI (100-2809) 

: SAC, NEW YORK (200134637) — | cog mes 

supseen(Zsoro) . le F | D A 
L5~C: 

On 10/4/65,, theré was recéived fron the soviet 

is as follows:. 

AB | 
via radio, a coded-ciphered message, the plain text of: ee nt iy . 

“On 9/24 JAiEs JACKSON informed ws that. GUS HALL. 
‘ike to see ‘the person whom. he met last year at Soviet /fr4 ee 
Mission to U.N. As. JACKSON said HALL was intended to 

_ discuss results of meeting, in New York City: with 
delegation of Italian CP, . situation in South Vietnam ς 
in connection with aggression of United States, τ 
initiative of Ttalian. OP in unmasking of United. 
States polici in South Vietnam. . HALL may expect 
thése questions be ‘discussed at ἃ high, level. 
Reception at Soviet. Mission. will take place on 
from 1800 to°2000. It would be good for HALL to come 
with his. wife at: σοῦ... The, meéting will be held from 
1930 to 2000 (ὀχ 2030) as it's convenient for HALL. 
Information. about CARL: WINTER will follow later in a 

separate message,’ - 

Re. above; seé ΝΥ airtel Ἰολ θα. NY -694-S* 
assumes that the Soviet who is to-meet GUS: HALL is. ANDRET 
GROMYKO, Soviet Foreign Minister. 

oh 

' 

᾿ 4 

- ase . 

WY Bureau: (au % ΟΝ 26 Ἵ «-- Cat cag, Cates, BY(AM RM) © /00- «δὲ 972 5:2 
L = NY 134591 
1 ~ NY 1e5 Usa B: (aiKOLAT TALANOV) Hi). ec see 
1 - NY 100-134637 (42). . 

2 1985. 
ACB imsb . 5 OCT tet 
(8), ree — 
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OSA FMR Μὲ cred το 1511 
Ο 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

. 70} pERECTOR;“#BI (2100-428091): DATE: = 10/5/65 
7" 

Hino * SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

oe | c ἥ ae 

ReNYlet 9/1/65. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO Funds during the month of 
September, 1965: 

Credits 

9/1/65 On Hand $1, 036,533.78 

Ι i Debits 

J 
3 y 9/14/65 To GUS HALL, an 

᾿ undisclosed part 
ws 2 thereof for American 

> = 
2 

Institute of Marxist ° 
Studies $ 103000.00 

9/16/65 Transfer of Solo Funds, 
New York, to Solo 
Funds, Chicago 150,000.00 

; 9/28/65 To HELEN WINTER for 
nr , transmittal to JESSICA 

: SMITH for operation of 
δ "New World Review" 10,000.00 

9/30/65 Τὸ LENA SCHERER for 
CPUSA Natiorial 

-- . _._ _ @ffice Expenses — 20,000.00 190,000.00 

Balance - $ 846,533.78 A 7 

~ Bureau (RM . 
φ.- cnieses (guahGesuin ay cra REO2g /00 — φ΄ὰ. FOU — $426 
1 - NY 134-91 ΔΝ) γ() 
1 = ΝΥ 100~128861-Sub ; (CPUSA, RESERVE FUNDS) (88) 
1 = N¥ 100-134637 (42) ΠΡΌ 

᾿ ! 
“x ACB:msb ; Ue (6) ὁ 6 0ὉΤἹΈΊ2 1965 

An wy -- - --Ὁ 

Ge εἶεν 0110 1983 U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont 
Mohr 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE — 
Contad 

Gale, 
Fel 

TO : Mg. Conrad Jw DATE: October 7, 1965 ie 

7 4 Λ Tovel .. a 

WA 
Trotter 

Cc a 
Tele. Room n= 

FROM . F. Downing A HOLMGS sptmnecre 

SUBJECT: (Osouo» OQ \) 

“INTERNAL SECURITY - C ol \ Ἵ 

Gandy wees, 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly 
valuable confidential informant NY 694-5* who has been 
receiving communications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 10/7/65, transmissions were heard by the 
Bureau's radio station at Midland at which time a message, 
NR 844 GR 297, was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. . 

ACTION: 

For information. 

tothe | 
Enclosure 

- Mr, Aonrad la 
- Mr./Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C, Putnam) 

Mr, Downing a 
~ Mr. Newpher ει" 
- Mr. Paddock οἰς 

i 

RPeP be: : 

I 

ab, you 5/27 
il a ἴα oo paeay- in 

Lr? fo | 

G5 OCT 15 1969 
τ ; 
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NR 844 GR 897 

73726 

52503 

94758 

97498 

64511, 

67445 

02634 

54699 

$2157 

16444 

46204 

22251, 

26059 

14866 

26999 

“ 246924 
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98008 
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15452 
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08545 

33723 
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43744 
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86576 

63145 

44478 

51425 

29053 

85789, 

22224 

07695 

75078 

32339 

74455 

63830 

‘46817 

97096 

57430 

72865 

22367 

21169 

86618 

92629 

69494 

66475 

04579 

27636 

46262 
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48647 

29924 

03599 

712438 

84635 

64117 

20896 

035566 

02134 

76414 

96366 

81536 

$5660 

22228 

27058 

47762 

55210 

43857 

79889 

49248 

49095: 
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"48756 

75664 

18405 

23919 
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39347 

73498 

0569S 

16953 

41430 

59804 

77755 

24588 

90650 

46842 
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TOTIAL ID RMANO, 16 5010 “106 - ¥, Si © O 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ee 

oht 

Memorandum pourp IN ENVELOPE == 
Felt 

το : Mr. W. C. Sulliv DATE: October 8, 1965 Gale 
Gale ————————. 
SUMING, cere, 

of’ 1 — Belmont ν΄ rotten oa 
FROM : Mr, F, de Baumgardner Of, 1 -_ Sullivan Tele. Roce ae 

1 ~ Baumgardner goles ———— 
1 -" Re C. Putnam 

SUBJECT: Osor0 - 
δ) νῷ 

» INTERNAL SECURITY = COMMUNIST Lo C* 

My memorandum of 9/7/65 set forth in detail. receipts and 
disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the 
Communist Party,USA, during August, 1965, The following schedule 
shows the present status of these funds, together with receipts and 
disbursements during September, 1965, 

SUMMARY SUMMARY: 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 9/30/65;. 0 055565$3,207, 463,00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 td 9/30/65. .icscrcsccscace 50,000;00 
Grand total received 9/58 to 2/20/85 sesisivertiviereidineed 3; 257; 463,00 

* $846, 5933.78 maintained by NY 694.5 in New York City. 
“$156, 555.00 maintained, by CG 5824.5Ὲ in Chicago. 
“150, 000 was transferred from New York City to Chicago 9/16/65, ) 

DETAILS: 3 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING. SEPTEMBER; 1965: 

9/1/65 - To Max Weinstein for salary (he is attémpting to 
develop cover companies for. the Party) s..sssssssie 3 500.00 - 

9/2-11/65--~ To purchase-portable typewriter for Gus Hall's | 
son and ‘son-in-law and miscellaneous items for 4. 
Hall, who is: Géneral Secretary of the Communist fo 
Party ; USA. ὁ ὁ οὐ δοκόν ο δορὰ ec ecbebesinsseciocacensh 114,07 

100-428091 Pe 20a [00 - HIE? /~ S127 
" C. 

RCP spah cornet Bove στ 
(5) 1o 00T.2&l 1965 

Wyo ett δι 
) " _ 

ΒΕ OCT 15 968 grhtes 



Memorandum to Mr. Ws C, Sullivan 
Re:~ SOLO 
100~428091 

- 9 

‘9/5=9/65 ~ For expenses of Party leaders Phil and Connie 

9/8~13/65 

9/9,14/65 

9/10/65 - 

Bart during visit to Chicagoccccscoscescecsivvececs 

~ For Gus Hall's expenses during Party youth 
school in Indiana including rental of trailor, 
meals, tips, CEC ee cerercciococisancevsvacesceseves 

- To purchase~1,000 shares of stock for Gus 
Hall's son-in-law at Hall's instructions, 
500 shares on each ἀδῦθες ουὐοο δ όφοῤῥοφοξοῤΨῥοούοοο 

To Claude Lightfoot for Party youth meeting 
EXPENSES si voveccccnvesevseesssersssvcesesensseeece 

9/11,25/65 - Cost of books mailed to Communist Party of 

= 

9/14/65 - 

9/19/65 - 

9/28/65 = 

9/28/65 - 

9/30/65 =. 

Soviet Union and other socialist countries. .eessee 

To Gus Hall, an undisclosed part of which is for 
the American Institute for Marxist. Studies, a 

Party LVONC se cdcocecdivecesseseisessscecccdsicsveccace 

To Jack Kling, Party official in Illinois for 
Party youth subsidy ($200) and expenses for 
funeral of Pettis Perry, former Party functionary,. 

To Jack Kling to hold as depository..cecscoecieace 

Subsidy for "New York Review," pro-Soviet | 
PUBLICATION. ssccacvdicdscvescorsicsecsiovessiscnes 

For expenses of Party's national office..seisessas 

$ 165,00 

458.60 

8,665;40 

25.00 

80,00 

10,000.00 

300.00 

15,000.00 

10,000.00 

20,000.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS FOR SEPTEMBER , 1965s vessiciccsoescsscened 65,308 .97 

BALANCE OF FUND, SEPTEMBER , LOGS coc iecivesodivicccsessovese pty 003,088.78 

ACTION: 

attention 
not to be 

- τ None, This memorandum is submitted for your information. 
An up-to-date accounting of Solo funds will be brought to: your 

each month, Details. of the accounting of these funds are I 7) 
GM 



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ' | | , , 

"Date: —- 10/7/65 
Transmit the following in 

᾿ (Type in plaintext or code) 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED ᾿ 
a π-π (Priority) 

TO: +DERECTOR, FBI (100428091) | | Ht? 
_ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 4 K Sl 

ΒΌΒσεοτ: (Soro ", : ye . 

On 10/6/65, NY 694-S* advised that, pursuant to Arak Ζ 
"arrangements made previously with his Soviet contact, ey » 
ΝΊΚΟΣΑΙ M. TALANOV (see NY airtel 9/22/65,. page Ἦν he Vi 4 Se 
went. to the Goldsmith Départment Store on Nassau St., NYC, " 
for the initial test of the micro-transmitter. Upon if] 
arrival, NY’ 694~S* observed TALANOV and the latter's wife 
in the. area of the Men's: Shirt. Department where it had 
beén agreed that NY 694.S* would transmit a test message 
ie) TALANOV by means of the micro-transmitter. 

At 2:45 PM,, when at a distance of approximately 
' 25-feet from TALANOV, NY -694-S* transmitted to the latter 
partially~eoded messages, ‘the plain texts. of which are as 
ollows: - 

κ΄: Bureau (RM 
0a ὦ chicago “(pte B) (AM: RM) 

L = NY 134-91 (tnv)(41) , 
1 - NY Lasse Sesos C (NIKOLAI M. TALANOV) (342) . | 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) REC. ἢ ἸΖ 

A 

6) oo “796: βλ 297 Bragg 
| 

emeeeny ἴμεν. ιν, 

40 OCT 4] 1965 . 

G 7 - " - ns = - 

Approved: a Sent — ΘΜ Ρεε an an 
᾿ δ OCT 15 ἢ Kgent in Charge Ν ᾿ 



O ᾿ 

ROUTE IN this. ΌΡΕΙ 
mF " ΠΟ 

NY 100-13}}637 

"Hello 

. tThis is a test and also a message to CCCPSU 
from GUS HALL, | 

"1, Will be at USSR UN on time. 

"®, ‘MORRIS CHILDS will depart several days 
after our National Board meeting to Moscow to see Central 
Committee on questions on my behalf. Notify USSR Embassy 
in Prague to have floating visa for HAROLD JULES. Also 
notify Czethoslovakia Central Committee to have a visa for ᾿ 
JULES both in Czechoslovakia Paris Embassy or at Prague airport. 

"3, Notify CC, CP of Chile that HENRY WINSTON 
and a CP youth will be delegates at Chilean conference. 

"Acknowledge this by radio." 

(Re #3 above, seé NY airtel 9/24/65. ) 

“2. 



. FD-36 tno S264) Cc) : | 

| 

Date: 10/7/65 ! 

t Transmit the following in 
" (Type in plaintext or code} 

Vig _ AIRTEL - 7 
. 

| : . 
(Priority) > . 

Cn ne a a ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee LL — sp os 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100.-428091}. | vo νὴ 

1 FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) “ | iy φιω 
- ae " 

fi | suszecr: sou» €- | fj MY; 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies and 
for New York 1 copy of an informant's statement captioned RAYS 
"Document Prepared by Phil Frankfeld Regarding New Era Books, (3 AY 
New York City"; received on 10/3/65 from CG 5824-S*, by SAs | 
RICHARD τ, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE. The information 
set forth in enclosed informant's statement was orally furnished 
by CG 5824-S* on 10/3/65, 

js -~c 

Pértinent information set forth in thé enclosed 
informant's statement is being disseminated by separate 
communication, 

—~§IZR 

δ - Bureau SN (RM) ἀκ 
‘1 = New York (100-134637) (Encl, 1) (RM) ἣ 
2 - Chicago ee a 

(i - A)134-46 Sub Β 73) : UF| 
» | RWH:mkp 

(6) a 

TLE, 440 2G/- S/S ὌΝ 

τὸ OCT.24{ 1965: 

Approved: 

65 ocr 

Sent ὦ  ΟὃΟῳ5ΡΜΞἜἝΜ OPer 



Document, Prepared by Phil Frankfeld Regarding 
New Era Books, New York City. 

[ Qn October. 2, 1965, GUS HALL, General Secretary, . 
cp, USA, had in his possession a document dated September 22, _ 
1965, which had been prepared by PHIL FRANKFELD; operator of 
New, Era Books, New York City. The text of this document together. 

’ with several parenthetical additions which. have been added for 
tlie purpose of giving the document additional clarity was. as 
oliows ; 

Sept. 22nd, 1965 

Dear Gus: | . 

(Kezhdunarodnata. Kniga) I've been dealing with for 5 years. 
Everything was more or less straightened out. Books and - 
pamphlets are now being received. There was one matter he ἊΣ 
spoke about and said that only you can resolve by your writing 
and passing it Along through your contacts.. ‘ — 

- He urged that you write that thé following outitanding 
" ᾿ debts be cancelled out since the business (New Era Books): 

was operating ‘at a nét loss; that the firm had and will 
continue to do its best to develop the sale of Inglish 
translations not only of the classics but also ‘Sontemporary 
books and pamphlets, etc, 

The debts are as follows: ᾿δῆτδθο ᾿ 

: 81, 500.00 « for moving the shop, buying: of metal pockeases, 
a - Jabor, materinis; δὲς in 1963, This money. was. 

-- 188 extended: as a loan but can ‘be written off. 

700. 00.- -- monies extended for advertising and promotion tn 
early January, 1965 but used for other business 
purposes. 

525.00 — mdnies due on periodicals for “1965 and one of the- 

ΞΕ X spoke to the business representative of the firn 

very fow invoices not paid. 

$2, 725. 00 = TOTAL SUM INVOLVED. The gentleman IT saw yesterday 
made it clear that the amount 
involved. was not large but had 
to-esplained on the other end. 

~ 1s + — oe Of 

ΝΞ jog Ye «hn ΣΙ Ξῷ 



: - ΝΕ - τος ς ° ‘He also pointed out 
- : that the reagon they have 

a v νι τὸ no question about writing 
" πος - off this debt 18 due to 

: τ the fact that for 4 years 
we always paid our. 
bills--always. 

One other riatter, Gus. In your letter, please mention 
once: again. the committments: made in the past about advertising 
and promotions They had promised $5,000,00 annually, but never 
‘exceeded $3,500.00. Every pe doliar advanced was covered with 
proper. invoices and yYeceipts down to the last penny--excepting 
the $700.00 of this year, ‘They promised another $2,000.00 for 
1965, although I asked for $3,500,500 - and even. that has not 
been received. Please take care of this fatter since we do. 

τ want τὸ get out a catalog and advertise and promote some. new 
books now in print, ete, 

phil 

| In ‘discussing the above document, HALL | stated that he 
. wanted: ‘the matter raised by ‘FRANKFELD concerning the cancelation 
of certain outstanding debts be taken up with representatives of 
the’ CPSU aS soon: 55 possible, . τς 

== 
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FD-36(RevY422-64) 
C) 

S 

> 

Date: 10/11/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Vie ATREEL 
(Priority) Ι 

τη στ ττ-τ-------------------------------- β'---- ΙΝ πὸ 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ob us 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT Gor) 
ΞΟ 

On 10/11/65, there were received from the 
Soviets, via radio, two partially coded-ciphered messages, 
the plain, texts of which are as follows: 

ἢ. "Dear Comrade Gus Hall 

The CCCPSU heartily congratulates you as an 
outstanding leader of American and international 
Communist movement on the occasion of the 55th anniversary 
of your ‘party. Wish you good health and success in. 
your noble work in. mobilizing CPUSA and all progressive 
forces of United. States for struggle against aggressive 
pohicy of American imperialism, for peace, democzacy, 
social progress, friendship among American and Soviet 
peoples, CCCPSU. 

spite 

> Bureau 

L-Chicago, Ay 46 sub B 
1-New York {13 oh) CINV 
1-New York (105-14931~sub ne) rrxonar Μ. ΑΛΤΑΝΟΥ) (3}}1) 
l-New York 4 

ΤΌΣ 
ἀῶ ,92-42229,.-.5}}}} 

δ “607. 

ACB: bea 

(8) 

se , τὸ OCT.24! 1965 

ay 
Approved: av. 

δ OCT 15 “Merial Kent in Charge 
Sent —__ MCP er 



NY 100-134637 

"tnform Gus Hall that ‘the above mentionéd, 
congratulations will. not be published in the press,,” 

Re above, it should be noted. that the Soviets 
obviously. have blundered in that the message should have 
been a message of congratulations to Gus HALL on his 55th 
birthday, which he celebrated several days ρος ᾿ 

᾿ ΜΊΑ On TRANSMITTER "ΝΣ - 
2. "Your message through @taps was received 

on October 6. It was hard to understand, for you have 
beén speaking too fast and not distinctly. For better 
results it is desirable to speak slowly and more 
distinctly. and to use ¢ipher for it is easiest to 
deliver with figures". 

Re above; see NY airtél, 10/7/65 reflecting 
that. on 10/6/65, NY 694-S* sent a message ‘to the Soviets © 
via the micro-transmitter; “ 

a 

aos. 



~ μ ᾿ς ; | : _ 
Dose nee gree Θ 5 5 Cc. Ι 

ΙΝ ΒΟΌΤΕ ΠΝ ENVELOPE 
Date: 10 Ι 265 

Rep ὦ 

Transmit the following in , é 
{Type in plaintekt or code) 

Vic ___ATRTEL 

ΕΙΣ “ 

᾿ a "δε mee em ee 

τος: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

sf FROM: sac, NEW YORK (106-134637) 

¥ . sono: oro | “ 

κι 
xy 

On 10/7/65, there were received from the 
Soviets: via radio several partially coded-ciphered 
messagés,. the plain textsof which are as Pollows: 

“Inform. Gus. Hall that.. :- , 

1. Inthe abridged granslation madé by 
‘News Press Agency" of the genéral Tines of thé 
September 5 1 Pravda! editorial about Lenin's national 
policy there was not any specific veference. to the: ‘ 
Lenin's struggle against nationalism and anti-Semitism 
in particular. ‘That part or the article Was correctly. 
reproduced in the September 10 (Worker issue. 
(Re above, see ‘NY airtel, 9/22/65, page 6). 

δέτδϑ τ ΕΝ 
γύκβέβαρθαα (RM) ᾿ ας 

1-Chicago (131. 6 sub. Β)(ΑΜΕΜ) 
1-New York f13e-92) Caw νι ἢ 
1-New. York (105~14931-sub B) (NIKOLAT TaLaov) (341 . hy 
1-New York μοὺς σ΄ 

‘Agpibea FEC, 9 ᾿ 9 )9. 2: é 7 7.- Fl ἊΣ 

58 to Oral 1965 
-ῳ-- ὦ 

ἐμ" π- 

a " ἈΞ ἢ ᾿ τ 

Sént —__-_--__M Per 



. {Re above, see NY airtel,. 8/17/65, page 2) 

NY 100=134637 

ὡς Considering your. ‘guggestion £0 publish 
in Russia. three issues. of 'Rreedomways'., our publishers 
think that Soviet readers would. prefer to have 8 - 
colleétion of articles. about the Negro: movement. in the 
States, The collection, could -consist of articles ~ 
written by Marxist writers including yourself and’ also Ἵ 
the most important material from 'Freedomways!, ΤῈ any NY ΝΕ 
of your friends entrusted with the preparation of the ὡς - 
collection, Ὧδ may direétly contact. our ‘Progress! 
publishing house which δ᾽ ready ‘tO publish such a 
collection of about 300. pagés 
(Re above, seé NY airtel, 9/22/65, page 6.) 

3. We ask you onee again to give your: opinion 
Pégarding the visit..of Clara ‘Silberstein to USSR. 

«Wy Carl Winter: left Moscow for London on. 
October 2. where he planned to: stay. for some days and. . ες 
was going | to, fly to New York City .on October 6. | 

oe 

“" 
om 

" 



ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SAC, New. York (100134637) . 10/20/65 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 1 - Baumgardner 
δ Τ᾽ ᾿ (Field Supervision Osoro 1.8. C. Putnam 

SECURITY. ~ C 

Reurairtel 10/14/65, copy to Chicago, which listed 
individuals scheduled to travel abroad as part of Communist 
Party, USA, detegations and which statéd pertinent information 
would be furnished interested offices.. 

In similar situations in the future your should 
clearly set. forth that such information will be furnished 
interested offices under individual captiotis with instruc« 
tions to handle in accordance With current instructions 
relating to foreign travel by security ‘subjects.. Appropriate’ 
cautionary statements regarding data furnished by NY 694-5* 
or CG 5824-S* should, of course, be included in the communica 
tions to. these offices, 

1 ~ Chicago (134=46 Sub B) 

wpe eb 
. New Yorks statement that pertinent ‘information would be 

furnished interested offices requires follow-up by: various ‘units 
at the Bureau to insure that offices involved are following 
current procedures relating to travel abroad by security. subjects. 
If instructions in this letter are followéd;. this should eliminate 
the necessity. for such repetitive letters, Ὁ, 

Casper 

meet 

ΠΕΧΊΘΟ Ἄ 

MC. 78.00 -Y | a 
Felt — -... é V ERE Ree meee 
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MAILED 

κα Δ ὁ 1965 
COMM.FBI 

ΤΟΙΒΌΪΣ seeseenena ee, 
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DeLoach ὦ 

Rosen 

Sulliven wen , 11 OCT 19 71965 
Tavel 

Ἰτοϊξοῖωω, 
Tele. Room meus ἢ eae  emed Holmes ee nemmnee . - 

ἜΌΘΘΟΙ Ϊ ose i ΤΕΚΕΤΥΡΕ vvir L_] 
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SUBJECT: 

ir 

Ke - 
GB OCT 15 Ἂν ἢ 

- ν" ΕΣ : an a = 
OMIONAL FORM NO. 10 saldeigg . Ὁ * * = me, 
MAY 184} ΤΌΠΟΝ = _ ᾿ 

GSA CEH. REO. NO, 27 ‘ 7 { Tolson —nnnace 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belnent ———— 

M. emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE: Sc 

- 
4/ yf Trotter - 

mous o, F. Downing ι hie 

i SOLO (δρόσον, 

ΠΝ 

| τ τα το ee τον τερον 
τ τ f 

~a ? 

Ἴανεῖ emsemerceumre, 

en) 

DATE: October 11, 1965 EZ 

Gandy 
ὧν. τος. ‘ 

4 . 

ANAL SECURITY - C. ( 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highl 
valuable confidential informant NY 694-35 who has been 
receiving communications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 10/11/65, transmissions were heard by the 
Bureau's radio station at Midland at. which time a message 
NR 807 GR 219, was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attachedf 

‘The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

- Mr. Conrad 
~ Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. ἢ. Ο, Putnam) 
- Mr. Downing ° 
- Mr. Newpher ‘ 

1 ~ Mr. Paddock 

ΠΕ ΝΝ ΕΣ 
(7) 

He ΜΗ 

“ Nore a το το Ae ἘΞ 
NE ΠΝ δ 

ἡ ge τὰς 
ἊΣ ‘ ᾿Ξ 5 eo 

} ' , ; 
: i 



{> -- noe - ToT rae - τον wots teme ee στο τ 7 ¢ 

FD-36 ai 10-29-63) C - : . , . 

ἮΝ ROUTE'IN ENVELOP 
Date: 10/15/65 

Je Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via ___AURTED __. REGISTERED _! 
- ᾿ " ᾿ * (Priority) Ι 

“ὦν τ τ --- a mee mm me ee ne ταν σπαν Fmt ce mem eng ahs ταῖν iy SES ech nid, ech ee, Sm Se ey, “πὰ ὅπ L ee ee --γχ..-.᾿ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

: FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) : xa y . ᾿ 7 Fa f 

hi | SUBJECT: ὥβοιο. ζ- ν 2 

ReNYairtel, 7/8/65, reflecting on pages 7, 8 & 9 κγ) “90 8" 
that 1% Delegation of 7 CPUSA youth members was scheduled 
to go to Moscow immediately after the World Youth 0 gous 
Festival ang that a group of US Festival Committee Delegation “#7 
of 16 wat Zo to Moscow after the said Festival. 

On 10/14/65, NY 694-S* advised that on. that 
date he was given by HELEN WINTER, CPUSA functionary, a 
document which she described as a report concerning the με 
trip to. Moscow of 7 CPUSA. youths, According to WINTER, bic 
this report had been prepared δὲ | 

Copies of the said vepoxipare enclosed herewith 
for the Bureau and Chicago. ᾿ «ὃ 

“5 - «ΟΣ 
/O as (100-428091) nr 1) (RM) 

~ CHICAGO (134-46-Sub 3B) (ARR) CEN ἢ 
1 = NY 134-91 ey? (1 ᾿ 
1 -- ΝΥ 100-134637 (41)... 

ACB: rvs — of 
(10) .Ῥϑ 6 0- ἡ OF/ δὶ φῆ, 

- . τῷ ee en | — 

6 OCT 22 1985 | 

a <Q rs fe 

Sent. MSCOCéPleor ι-. 

6 5 OCT οἵ 1
9% Agent in Charge 
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34070 
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42849 

27516 

52910 
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26455 
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45622 

214420 
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02440 

001476 

69982 

-- 

{0614 

98570 
o 

97879 

62470 

43648 

73283 

75460 

97904 

56458 

82715 

81578 

00963 

46575 

9106 

84036 

31444 
83616 

65068 

0?466 

01832 

72000 

190928 

59250 

16505 

88654 

NR 807 GR 249 

39176 

34763 

65652 

45912 

55955 

42440. 

76244 

80357 

38997 

94524 

21666 

72919 

10827 

38599 

11618 

72489 

76853 

83662 

43398 

04085 

84426 

04478 

25579 89778 

75455 57542 

22756 07458 

14049 02988 

35464, 45445 

121465 40629 

$2934 35094 

08254 73966 

41419 74949 

64785 55308 

27950 04287 

57675 96934 

27265 01012 

77368 56166: 

37935 61804 

82347 49925: 

64989 905572 

28330 36844 

44629 98757 

94693 87943 

96182 07339 

56094 10836 

18408 

68094 

55071 

63831. 

23016 

94957 

75470 

75000 

98375 

57542 

74307 

06414 

28252 

35978 

11168 

77658 

60998. 

27509 

63966 

57225 

82210 

40254 

AG/ 

95023 . 

48297 

84739 

57260 

63984 

21074 

85443 

86829 

01045 

$3523 

‘74828 

94447 

74500 

79954, 

54299 

55998 

48589 

‘50855 

19498 

49553 

601389 

49882 

——_— 
π- 7 

10/koes 

41/65 

16150 

‘$1849 

‘89079 

58994 

746417 

01783 
47549 

$2247 

56497 

‘92952 

07697 

42647 

70646 

"33446 

$0026 

21278 

-65875 

48077 

78544 

19558 

25106 

97621 

20475 

25404 

06667 

78044: 

32094 

33304 

45393 

ὅ1.195 

64332 

81994 

08904 

29766 

77840 

95207 

69442 

43992 

72395 

23665 

86568 

86033 

21036 

89239 

/0 0-426 04/. 
- ‘PNCLOSURE 

41d14 

60071 

72092 

62158 | 

41458 

72843 

64420 

$3980 

37752 

65206 

35777 

05010 

95743 

54577 

86497 

25813 

04409 

65653 

42476 - 

53606 
93499 
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- - SPW! OF PE SOVIET τ ΟἹΤῚ 
cam nine Tilia wind iliaieniniendeiarinariem dad ponent 

This repoyt ip aiviaoa ity tuo parts, the first is an 

itinorary and sane of the sain activities of the tour, tho second 

is an ovalugtion of tre trip. 

bhen we first arrived in foseew ho ond vas thera bo mect ὧδ᾽ 

at the airport. We got in touch with tho central cérciittee of tho 

Korsonol which sent out a bus fon ΩΣ We Stayed in the Komnonol hotel 

for one nivht and wore tray, sforyed to the Party Hotel tha next day 

after they were told of our arrival. It seozs that they lmow that 

We were arriving on the cichth but thoy didnty imow the partieular: 

flight. They. said thoy had never received the inforzation, Maybe the. 

problén waa ‘that the, information was. Sent to Loshitoy who was. on j 

vacation. 7 

The Govdota ouganized the tour ἀπ a sort of coursda on the 

TA8.3.R, The fivat Tow days were spont in Moscow having Aiacussions | 

at the Law ond Roonwriios Tnotitubad , ob the Contral Committee of Trade 

tnions, and .ot.Komgemel, We 4150. wont ko ὍΒΟΟΥ Eniversity and had a 

general tour of the chy. “afore we. loft 420 κοῦ with the ambassador of 

| North Viebnort. Mine Leda was thop figst we woud teern the _Genoral nn | 

then, in the: field we ‘would 6 ‘inko apecitiog. ἮΝ 
Our next. stop wos. Leningrad, το went on tours of the city 

a 

with apdécial exphasib baing put on the history of the October Pevolu- 

thom and the 4990 day siege of Loriincrad, Ve visited a turbine and 

fonerator factory) and a prdo-fatricated housing factory, We also had 

. 8. discussion with the Party Comittee of tho éity, 

: Oe a -᾽- . 
ENCLOSURE 
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we then flew to Alma-Ata, tha capital of Haxaketan. Wo 

- -- . . og 4 , - --- -- - -- - 

fi 
* 

- “ 
. ὌΝ ἐν 4 

rey ᾿ ᾿- ᾿" 
a ’ 

- 1 
‘ 4 . ι 

: ᾿ 
4 

Ξ- 

had discussions abdut the ropublic and Lte multi-national character. 

We talked with tho minister of health and loarned ghout the aystert 

ef health core ih the 0.5.5.2... We mets With Eo Kéxoonols | LO vinited 

a textile factory and 5 abate tabacdo Leaxrt., Ghora wea: 8160 & délichtiy 

trin to the tountains spore’ we wont’ wirsin- ana rountain Clingin- ° 

fr our Last day there wg net with thé Linst peorptany, and spealtor of 

the Kopaicotan’ repute. RR ho a . 

Wo then flo 46 Irisutsle in Giberla, Vo stayed none Lake 

Edikal. Ue tatked ta ono of the first socroterys of the panty and thd - 

Chairman of the Gity Soviet ond had discudniong abdut Siberia and its 

growth, Wé palsd talked to one of the headp off tho Hotsermsl. ee ᾿ 

visited the aluninut fautery πόα Iriatelt ent the Τριχαδθὶς powor station 

whore we Letrhad much abouts Lake tathkeal, . 

Fron Iriintsk ne flow to Srabas for 4 “ay, Ve vinited tha dar | 

and power abation ant the new wiod-processdin’ factory which Js naar com γ 

pletion, e wera Invited to ἃ girls <ormitory wheze wo wero wornly | 

rvcated and hsd on opportunity to excharra oxneriorced with them..fo | 

&lso learned about thd history end fubure of ρας, Thin wad ono of 

the moat Amorecaive parts of our trip. 

Vo returned to “sscow whore wa caw Beto Falleta ond scent | 

ὅοπο tire shopring (mainly at Gucs “epartmont atore). Ve also res with | 

the Suprexa custice of tho auprone Conrg of tho fucatan Federation with 

whom we had a very Inforzvtive talk, ta our lash Cay we talkod to 

Uicolai fron t'¢ Central Comittee of tho Party. 16 gave ua ἃ very 

(ood talc shout tke role of the Chinese and tke present international 

oituation. 6 algo cave hin ow eriticiom of the trip, which was 

very woll vecolvad, This disc τοῖοι τόν mainly a svmin: w of «to 

tour and helped us pu} much of what wo hed Léarned in its prover 

parspoctive. — ; 
Sse πος ee ee ~~. . ed 



: Poe eM eer a. “Ἀν - ΝΣ mS ae ee Ἢ 

ἜΤ ΟΝ “on ‘the’ whole 1 must. aay ‘thas. ‘thie aftect on ali of ‘those whe 

5 wont on the tip was profound. “ty. Ἢ great: extent ἀξ served ‘be’ fur the 

wee, ΠΣ we had: on now séetai hom works in practice, end. pértiouleriy ni’, 

ΕΠ ‘works Ὧν: the. δονῖδν. ‘Ustons : Pavoush discusaions of the ‘legal Ener 

“ seenonia. sates tthe ‘Pole. of ‘thie deviets, trade. “unten, Komgenel, ang : 

“the Party: τ ‘think we and ‘gained a bagie understanding. or. ‘the’ systenis "" 

oka! Soneone. ot ‘the: tow’ ‘pub: ΓΝ the ‘aoantry; cl ΠΣ one big, gollectives 

tritiatan, ao self-oritivisn ond. how, tb: ia part’ of: ὄνον. aspect ΩΣ Lite 

ΕΝ was, wery. Inpredaive, and. arreesea our way ‘of thinking? - there was, the. 

sensi te Sasorporste, into “our on collecting ‘the saeavy sons 

: ; Re: erosuntered among. the Soviet peoplew cf: ‘cam pay ‘that the - tour bao” : 

το wade μ6. elk Weoter: comma ats. We have 8 potter undéretending of the. 

ne “international role: of ‘the ws. S.A, and. our om. Zeke: and ‘Gity's as yang « 

a : Amer ioeri Commniate 86. tue Laternet ional” tiovenent. ΝΣ 

τευ tow to set down’ 0 the problem, I will asyiee then nbd 5 tuo! 

“catégreates ‘qure, and ‘theirs, Firat ths, ΕΝ hag of ‘eourse mas ἫΝ 

the’ ‘Feat, ̓φοβ of ‘tea Χαρὰ ρόδο were. to be expested. a ττῷ 

ΟΝ Me. had Litige | opportuntéy to peak te Wha’ wo ‘vould eal “averag 

ΕΝ pont, T have ridblead the. type of: ‘questions thas ape. asked. about the” ΤΣ 

τὸ trip whieh ave often ‘dtregted, ‘towaai. td feeliniga and φρο ίοιος ο΄. τ ἢ 
&, . 

the Savasaae! person, 9 ὙΠ "ΕΝ 

Ss ἌΣ δεῖν ᾿ς -Buenough. we hed: the: opportintty τε So teddies the. North 1 Vietnam 

Mes “inkabshacr, we ‘aldatt eve” ‘the chante to 366, ‘the. Bout Vietnangaa. “Wo 

" would: also have: ‘Liked to. see the Cubans and. obhér deleget ions Phat: ‘8 ve 
“cant. “normadly see, Ns we ἐν = we . = 

There was ‘also the Problem, ar you ean all, ib a peobien) of: 

a doing ‘bee mach in: ene’ days On. noma: ‘days we would have, tee meovingey a Ae 
τ a museum, and Βι ballet Am Fhe. prentngs we would then try to moot ay : 



Η͂ .- . ry es 

. . .ὐς ΕΟ . 
ἦ ταν . . 

4 

r 

ae . ΕΞ 

τον “- how 

‘ Be . 

ourselves ¢ +o aisoute what ve, gaw thet : day and wnst we were going to. 
gee. the followin. ΓΝ “Ferloaicaliy one of us. would healt down and 

have: to skip sone sotivitios, (Maybe the answer isto. send stronger ᾿ 

poopie y Sertousty, ‘there should ‘be specific time get, aside for. rest 7 

: “end. Aisaussion, | We gave ali thie. critictan to the Soviets. Ὁ 

How for the problens that: We. had. fa begin with, the’ ‘root of 

Saag ὦ of the. problems of, σὰν. Meravelling callestive® ‘ston, ren ‘the: 

Past: that. there was no preparation Proceeding the ΓΝ We should 

ΠΡ Bave | haa “the opportunity: to. nest ab least. ‘ance if riot a. Pow: ‘tines, We 

| hound have had at least: one orientation eeaston with someone who ̓  

τ tremendous’ difference both on the: Tevel. of our questions anid what 

we! could have derived from ‘the answers. tt. possible T would bope- that 

the: itinerary would be available before a. delegation lett: dn order to 

| and its dnternational role. we were ali/atruck by the importance for 

a toe a as “Buel before... ‘There should. ct more: attention paid. to. the: 

ΝΕ “the ‘trip nerves. aa, a reinfreesent, of ideas for young. cadre, . But, soma 
"people way not; be ready for. Ἢ trip or ‘bis: kinds” ‘There should also be Β 

7 τος collective leadership. ‘There was meh’ prewsure on myself and Ι didntt ὃ. 

" εν _ at east two leaders. 

knee: about the Sevier Union.” Wa ΓΕ felt that an ‘organized weak. of 

 ghdaying apesial aspects: of ‘the. country, beforehand would have made a 

concentrate on. apecifio ΠΝ Attar Yearning avout: the. Soviet Union: 

the to. becone the general Imowledge of all young comminists, ae 

the davolopnent of our, colleotive took. longer because we had never 

᾿ς s@lleation of future members ‘and. leaders of delegations, - In ones’ sense | 

‘always meet up. to the challenge. : ‘think this can ve ‘solved by having " 



Saga r want to ouiphaaise thet. the 1 result 1 wis ovenwhelntngiy 

positive both in respect to our “mevledge and our wey. of thinking. 

tem δ surge moet of. the problems can pe wolved. very. ΟὝΣ Ana τι know . 

thet. the. next tour will, be ‘even : Ore fruitful than, ours. he al géined 

LB. new sense, ot. dedication to. our. cause. And what is. nore. inipartant 

ΒΝ we were 411. anxious $0 return fn ardor! to contimie the" ὁ atruggle.: 
. . eta YY 

7 * . - - - τας . ΒΝ ΟΝ 5 
. . . . ἐν “ν : 

. . 
cor, mo ες Τ ᾿" .Ν ΝΞ oe. é " . Co 



GSA GEM, REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE : 
TO - Mr. conrad WEG = :-. DATE: October. 18, 4965 

ΟΥΠΌΜΑΙ FORM HO, 10 SO1G= 108 
MAT 1962 EDITION ᾿ 

O 

I i 
! 

τ . ? . i ἢ i ¢ . . 

FROM Cc. F, Downing : * yt ἢ ; 4 ει δ 

᾿ ¢ 

SUBJE : λοι " ἮΝ . F ane need ν᾿ " 7 t 

Ni BRNAL SECURITY -C “-. π΄ στο τὸ τὸ “ΝΣ ἢ 

Tolson 
Belmont 
Mobr = 

—_——— πῆ 

re ‘nore 
Caliahen —.____. 
CONTA d μι αυκτο 

Tele, Room ———- 
Holmes 
Gandy . 

Captioned case. involves: the Bureau’ s highly valuable 
confidential informant NY” 694-S* who ‘has’ “been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to, him by” tadio. ἫΝ 

On 10/18/65, transmissions. were intercepted “by 
Bureau's radio station at Midland at Scheduled times and 
frequencies but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr, Conrad : 
2. -- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. 
1 - Mr. Downing 
i ~ Mr. Newpher 
“I! - Mr. Paddock 

CR, 

mY 
G50CT 27 1863 

the 

| 
Putnam) 



FD.36 (Rev. £2-13-56) 

Date: 10/19/65 © 

ROUTE IN-ENVE_OPE 
Transmit the following in. 

— (Type in plain text or code) 

| . Vig AIRTEL | 
~ Τ (Priority or Method of. Mailing) ; 

ReNYairtel, 10/14/65, reflecting on page 2 
thereof the names of CP members scheduled to go to the 
Soviet Union on 11/7/65. 

On 11/19/65, NY 694-S8* advised that, according 
to GP, USA functionary HELEN WINTER, the name of SADIE 
DOROSHKIN of Los Angeles (Bureau file 100-145232) has been 
added to the list of those scheduled to go to the Soviet 
Union on 11/7/65. 

This information is being furnished to the 
[tos Angeles Office by separate communication. 

. ἐπ δι. 
vAC3-Bureau (RM) | 

1-Chicago (134-46 sub ἌΝ 
1-New York (134-91) (INV) (41 
1-+New York 

ACB: bea 

(7) 

0 ATL. S187 
| ΕΝ ; ὍΔ 6 OCT 25 1985 
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Date: 10/21/65 
Transmit, the following in 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL | | 
ὔ ΒΞ j (Priority) ; [ 

ee ae re ee pe re rm ee et a ey SS Sr NR AN tte a oe em Hy EK —_ 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) μὲ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Me | 
O30 : 42 ; Γ SUBJECT; (“SOLO y” 

. C ἢ sexe 

Gls Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
an informant’s statement captioned "Background Briefing by At Pi Li 

Gus Hall, General Secretary, CPUSA for Discussions with 
Representatives of CPSU.‘ Qne copy is also enclosed for New Yo 

Rest: 

aa ρα G Sue file gute 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's ¢j\¢ Vy 
statement was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 10/17 and 18/65, 
to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN. ANGI 

: Ψ ἢ 
A Where peptinent, dissemination is being made to those /[Mights 
Ὁ offices under individual captions of information appearing in 

1 ~ New York (100-134637) (Encl, 
2 - Chicago 

(1 -- A)134-46 Sub B 74): 

0 
the enclosed infor, τὰ report. Ζ Nhe ἌΝ 
ἐν: ι AG wh Ὁ ma 

νὰ Bureau. (Ed@¥S. 3) (RM) of peer 
1) (Info) ( 1) 

Phere) 

RWH:mkp 
(6) 

| 

3 ὴ 
ἜΣ 6 OCT 25 1985 id Hep 

Approved: 

6E NOV 8" 
Ἢ 

Sent MOP 
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Background Briefing by Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, CPUSA for Discussions with 
Representatives of CPSU . 

- In preparation for a trip: by a representative of . 
the CPUSA to the Soviet Union for meetings with officials of - 
the CPSU, GUS HALL, General Secretary, CPUSA, on October 17, . 
1965, raised the following matters. Ho discussed these matters 
prindrily for the. purpose. of giving this individual a working . 
basis. from which the CPUSA representative could ploce ἃ request _ 
with the CPSU for financial aid in 1966 in the amount of ᾿ 
$1,000,000. The essonce of HALL*s remarks at this time were - 
a8 follows: 7 ΕΞ - 

| The question of the pence. μόνομομε in the U.S, should © 
be one for naxinum emphasis with ‘the. Russiang. They are to 
bo informed that there is a big pence movenent in the U.8, 
pnd that it is only in the U,S. where the peace novenent. is 
making an effective fight against the war in Viet Non, In 

- regard to the International Protest Days against the waz in 
Viet Nam, the Russians should be “informed that these pence _ 
denonstrations Were the most successful decionstrations held 

- -dm recent, years and the biggest dexonstration since the hunger 
marches. of the dépretision, According to JACK STACHEL, he - 
“counted 18,000 participants in the Now York dononstration 
alone, although the nowspapers indicated participation ranged 
from 10,000 to 12,000... The current pence detonstrations in the - - 
U.5. are taking on an onti-inperiolist character which is very. - ~ 

iy ra 

-Amportant and should be emphasized. 

| . On tho question of the youth, the Russians are to be 
told that the Willten Ἐν B. Dubois Cluts of America. have today 
‘taken Ὁ prominent ‘role and they are the largest single youth - 
organization of the loft in this.country. The youth today 
are publishing the "Insurgent" with financial did: of the Party 
and in addition, will any day be issuing ἃ new theoretical 
publication for the youth. 

. In Novenber, 1965, the Comittee for a Sane Nuclear 
Policy Will hold a big meeting in Washington, D. Cs on the 
pence issue. ‘This will be one of the largest meetings of its 
kind ever held inthe U.S. The Russians should be inforned 
that the Party will be participating in.this. mecting,. as they ; 

_ do in 212 such neetings,and demonstrationg concorncd with peace. 
Vhile the press will contintic to play up the role of the | 
Trotskyists in the peace movement, the Russians must undoratand 
that we aro a part of 211 of these things and are playing an 
important role. εἰν 

a ao . 

Jou 4229). 5132 
ENCLOgtIN. |“ J 
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. _ In the civil rights field, the Party is now 
utilizing some full-time people end is training activists 

. for work in the civil rights movement.. | 

_ The RusSians should be informed that the Party is 
proparing a draft program and that it waa oxtensively discussed © 
at our last National Loard meeting. Certain amendments and 
changes in tho draft program.were recommended at that ‘time. and 
have now been taken up by the- program committee which is working 
to incorporate these changes into the program, In about.a - 
week, the program ‘should. be ready for transmittal to tho ὁ 
districts for additionn] discussion. The CPUSA plans to 
print and distribute up to 1,000,000 copies of- the draft. 
program in order to popilarize it when it is completéd. He; 
‘HALL, intends to write a final chapter for this program on the ΝΕ 
philosophy of Marxist science, | ᾿ ΕΞ a 

. In connection with the Me Carran Act, the Russians  - 
Should be. informed that the crises resulting fron this law 
are not over and there are numcrous hurdles and dangers still 

awry 

“._. + τἴῃ regard to the ultra<left, thé Riissians should be. 
‘told that their influcnce. and importance is now on. the downgrade. | 
Howover, the ultra-left is receiving all kinds of financial = =~ 
aid and subsidies fron the Chinese, ‘The Chinese are lavishly 
spending money and as a result they are getting an apparatus. 

_A3 an example ‘of how tho Chinese operate, a woman who had been oN ; 

κω. Bo 



bookkeoper αἵ ‘Ynternations’l Publishors Zor 30 years recently _ - 
turned. in her resignition., Under pregaure of questioning . . 
δῷ to why sho was leaving, this πόση, said she was now going 2 ὁ 
to work for tho “Loathly Review." The story thon cane out 
that her daughtor had recently taken a trip to Europo and 
that tho Chinese had supplicd all the monoy for her expoancs. 
Also, apparently at tho sone tind tho Chincso offercd to supply 
honey to the "Monthly Review". which would enable the Bublication 
to hire her mothor,, - 

: As tolL______] nity initievoy bas now agreed that —- 
his sox ‘phould come homeo, The Russians shoula-be told bé 
thordfore, thet it 9 oll right to ‘scnad hin back any time.- Ξ bic. 
after Novexber 7, 1965. - . 

σαν α τ 
who divorced hor Cuban husband and. is now back 

jin the U.S. the Rissiand should be told that. she is noking 
efforts té "snuggle" hor child into the 0.5, What she has - 

+ | done atid 1p presently coing in this: connection is being done 
1 totally on her οὔκ ‘and this is not a-mattor in which the 

CPUSA.is involved in any way ‘and this should not he. considered 
of oR Party matter ain. any MAY ᾿ . 

Ta repard-to ART dnd ESTHER SHTELDS,. the Youcow 
" correspondents for "The Yorker", at ic his, HALL’s opinion 
_~ and ode which he believes is im agreenent with the Russias pols 

. that the SHIELDSes should cone hone nnd be replaced. fowevor, 
before they are called back to the U.5..% guarantee should 
$e sccured from tho Rugcdans that, ESTHER will bo restored to. 
her former job at "Tacs’t in New York. The. CPUSA cannot - 
provide a job for then or ‘Ouppors then. 

According to CARL RINTER,. thore had been some ος 
eriticicn, of hin, WALL, by Rucoian officials bechuse of the: . 
type. of trade union delegation which was aont te the Soviet 
Unions It was stated that the makeup of this delegation Was: 
wrong. . Tho. Russians should be told that. thoy are wrong in 
their annlysis. of the delegation and ‘that tlie delegation was 
ἃ good one, Furthermote, this dolegation paid itc own way. 

_ πα conplaint Rhout the delegation was that wrhon it returned 
to the 0.S., they gave no formal report om thoir visit to ; 
the Soviet Union, | Tae Russians. must know that there con ho - os 



no official trade union dolégation sent-frou the U.S. and, 
therefore, theco individuals could render no official roport., 
Lowéver, they did dolivor in the U.9. favorable informal 
reports concerning their trip. and these teports have been 

- beneficial, . 

_ τ he Russians should also be informed thet the CPUSA ᾿ 
.- ἀθ Spending sibstantinl funds on the CP of Pucxto Rico. In - 

εν this same connection, he has learned that when GERTRUDIS .~ 
HBLENDEZ had been to Kosecow after attending tho Helsinki - 

| peters nedting, she had discussed the CP of Pucrto Rico with 
Party peopic, hen oho was askedvio: -comprisal.the CC of the 
CP of Puorto. Ricé, she. was unable to: answer this quostion, Yhed ἢ 
they aoked hor the current Party momberchip in Puorto Rico, ταὶ 

: she gave then a figure of 1,200, Τὴ Yegard to the latter, the - 
_ _ Ruggians should bo informed that while the CP of orto Rico ~ ~~ - 

- hes ἃ small cadre of monmbérg and-a lorge-nunber of militants _ 
around then, thoir momberchip is nowhere near. tho. 1,200 figure. 

πἜ 

' Hy 

meationéa by HELEIDEZ. _ - 

. . ° 1ὰ ΧΟΡΟΣ, to a daily paper, the Russians should be ὁ. 
informed that. ab soon as the change ig made in editors, the. ΝΕ 
establishment of a daily papér will be taken δὼ Ὁπο. of the - τ 

“most. serious tiskd, As to the ποχὲ cditor of the paper, — - δ 
“CARL WINTER is still the porson being given ‘top consideration ~~~ 
Yor thid post,. . Ct τς ΝΞ 

πο |... Jn nogard to disseninition of Soviet Ἐλξοχαίυγο and * 
matorial mailed by thom from abroad, it shotld be made known: 
that. this. is inéffcctive and docs’ not reach the right people. - τ᾿ 
ΣΕ should be ‘suggested to the Russinns thit. the Party βογὸὼ. ς΄. - 
has the fccilities for handling such dicseninatidn and can ἢ - 
do it in-a nore effective ὥσηπον and probably at less expense 
‘than- incurred by the Russians. hoy should give..consideration ε . to-our-handling this for then, _ | _ 
|. = |, Oa book stores, the CP has plias at tho-present tino — _ to open four now οὐ οὐ in aréog lacking such facilities. πὸ city undor consideration for the locatidn of ἃ book store is _Clevoland. — ; 

> In regard to the Russianat suggestion that it is ὁ 
Τοῖς it night bo better that they publish a collection of - 

| articles on the Negro and civil rights movement: in the U.S. 

-4-ι ol 



| really pulled gx "boar. . 

~vathor than the three entire deoues’ of "Heeedosways τ in book 
Yorn for Soviet roadorg, HALL felt this was a good idoa. 
Bo had not yet talked to Jit. JACKOON about this matter but - _ 

. elt thot JACKSON would 2ise BETES. THO Tussinny were to bo 
co inforned, . . 

While WALL ‘stated tet: the foregoing wad to. servo : 
252 génoral basis for making a financial request of the ὁ 
Russians, the specific matter of presenting the financial . 

- request for the'$l, 600, G00, md specifically how it was to- 
be justified, was hoinr 16ft to. the difcretion of the-CeUSA . ~ 

 vopresontative who Would carry out the discussions with the ~ - 
‘Russians, . WALL adetitted ho had no budget drawn up for 1966. 
and no recémmondation as to any spocifie amounts feeded for 
any particular activity for that. year, Whilo ho noted that 
the $1,000,090. which was to be requested for 1966 was ἃ 

᾿ substanticl figure, tho Nudsians shonld-be told that it. i 
wos inportant that they honor such requests for 2 couple ΝΞ ΕΝ 
more years,. Then. after that time they won't have this: - - 
problen any core. and the Party hore will be earning its = 9-2” 
own way. Dut; for the present such aid. is es Séntial and. = - 
this is his -roquest.. τὸς 

- On Othor matters, HALL noted “the following:. os 

‘When CARY, WINTER xroturned recently. he cane back “pl ge 
with absolutely. no. information or bickpround concerning {ΠῚ 
thé romovel of ENNESTO "CHE" GUEVARA, WINTER shid-that ho “lk 
talked ta mony leading poopleé im Cuba and asked then about .f1"' 
CHE" cand tho response he gét ἔχου these loaders concerning 
“CHE” was "you tell us." -As a result, 4f there ard any 
Cubans that can ba talked to. cithér in Prague. or Loscov, © 
inquixy should bé made to find gut the true facts surrounding - 
"CHE 's"' departure, In addition, offorts should bo made in ~: 

_¥dscow to pscortain why WINTER was unable to seo FIDEL CASTRO. ΝΕ 
‘when in Cuba. ΝΣ a 

” On, indonogin, every “oftort should be. 1 made δ. hold " 
“diteuesions. on this topic with leading Russinns in order. to | 
find out the oxact detaiis on the situation in that. country 

- and their Party. Mo noted that it was iis opinion that’ SURARNO - 
was probably-in on the revolt and if this wip correct. hg had 
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WINTER had further advised hin that. while in Cuba 
he learned that the Cuban Party ig now beginning τὸ translate 
Party publications and that, they-want to pay royalties on 
then to the CPUSA, So fay they have translated and printed 
40,000 copies of two books of FONER and they are planning ἕο. 
translate and publish six additional books of FOSTER. The 
Cubans said they were willins to pay $1,000 as royalties 
for the two FOUER. bookd plus 74¢ for cach copy printéd And 
sold, ‘The payment of these xoyaltics,. however, would have - 
to. bo made as follows: One third in dollars; One third in 
pounds; and one third in pesos... The Cuban Party should be 
informed that the CPUSA agrees to their offer on royalties 
although tho manner of payment is a bit unusual. 

In regard to PrGGY DENNIS, BALL stated that. when 
sho left for abroad she had the "fuzzy" ideii of staying away 
for at least a-yoar. ‘This camot bo done dnd she should be 
back in the U.S. by December, 1965. He noted that she is 
part of the staff of the “Peoples World" and they have problens 
and must be able to form their plans. This matter of PrGGYy's 

. ¥eturn should be takén up both with her and the Russians. 

Im addition, both PEGGY and -her von, THUR TINOTEEV, τῇ an | 
aiso kn should be told not to write so 
often ἐς and to clini: 2 Advice on ; 
politicarm S frou their iettors, is immature 
and docs not, understand, these things, “pugrestcod 
that perhaps TIMMY might be givon a slight slap on the wrist 
‘for meddling in this Party's affairs, TUSY has made a - 
suggestion that perhaps his nother, because of her age and as 
an honor to. hex husband, shduld be sent to. Praguo to work. as 
the U.S. representative at the "World Marxist. Revyiow." ere 
the demands upon her would be yory limited and she could relax 

τς and her stay could be.a vacation for her. In addition, it should 
- be suggésted to TIMMY that ‘he. quit talking to overy American who. 
visits in Moscow, Kost of these: visitors were not acquainted 

' with his fathers and they return with sone confusing idoas. 

11: 
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Memorandum - . 
Το : Mr. Ἦν C. suas ᾿ DATE: 10/15/65 

am 

Tele. Room - 

SUBJECT: ὃν £ 
\ SINTERNAL SECURITY - C | ἴδε 

now 3 Δ βίο ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === 
- 

“ΒΑ Johnson of Chicago called yesterday and advised that 
Chicago 5824*%vas preparing for departure on his next SOLO mission 
and Chicago needed authority to make funds available to the in- 
formant in connection. with this mission. He said the informant 
would be leaving Chicago on October 16, 1965, for Néw York where 
he would have to have conferences with Gus Hall before departing 
[for- Noscow. He contemplates leaving New York for Moscow on gi 
“October 19, 1965, 

| | 5° 
Chicago 5824 desires that his wife,. Chicago 6653” accom any, , 

him to-New York to assist him in preparing for His departure. 
New York requested authority to advance the informant $1,978.32); 
which includes: travel to New York, expenses there for himself and 
his wife, his‘wife's return passage to Chicago, and the informant's 
transportation, and other travel expenses to Russia via Prague, 
CzechoSiovakia,and back to New York, The Party will reimburse 
the informant for a portion of the funds, probably about, $500, 
which will -be returned to Chicago's confidential fund. Ὦ 4 

Chicago also asked for authority to advance the informant yer 
one month's pay since he will be away almost a month, - 

Further, Chicago asked authority for Special Agent Richard 
W. Hansen to go to New York with the informant to assist him. in a 
preparing for the trip and_to maintain last minute liaison with 
him, as well as to obtain any intelligence information which the Ἢ 
informant might develop in New Yor wing his contacts with, Hall... 

- ΖΑ ὙΕΧΙ 
_ The above requests are similar to those which have been made in 

all-prior SOLO trips ‘and appear to be necessary for the smooth de- 
~parture-of -the- informant on this. kind of a mission, It is believed 
,Chicago's requests in this connection should_bewappnovad.w ~ = °° - 

ACTION: ὌΝ "BRT OCT 26 1985 
= ; "ys Ι 

“Under £H6 jcircumstgicés, τ authorized, Chicago to.go ahead with 
the expenditures ard@.arrangéments gs‘requested by them. 

JAS:m{s (7) | a . 4 
1-Mr. Belmont; 1-Mr, Sullivan; ᾿ ὦ : 
1, Baumgardner; 1-Mr. ἢ, Putnam; » ̓ 
i-lMr. Donohue; 1-Ir,.M. Row , 

GSE NOVI 0 - | . a 
τς σχῶ ᾿ 

_ . : : - | 
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una stares covovent ὌΝ β 

το ες DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) DATE: 10/22/65 BG 

ROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

S : over: Coxa > ς΄ 
pr 

Re tel call October 14, 1965, from SAC M. W. 
JOHNSON of the Chicago Office to Inspector JOSEPH A, 
SIZOO of the Bureau. 

This letter will confirm telephonic approval 
furnished by Inspector JOSEPH A. S1Z0O to SAC M. W. JOHNSON 
for the advance of funds set forth below for use of CG 5824-S* 
on the 19th Solo Mission and for the expenses of his wife, 
CG 6653-S, whose assistance he required in New York City 
during the period October 16-19, 1965. 

First class one-way air fare 
for CG 5824-S* from Chicago 
to New York ΟΕ, , ς ςφ νον εν ενενεννεᾧῷ 54,92 " 

First class round-trip air fare 
for CG 6653-S from Chicago to " 
New York City and return........... 82.00 

Hotel for three days for two in 
New York City....... ΝΆ. 69.00 

Meals, tips, transportation, and 
miscellaneous expenses for two in 
New York City for three days at 
$25 CACHL... ccc eee eee eees eee ΞΕ 75.00 

First class air fare from New York 
City to Prague, Czechoslovakia, via 
London, England, and Amsterdam, The 

Round-trip. air fare between Prague 
and Moscow, USSR............0565 «-> 312,00 

I-51 28 , 13 /00-42£09/ -57L0 
()-Bureau (ΕΝ) Ret at — αν 

1-Chicago 
S OCT 27 i9R5 

WAB: MDW 

Jal 
$7 NOV x 4aRS U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

- One night hotel accommodations, | | . 
London, at BZA, cece e an εν νειν εν 24,00 = 

“Meals and miscellaneous expenses 
τ in LONGON csr eceenscseeewesccavetes 20.00 

Transit tax at Amsterdam Airport... 13.60 

Baggage handling charges at 
Ansterdam.,.. a ee | 5,00 

-Excess baggage charges New York City 
to Moscow afd return...cscccccevess 50.00 

Hotel, meals, transportation, tips - 
᾿ς and miscellaneous expenses for one . 

- day returning through Western . ΝΝ 
το το EULOPC.. iene cece ene αν εόμν εν μενε κεν 50,00. a 

Overseas phone 8411 returning...... 25.00 

Other Expenses 

Attorney's fees. for execution of 
power of ‘attorney, letters of : 
‘direction, will, μι etc oe © ἃ φ Oreo ὁ ἢ. . a ae 75,00 

Purchase of new luggage not pre- 
viously used for Solo Mission, 
two bags. ee παν μνυκὴ»ν sera ore κα 46,00 

Purchasé. of new clothing not bearing - 
laundry or dry cleaning marks,.. oe 150.00 

ες Purchase of gifts of miscellaneous ; 
nature to be presented to CP a 
officials abroad on behalf of the . 
CP, USA... ce cease enc cesicerncine cer. 75. 90° 

Total $1,978. 32 

CG 5824-S* anticipates. that upon his return from the 
current Solo Mission hé will be permitted to reimburse himself 
from Solo Funds in. the amount of $500 and at the time of 
accounting for the expenditure of the authorized -advance of 
expenses, this $500 will be taken into account, and the Bureau's. 
expenditure reduced by that amount. 

~2- 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

Inspector ΒΙΖΟΟ also authorized the’ advance of 
$1,500 to CG 5824-S* constituting one month's. advance pay- 
ment for services and normal expenses for the period October 
16-November 15, 1965, inasmuch as CG 5824-8* will be out 
of the country during that period, but his wife will ‘be -. 
remaining in Chicago and customary expenses such as rent 
and other expenses will continue. . ΝΣ ΠΝ 

᾿ Inspector ΒΊΖΟΟ further authorized SA RICHARD. W. 
* HANSEN. of the Chicago Office to accompany CG 5824-S* to New 
York City, his point of- departure from the United States, 
for the period October 16+ 19, 1965, for the ‘purpose ΟΙ- 
rendering to CG 5824-S*. such assistance as may be necessary 
and to obtain from the. informant such last minute informa- 
tion as he may receive during the course of his discussions ~ 
with GUS HALL, etc. 
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our? IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 10/14/65 ! 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED ! 
(Priority) Ι 

si ee em ee we we ee ee ee ne ee ee 

af TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

4 FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ReNYairtel, 9/24/65. SF: - 
Re airtel reflects that on 9/24/65, ΝΥ 694.9% 

advised that according to ARNOLD JOHNSON, CPUSA Director 
of Public Relations, GUS HALL and the CPUSA Secretariat had 
arrived at a tentative decision with respect to the 
composition of CPUSA Delegations to attend the Chilean. Part 
Congress. (10/11-17/65) and the 30th Anniversary of the 7th 
Cominterm Congress to be held in Prague on 10/21/65. 
Re airtel further reflected that HALL and the CPUSA 
secretariat had agreed on a tentative list of individuals 
who would visit the Soviet Union on 11/7/65, and also “2. 
several individuals who would go to the German Democratic DK 
Republic (GDR) between 11/148/65, to give lectures, 4 

On 10/13/65, N¥ 694-S* advised that on that W 
date HELEN WINTER, CPUSA functionary, active in the CPUSA itp “ 
Reserve Fund operation told him that with respect to the ὶ 
above mentioned information, present plans are as follows: 
He stated that HENRY WINSTON and MATTHEW HALLINAN have ζλ 
already left for the Chilean Congress, and that according - 
to the present. schedule, which is still subject to change, ZB blk 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT would leave on or about the 20th of - 
October to attend the 7th Cominterm Congress to be held ken 

pei QB - τ 

Age κα 30-428 =y tf NP FE EER νοοῖ. (00-42 £09,514 
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NY 100-134637 

in Prague, According to HELEN WINTER, LIGHT#OOTts wife, 
JOYCE, would accompany him on this trip, HELEN WINTER 
told NY 694~S* that HALLINAN is well versed in the Spanish 
language and would act as WINSTON's translator in addition 
to functioning as a Dele gate to the Chilean Congress. 

She. also advised. that a ‘Puetto Rican named "Santos" 
(auAN SANTOS RIVERA) would attend the Chilean Congress. 

With respect to those scheduled to make thé trip 
to the Soviet Union on 11/7/65, it is. planned that the 
following will go: TOM DENNIS and his wife, ELLEN; BEN 
LEVINE and his wife, ROSE; RALPH NELSON; CLAUDE LIGhTFOOT 
and his wife, JOYCE; NATALIE MEYERS; “BETTY DUIMOVICH; 
MILDRED EDELMAN MC ADORY; PHILLIP BRUNS ‘and his wife, ROSE; 
FRED BLAIR ard his wife, MARY; BOB EKIN; and ISHMAEL FLORY. 

HELEN WINTER further advised that the following, 
who had: previously. been scheduled to go to Moscow on this 
trip, will be uriabie to do so: 

-AI, RICHMOND 
JOE BRANDT 
ARCHIE BROWN 
BEN DOBB - 
BARL DURHAM 

NY O4-5* stated that aceording to HELEN, WINTER, 
’ NATALIE MEYERS is-from Chicago: BETTY DUIMOVICH is & member 

of "The Worker" staff in, ΝΥ; PHILLIP and ROSE BRUNS. are 
residents of Minnesota; BOB EKIN is a resident of Hartford, 
Conn.;: and ISHMAEL FLORY is a resident of Chicago and 
associated with the African-American Heritage Association, 

HELEN WINTER; also advigea that the group, curreritly 
scheduled to go to the GDR, consistsof the following: 
nofis{ Dens afid his wife. ELLEN; BEN LEVINE and his wife; 

_ ROSH; and RALPH NELSON. TOM DENNIS is scheduled to Lecture 
on οἰν Δ rights and the working class! BEN LEVINE will 
lecture on culture; and RALPH NELSON will - lecture or trade 
unions. According to HELEN WINTER, these lectures will be 
given at a CP School sponsored by the Central Committee of 
the German CP. 

The. information above is being disseminated to 1. 
, interested offices. | 



SAC, New Yori (100~134637) | 11/17/65 
(Attention: -SAC Donald. BE. Roney) 

EC. 34 —5/HaY 
Directos’, FBI (100=428091) MW 

SOLO 4 
15-Ὁ 

BAN) ‘PRAMUS 

Reference is‘Made to ‘your letter of 10/22/65, captioned as above, 
sounding 3, 3,000 pages of Xerox reproductions of monéy in the amount of 

Serial numbers of the money on the 3,000 pages have been. recorded 
in the. Automatic Data Processing Unit. The serial numbers will be 
consolidated with the index at such time as this index has been completely 
converted to tho Atutonatic Data Processing systeni. 

There are being returned undex separate cover the 3,000 pages .of 
Xerox reproductions: 
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GFTIONAD FORM Μοῦ 
say rch Epinions τῇ 
GSA FeMb {41 CFR) 101=31,4 

ἢ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT tn 

Memorandum 
TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 10/22/65 

(ATT: VOUCHER STATISTICAL SECTION) ' 

Mo : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

women 60» ᾿ 
ES=C 

fi 

4 

i 

_—— 

ReBulet 7/1/65 entitled. TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED 
BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS - REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC DATA 

‘ie PROCESSING UNIT SERVICE. 

Enclosed for the Bureau are 3000 pages of Xerox 
. reproductions of money representing $240,000. These Aerox 

copies denote "exchange money” for $240,000, which amount was 
originally received by NY 694-S* from the Soviets on 8/26/65. 
This money was in $100. and $50. bills and was exchanged for 
$20. bills on 10/7/65. 

Records of these bills should contain the reference, 

"NY 65-17696A-1153," It is also requested that the record peal 
contain the page number of the Xerox copies, which page 
number may be found on the lower right hand corner of each 
sheet and that the record be marked "exchange money." 

Enclosed material should be returned to the NYO afte: 
processing by communication marked for the attention of 

- 19-8 Sy 
: tobe, «ὦ 0- LLY D 9/24 

- -. Bureau (Enc. 3000) (RM) ; AL nm 6 6S 
(1 - Voucher Statistical Yection)- - - -. - 

1 - NY 65-17696 (343) eens ve ee 
1 ~ NY 100-134637 (42) y 

SN 16 OCT 35 1965 nN 

ΜΘ ἐλ. ΜΝ ἢ ας 

(5) Ors ᾿ δ» . 

ΟΞ 3 ὡ 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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OPTIONAL (ORM NG, 10 3010" 156 
MAY 1962 EDIEGH 
GiA GIN, REG. NO. 27 

9] 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Belmont τς 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
Hx, Conrad. Soe bate: October 25, A 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case Snvolves. the. Bureau's. highly valuable 
confidential informant ΝΥ 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations ‘transmitted to. ‘hin by radio. " 

On 10/25/65 transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at: scheduled times and, ‘frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted. ὁ ‘8 

“-- 

ACTION : oe 
a 

For information. 

Mr. Conrad | 
Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. -C. Putnam) 
Mr. Downing.” . 
Mir. Newpher 
Mr. Paddock 

A me: dek © 
(7). - — ᾿ , 

μ᾿ et bet NO ι 14 

“or REC-.68 (06 ~ ta € 0G le SFL. ΕΝ 

6 OCT 28 1985 

Phy τ -ττῦ 
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OPTIONAL FOAM NO. 13 + 4010-107 
MAY 1982 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NQ, 77 

UNITED STATES GOVWRNMENT 

Memorandum 
vi : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 10/22/65 

‘Noo : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ae - 

ΝΝ ONO a “πον oo K 
Is - C δ᾽ Me Re t , 

ReCGairtel dated September 22, ode Υ ͵ Buairtel 
dated September 27, 1965, which, among other items, concerned 
travel by CG 5824-S* and CG 6653-8 to Los Angeles, California, 
for the purpose of renewing cover legend passports in the 
names of HAROLD M, and GENKA E, JULES. 

Owns 
ROUTE ie Luar _ JP i 

On October 4, 1965, both sources traveled to Los 
Angeles and returned on October 6, 1965, having obtained, 
without incident, new passports bearing a date of issuance 
of October 5, 1965. Upon their return, the following 
accounting was obtained relative to the sum of $633.52 
which was advanced for this trip: 

First class air fare from Chicago 
to Los Angeles and return (family 
Plan)... ecw ec eee cece eee veces e ss « f428, 40 

Hotel, food, taxi fares, tips, and 
- τι miscellaneous expenses for three 
7 "| days and two nights in Los 

° ANBelES... ee cne eevee svcevrvsvecsess LOL2 

_ Passport photosS....cecesveeceesseeese 10,00 . 7 

Ss ἐς Passport fees at $10 each plus Ξ 
-“ expedite service fees at $2 . REC. 23 
a CACNL . wr cecvvescucevesecvvscseseens 24.00 

Total $563,720 semen women eocemnn 

“τι — - ADVANCE ἘΒΟΜ -ΒΌΒΈΛΙ-- ) - $633.52-6 QCT-29-1985 - - 
TOTAL EXPENSES 563,72 
, . . ees eminent 

¥* 

EXCESS $ 69.80 

The amount of $69.80 excess was refunded by CG 5824-S* 
and has been returned: to the Confidential Fund of the Chicago 
Office. vi 

The above accounting is submitted for the information 
of, the, ane. 

Hf @uaivesd (RM) ᾿ μη b ; ) ᾿ 
igagBuy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Pa roll Savin § Plan. Owe i: arta δ gularly y gs Plan 

he > ΝΜ 
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UNITED STATES GO MEX BATT TE IN τῷ 7 LOPE 

Memorandum 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 10/26/65 

Zap : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: Coro» : | 
x is -C ζ 

For the information of the Bureau and New York, 
there were received through drops in Chicago on October 23 
and 25, 1965, three communications from CG 5824-S* which he 
had mailed. dur ing the early stages of his travel on the 
current 19th Solo Mission. One of these communications 
was mailed during the early morning hours of October 20, 
1965, from the London Airport and two weremailed during the 
afternoon hours of October 20, 1965, from Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands. These communications were innocuous in con= 
tent and merely indicated that CG 5824-S* was proceeding 
generally on schedule and without significant incident., 

«ἴς 

f/eor3 Ag — EX 114 ΖΖ 
ὥλΒαχϑδυ (ΕΜ) 
1-New York (100-134637) (Info) ON » 10! oO τ 225 FO Et SVHS 

—  — JaChicago " oo REG 

‘a 6 no. 3 4865 | 

bens oe 

A ᾿ ” 

Exo 



DECLASSIFICATION’ ANTHORITY DERIVED From: 7 
ὧν - FEL AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

6 sor Ser BATE δ oO Σ 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
(15) 100~428093 BY LIAISON 

1» Lisison 
ie . 1 -, A. Re Jones p 1 ~ Broyles 

Date: October 28, 1965 

To: Director 
Bureau of: Ynteltivence ‘and Research 
Yoeparinent of State y 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director P ma 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
INTERNAL SECURITY «= CANADA 

Enclosed for your information is ἃ ménorandum, 
captioned "Communist Party of Canada," ‘dated October 28, - 

Upon removal of the classified enclosure, 
Aotter of transmittal becomes: unclassified, 

£nclomire 

1 = Director (Enclosure) BY LIAISON 
Central intelligence Agency 

Attention: ‘Deptity Director, Plang 

NOTE:: : Ἢ fo 
_ Classified "Tgp Seeret" sifice/data in the attached 

| μ memorandum 1.5: 56. classified. 

Ciera <k "pec 16 
Callahan ... 

CO i ere, ᾿ μ ’ [αν ᾿ 

a} roy, stoner — ᾿ pode 
Rosen 6 NOV 1 1965 
Sul AV eee 
Tavel . 

Trotter ae, 
Tele. Roos EN — y ; 
Sends ἘΞ: 3 wan SUE TELETYPE UNITL—1 

en 



Ἦν FROM: 

- ᾿ » : FEI AUTOMA Wa DECLASSIFICATION ΟἸΤΤΤΙΕ 

. DATE GL-2G z 
ah 5 

i DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVE 

Legat, Ottawa 10/28/65 
Ἷ 

Director, FBI (100428091) 1~ A. Ἐς Jones 
. - 1 = Broyles 

Al COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- CANADA 

ReBulet 8/31/65, captioned as above, which transmitted 
a letterhead memorandum containing information relating to the. 
proposed joint training school of the Communist Party, USA, and 
the Communist Party. of Canada. 

There are. enclosed three copies of ‘a letterhead 
memorandum c#assified "Td et" and captioned "Communist —_— 
Party of Canada," which tontaIns information relating to the ὁ 
above-mentioned. school. 

Promptly. furnish: a copy of -the enclosed memorandum 
to your source in the. ] Your 
source should be cautioned that. it is essential that no 
distribution, or use of our intelligence information is ‘under 
taken. which would be. likely to jeopardize the security of -our 
sources, 

Eniclosures (3) 

Δ REC j00- Yas 0g) ~S) 4] 7 
1 =. Foreign. Liaison Unit (uote ε through. for Teview) ᾿ 

an Ce Bs Nov 2 7985 

— Gmiein) ΤῸ 
Plans for the joint CPUSA and CP of ‘Canada Marxist 

% ne ane school. been under way fox some time, We have 
| “beep-furnishing information. relating to this school. | ie 

tp et ; 

; mae) MAILED 10 
"POLSON semen, 2 vay iy Belpont τ ς OCT 29 οὔθ᾽ 
DeLouch 
Casper 
Callahan 
Contad — : 

Felt 
Gale ___ 

1] 
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ont Sate Ἀ 

COMM-FBI 

Rosen —_ 
SeLEVON nee 
Tavel —_, 

Tae Ro — 9 
Holm; a3 Nf 3 «΄ 
Gan ft ¥ «MALL HOOMCE, 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED From: ἢ 
a πἥ . > _ FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

Θ « ATE “oy ΞΖ 

may eta 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

October 28, 1965 

ae 

1 = Liaison 
1... A, R. Jones 
i= Broyles 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 
oo 

The following iiformation was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

The joint Communist Party, USA-Communist Party of 
Cahiida Marxist training school, , Which was scheduled to open: 
in Toronto, Canada, on November 1, 1965, has heen postponed 
to early 1966. 

You “WELL be advised. of any additional information 
| recoived Megarding this school. 

100~428091 

i ~ Foréign Liaison γα 

ORIGINAL, AND. ΤῸ COPIES 
TO LEGAT, OTTAWA, BY 
LETTER. DATED: 10/27/65 

NOTES 

Classified wy ret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source (CG 5824S 
who is.’of continiing value and siich revelation could réstkt in, . 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. ‘Information extracted 
from. CGlet dated 10/21/65 captioned "CPUSA, Education, 15... Cc." 

Tolson 96 4d memorandum being: ‘Sent.to:Legat, Ottawa, for transmittal 
Additional information. concerning the joint, CPUSA-CP of 

arxist training school h 3 been, meet jg misbes to = b75 

Felt ᾿ . BOP 3. ye 

——a i ) 00-43 £04/ τα Tavel ______ Ν lad f 

i ΠΟ HG 
Gondy ο΄ wan, RooML_] tevetype uit] aN CLOSURE 
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UNITED snares co onsen | ROUTE if ENVELOPE 

Memorandum 
το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 10/29/65 

ran : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) (P) 

SUBJECT: Coto 

Gow Cc 

47 ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated 
September 30, 1965. 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and 
CP, USA Reserve Funds in the possession of CG 5824-S*. Set 
forth below is such an accounting: 

Balance of Funds in Possession of 
CG 5824-5* as of September 30, 1965 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois........ σεν. se DL00, 000.00 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
+ box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 

Chicago, Illinois... ..... cc case eens 56,555, 00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

None. —_—__ 

Total $156,555.00 °° A 

Additions PEC.G- 

Solo-and CP, USA Reserve Funds /0 ῦ.- 4 29299,...5:. ΝΣ 
x eee eee penne 

one. . 

AG 6 Nov 2 1985 
/ “ERR pies 
Bureau (ΕΜ) ΔΌΝΝΝΕΝ — 

2-New York (RM) ‘ 
(1, - 100-134637) (SOLO) ΚΔ 
τ - «100-138861) (cP, USA - Reserve Funds) ΄ 

1-C Chicago ¥ 

“*  RWwH: ΜῊΝ Gye 
65 NOVOP2 1965 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Disbursements - — 
atti 

ΝΣ , Bolo 

_ On 10/3/65 for. additional charges 
on stock pure half 

“GUS ΝΙΝ 

" ᾿ - ᾿ πηι, νιν α κἷν κατε κα ὁ Serene oe ene 8155.00. . 

| On: 10/15/65-as purchase price for τ. -. πος 
Longines wrist watch sent by GUS : ᾿ 
HALL with HENRY WINSTON as gift. to - 
General Secrétary.,. CP of ΒΥ 118,00 - 

On 10/15/65 to CG-5824-S* as partial : 
expense in connection with 19th Solo ; ᾿ ' 
Mission... whe ee steeds ΣΝ 500,00. : 

On 10/15/68. to CG 5824-S* on, instruc- ἐπε ΝΣ 
tions: of GUS HALL-to cover portion οὔ" - ol, τς 
expenses incurred-in connection .with ᾿ κι ITC 

- travel and. other matters. related to _ 
investm * 

wee 160,00 | 

‘Total _ $933.00 . - 

Balance of Funds in: Possession. of 3 ΝΞ ᾿ 
CG 5824-S* as of October 19, 1965 - ΞΕ Ε πο νοὺς καὶ 
Date of Departure. of :CG 5824- S*. on. | ΕΝ 
19th Solo Mission, 

2 

Solo ΕΗ _ τ 

Maintained ain cash im safe deposit 
box, -First National Bank of Chicago, . 
Chicago, Illinois...... ΟΣ: 61, 000. 00 

‘ Maintained in cash in sefe deposit | 
box, -Michigan Avenue National Bank, ᾿ 

ἔπ Chicago, Tllinois. Ses aseene speed dee σον . 94, 622'..00. 

Total $155, 622.00 

It will be noted that of. the above funds, $61, 000 
is now- idintained in a safe deposit bax at the First National 
Bank of ‘Chicago. This money ‘was transferred by CG 5824~S* on - 

“Ὁ 



CG 134-46 Sub δι " 
rE 

October 5; 1965, from the box at Mid-Atterica National Bank. 
The remaining portion of the $100,000 previously maintained 
in this box at Mid-America was added to the monies maintained - 
in the box-at the. Michigan. Avenue National Bank, Thereason. 
for this action on the part of CG 5824-S* was that the safe 
deposit box at Mid-America National Bank is- maintained by ~ 
him under the HAROLD M. JULES legend which is the legend 
under which he is. currently traveling. 
Any possibility of this box béing sealed due to some. aunfore+ 
seen event. during the course of the- ‘eurrént mission, . the | 
source transferred this money to, the box maintained in his. 
true name and to which access. can be had by CG 6653+ or 
NY 694- ‘S* in case of efiergency, . - 

in order to forestall _ 
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UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT Betmont ————— 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ἢ a 
Contad 
Felt καττττανττα. τιν τον. 

: Mr. Conrad en . ΕΝ ΙΝ ‘DATE: ” October 28, 98s Jie 

ulllvan κα 
=  Tavel 

᾿ - * te - Trotter 
. - ᾿ -- Tele. Room - = 

. Εν Downing + Zz : ι oF Holaes ——___ 
Gondy 

NTERNAL SECURITY - ὦ - ~~ "" Ge on poche 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly 67 
confidential informant NY 694+S* who has been receiving communi-~ 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 2 Ξ).. 

On 10/28/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau CEs 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 446 GR 55, 
was, intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Conrad τς 
2. -- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
1 - Mr, Downing 
1 

1 a ean eae Pes 109 ~ P2809] AED 
iis:dexk “€/ am a 6 Nov 2 1985 
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ih 

lo 0 0 0,0 0% 

71163 

45436 

99779 

20212 

66050 

04748 

Oo 

NR 446 GR 55 

35956 

44946 

35909 

80879 

80068 

55497 

ἢ . =} a 

- 16s/es 

10/28/65 _ Tome 
a 

63653 25172 36227 57729 58669 47098 

62479 74683 32562 82844 49190 27654 

51925 490641 73115 87375 11736 28778 

76810 26529 32684 29558 88256 17394 

80492 23458 B0L45 57944 77585 27117 , 

95879 

INFORMBIRCHITHATH #bURCASH ΕΜ ΝΕ A TAI ΒΑ ν Γ5ΕΡ ΓΟΒΆΑΝΤΙ 
Ο LUGGAGEF OR}! 4#HEMBERSDF}YOURPARTY/ LETH SKNOWTHENUMBE 

OCTOBERH 25H} 
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τς ΒΡ εβδιΒον $-22-34) φ᾽ | CS. 
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ROUTE, JN ENVELOPE 
Date; 10/27/65 

᾿ 

5 

ee ee ἡτανῃ ' 
τ 

Transmit the following: in 
” {Type in plaintext or codel x 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 2 ὁ +) 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SOLO a ζ 
UARRY*PL Li] oS S08" " ᾿ 

Enclosed herewith for “thé Bureau are three copies 
cand | for New York one copy: of an. informant/s statement cap- a 
tioned, inforniation Concerning Haroutu ilibossian and £4 
Patric#\Selian, Former Americans Now keSiding in the Soviet// 
THion eee TP . 

Sete 

The information. set forth in the enclosed informant‘ s}. 
statement was: furnished or 10/15 & 18/65 by CG 5824-S*, who 
has. furnished reliable information. in the past, to SAs ‘WALTER 
A, BOYLE and RICHARD We HANSEN, 

In regard to: the documents, referred to. herein, they 
were made available on a temporary basis by CG 5824-S* and 
found to have. been written both in the English and the Armenian], 
languages. While the originals of the documents were returned | 
to the soutce, Xerox copies. were made and enclosed herewith 
for the . Bureau an ew York is, one copy each of the English 
and. Armenian, exrgpons of these documents. 

wm ἘΠῚ Ὁ Ba ᾿ 

\ Bure (E ) (RM) ; AC oe ἜΣ 6) (ante) (4. β 
i-Chicago . - j. 

RWH:MDW iii” ‘REC. 4} [0 δ" δ - 2d ta ty 2150 
(5) 

al 9. Nova8_ 1985 
τὶ. ma _ . 

Approved: 

GENCY 
sent UM OPer 


